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ABSTRACT

PREPARING STUDENTS FOR THE UNIVERSITY:
WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE ACCOMMODATION ON
STUDENTS WHO TRANSFER TO STATE UNIVERSITIES?

MAY 2002

BRUCE D. JOHNSON, B. A,UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M. ED., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor David Schuman

For nearly a century, community colleges have worked to accommodate students
both in and out of the classroom. They do this for a number of reasons, in a number of
ways, and to many this is one of the main features that distinguish these institutions that
pride themselves on being student-centered from their counterparts, the state universities.
Another distinguishing feature is that community colleges have exceptionally high rates
of student satisfaction.

vi

While students who are accommodated may feel satisfied while enrolled in
community colleges, this study revealed how they felt once they transferred to four-year
state universities. Research shows that most students experience “transfer shock,” which
includes among other things an immediate decline in the GPA. Do these transfer students
feel the community college experience and education helped prepare them in their pursuit
of a baccaluarate degree, or do they they find the transition more difficult than expected?

This study looks at the community college, its history, and its history of student
accommodation. Featured are phenomonologic interviews with eight subjects - students
who transferred from community colleges and are presently enrolled in state universities.
Interviews revealed that they were accommodated at their respected community colleges,
they suffered “transfer shock,” they were not prepared for university culture and
academics, but that they found community college accommodation necessary, as it
prepared them for college, if not the university itself. Also included is a review of a
University of Massachusetts (Amherst) “Community College Transfer Student” survey
which supplements the research.
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INTRODUCTION

The Community College of Philadelphia spent $4 million revamping its library,
adding study space for small group study, quiet meditation, and socialization because
students requested it and, as its President Fred Capshaw explained, “We asked ourselves,
‘What are the things we should do to create a welcoming, supporting environment for
students?’ ” (O’Malley, 1998, p. 12).

Cohen and Brawer (1989) found that, in order to accommodate students with jobs
off campus, faculty in some community colleges dropped certain demands including
regular class attendance.

In interviews, Seidman (1985) found that some faculty were

encouraged to “individualize” instruction; sometimes this meant “going to great lengths
to structure a situation so that students who are having difficulty and who fall behind
because of personal reasons can somehow make up their work” (p. 89).

O’Malley noted that in September of 1997, when classes started at DeAnza
Community College, in Cuperton, California, all college staff wore red heart-shaped pins
that read “Ask me, I care.” Wearing these pins was required.

For nearly a century, community colleges have nurtured and worked to
accommodate students both in and out of the classroom. Two-year schools do this for a
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Some students thrive in two-year colleges because the institutions are so
accommodating. In fact, these learners point specifically to the student-centered nature
of the community college as being the primary reason for their success.

Tillie, a

participant in this study and a self-described “uninterested, C-student” in high school,
worked for twenty years before enrolling in a community college. She described the
impact of her first college course:

I walked into class the first night [and] ... I was absolutely ...
terrified. I registered for the class ... that was, that was hard
enough. Somehow I got the nerve to ... finally attend, to finally go
.... You have to understand, I was a terrible student - I hated school
as a kid. I ... I did average, you know ... I passed, but ... It wasn’t
like ... I was going to go to college ... no one ever, you know,
talked about that with me.
So, what ... twenty years later I’m sitting in a freshman English. My
first class. And, the professor returns my first paper ... our
assignment that we wrote. This one counted. It was just a story we
wrote ... about, you know, something important. An important
moment. I was shaking ... her writing was, like, all over it. Marks
everywhere (laughs). I didn’t even look at it ... other people were
reading theirs ... still in class. I took mine to my car. I didn’t look at
it, my paper, until I was outside ... in my car. I’m sitting there with
my light on. God.
She [the professor] said it was, like, one of the most powerful stories
she had ever read. I was thinking, sure .... But I looked all over it
and she had comments everywhere ... like she had read it and really
liked it .... You know ... every paper I wrote after that ... she would
write, like, ‘You have such talent,’ and ‘Thanks for sharing such a
beautiful story.’ She always found new things to say ... I know. I
used to read those comments over and over ... I still can remember
them. How many years later (laughs)? She always made me feel ...
good, really good about myself.
I took my next writing class with her ... and she got me to submit
my poetry to the, the school ... the school has this student magazine.
The [name]. My poems were published ....
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When I applied to [state university] she helped me write, you know,
an essay with the application. Um, she also wrote a letter of
recommendation. I couldn’t believe what she wrote about me....
No one had ever said those things about me ... ever .... I know,
there’s no way I’d be here [state university] ... without her.

For others, the nurturing culture of community colleges and the manner in which
they accommodate students can have a much different effect. Seidman (1985) noted that
the student-centeredness can “create a false sense of security and dependence that offers
little to the students when they leave the community college” (p. 97). One student he
interviewed explained:

I just kind of felt that if I did well there [at her community college]
that I could do it, that I could go four years. And that’s what gave
me the confidence to go on. It was like a very nurturing sort of
situation ... [But] see when I went to the university, I didn’t get that
personal touch. I got, ‘Ok, fill this form out, stand in line ....’
Nobody was helping me. I was lost all the time. And then going
and talking to somebody, and he’s like, very brief .... It wasn’t like
he cared one way or the other. So he’d say, ‘Ok, this is your major
then you take these courses.’ [I wanted to ask] ‘Well, how hard are
they? Do you think I’m capable of doing them? Am I going to be
needing a big transition period? What’s going to be happening?’
And no one told you anything. [At the end of my first semester] ...
I was on academic probation ... I had gotten a D in chemistry, C in
math ... but I dropped my statistics course a little late. And I had to
think of all kinds of excuses to get out of it. It was like I’m right
back where I started from. It was like a real comedown. All the
fears that I had came flooding back in and there I was again. And I
wondered, was that just a little flowery school where I went to,
where they babied me and they taught me the way I needed to be
taught? And then here it’s like the cold, cruel world. And nobody is
going to help you. (97-98)
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The community college accommodated both of these individuals. However, what
distinguishes the two students and places them at near-opposite ends of the spectrum, is
how community college accommodation affected them once they transferred to the

university. As they reflected on their two-year college experience, and considered it in
light of their four-year college experience, they made meaning of the institutions and how
they, as students, were affected by them.

It is because of these types of students and their personal stories that I initiated
this study.

I have taught for several years as an adjunct instructor at a community

college, and I have seen the Tillies and Seidman subjects pass through my freshman
English class.

Some are seventeen years old, barely four months removed from high

school graduation. Others are closer to thirty and, sick child in tow, arrive only to pick
up the following week’s assignment. Still, others are approaching middle age and have
returned having experienced a “change of life” event. What separates these students from
their counterparts in four-year universities is their assortment of individual needs: some
have full-time jobs that prevent them from completing all their work; others are single
parents who make it to the weekly, three-hour evening sessions only if their babysitter
shows up; finally, some have not been in a classroom in over thirty years and find the
life-to-school transition challenging.

Like my colleagues in community college

classrooms, counseling centers and administrative offices, I find myself adjusting to,
nurturing, and otherwise accommodating these students so that they have a greater
chance of succeeding.
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I do this because the community college taught me how to be student-centered. I
hadn’t considered extending deadlines for students, I hadn’t considered allowing students
to re-write flawed essays for an improved grade, and I hadn’t thought to pass students
who missed three-quarters of the semester until various administrators, teachers, and
students brought it to my attention. Smircich noted that institutional culture “expresses
the values or social ideals and the beliefs that organizational members come to share”
(Qtd. in Bimbaum, 1988, p. 72), and I came to understand the cultural tendencies of the
community college; I now share them.

I have often wondered what becomes of my students, particularly those who
eventually transfer to universities.

Is the transition from “lower” division to “upper”

division smooth or difficult, and to what degree is the nurturing nature of the community
college a contributing factor? Do the Tillies succeed in four-year universities because the
two-year schools not only prepared them academically, but also provided them with the
needed confidence and self-assurance? In other words, do community colleges help
liberate these students? Or, on the other hand, do students like Seidman’s subject
experience what Hills (1965) referred to as “transfer shock,” which describes the culture
shock experienced by transfer students who find the university culture to be less personal,
less nurturing and less student-centered (Phillips, 1990; Richardson & Skinner, 1992;
Bauer & Bauer, 1994)? Some community college transfer students graduate from fouryear institutions, but many more do not.
graduates at 25% (USDOA, 1997).

Recent figures place transfer-baccalaureate

Given the figure, it would seem certain factors

related to community colleges as preparatory institutions need to be studied.
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In this dissertation, I explore accommodation and how it affects students who
transfer from two-year institutions, institutions that pride themselves on being studentcentered, to four-year, state universities. The resulting information may prove beneficial
to the community colleges as they prepare students for the transition to “senior”
institutions. This leads to my research question:

What are the effects of community college accommodation on transfer students?

To help answer this question, I interviewed eight students who graduated and
transferred from community colleges and who are presently enrolled in state universities.
Over the course of three interviews, they discussed their lives, their community college
and university experiences, and the meaning they made of those experiences. Prior to the
interviews, however, I reviewed the relevant literature. This helped place the participants’
words into context.

This study begins with a review of community college history. Chapter 1 helps
place into context the institution and the people - students, faculty, and administrators involved with the schools. Chapter 2 reviews the history of community college
accommodation and examines not only how two-year colleges provide for and adapt to
students, but why. Chapters 1 and 2 provide a review of the literature and serve as a
backdrop for subsequent research that adds to that literature.

Chapter 3 describes the

method used in the research. This is a qualitative study and this chapter describes one
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particular method - the in-depth interview - and examines the benefits of using it. This
research study also examines a University of Massachusetts transfer student survey, and
this is also described in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 introduces the eight interview subjects and concentrates on the personal
lives of the participants through their community college years. Here, students discuss
family life, school life and personal experiences.

Chapter 5 concentrates on the eight

students during their first year at state universities. Students discuss both the transition
from two- to four-year schools and their experience being university students. In
Chapters 4 and 5, students reconstruct their experiences. In Chapter 6, subjects are asked
to reflect on that reconstruction and to make meaning of their experiences at the
community college

and university,

while making connections between the two

institutions. Here, participants make sense of the effects of post-secondary education.

While important and recurring issues and themes are identified in the subjectinterview chapters (4, 5, 6), it is in Chapter 7 where clustered data is analyzed. This
analysis is placed in the context of literature and from that conclusions are drawn. There
is also a discussion of both the benefits and drawbacks of community college
accommodation along with an explanation as to why this information is important.
Chapter 7 concludes with a discussion on how this subject might be further researched.
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CHAPTER 1
HISTORY OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

This study seeks to understand the effects of community college accommodation
on students who transfer to state universities. In order to fully understand these effects, it
is important to examine this truly American invention - the community college - as well
as the individuals who work at and attend such institutions.

Chapter 1 places the

community college in perspective by first looking at its history and its evolution. The
chapter then examines three groups of individuals central to the schools: administrators,
academic counselors, and faculty. Finally, the chapter examines the students who attend
two-year colleges.

The purpose of Chapter 1 is to present the community college and

discuss its history, its people, and its traditions, which helps lay the groundwork for
understanding how these schools affect students.

The first part of Chapter 1 examines the history of the community college, and it
is divided into five sections: Community College Origin, Community College Name,
Community College Function, Community College Association, and Community College
Present State.

Community College Origin

When the American community college began in the early part of the 20th
century, a number of social forces contributed to its formation.

Exactly why these

institutions were formed has been a source of debate among researchers.
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Some researchers have noted that “junior colleges,” the early 20th century name
given to two-year colleges, were formed as a way of providing opportunity to an
increasing number of Americans and, in particular, to more recent immigrants interested
in higher education. Populist leaders pointed to the increase in public school graduates
just prior to the turn of the century (Zoglin, 1976); in fact, between 1874 and 1904, high
school enrollment rose by 600% (Witt, Wattenbarger, Gollattscheck & Suppiger, 1995).
However, many of these graduates could not afford America’s elite colleges, or, because
they lived in small towns or on farms, could not attend faraway federally-funded land
grant universities (Witt et al). The two-year college made higher education available to
these individuals.

Interestingly, one hundred years later, students would attend these

institutions primarily for the same reasons: cost and accessibility.

Other researchers have pointed out that it was not the populists, but rather the
elitists who helped conceive the idea of the community college. A number of academic
leaders and school presidents insisted that universities would not become true research
and development centers until they “relinquished their lower division preparatory work”
(Brint & Karabel, 1989, p. 24) - namely, freshman and sophomore classes. Like their
German counterparts, these leaders believed universities would provide scholarship, and
“lower schools” would provide lower level and vocational education. In 1898, William
Rainey Harper, President of the University of Chicago, captured this view:

The work of the freshman and sophomore years is only a
confirmation of the academy or high school work. It is a
confirmation not only of the subject matter but of the methods
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employed. It is not until the end of the sophomore year that
university methods of instruction may be employed to advantage.
(Qtd. in Brint & Karabel, p. 24)

Still other researchers have taken a more socio-political view and have argued that
community colleges were formed not to democratize or separate students, but to manage
them and their ambitions. They explained that “society generates far more ambition for
upward mobility, than its structure of opportunity can satisfy,” and they point to two-year
institutions as places that might contribute to this by “diverting the aspirations of students
who wish to join the professional and managerial upper middle-class, but who are
typically destined to the structure of opportunity to occupy more modest positions” (Brint
& Karabel, 1986, p. 8). Clark (1961), in an important study, referred to this issue as the
“cooling-out” function of the two-year college, and he explained that it was “inevitable
and structured” (p. 515). Essentially, these and other researchers (Russell, 1908; Eells,
1941) believed that university elitists created and designed community colleges to
preserve rather than to threaten a class-stratified society (Ctd. in Brint & Karabel).
Perhaps Koos (1931) captured this thinking best when he explained that junior colleges
allowed students not fit to go beyond higher levels of academics, to stop “naturally and
honorably at the end of the sophomore year” (p. 91).

Harper and other university leaders spoke during a time when America was
experiencing a period of enormous industrial growth (Witt et al, 1995).

Educators

pointed to the German research university model and determined that raising university
standards involved separating freshman and sophomores, “who were not sufficiently
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ready for the rigors of scholarly study” (Diener, 1986). These students would be placed
in lower division, in effect, grades 13 or 14, where they would receive advanced training
and not flood the universities. Witt et al explained that this “pleased both the university
elitists and the new college freshmen” (p. 7).

In addition to debating why these institutions were needed and how they came
about, leaders debated what to actually call the two-year college. Central to the schools’
history is the evolution of its name, and the manner in which these institutions have been
identified is revealing both in terms of how educational leaders perceived them and how
schools perceived themselves.

Community College Name

From their inception through the early 1940’s, two-year institutions were known
primarily as “junior colleges.”

Central to these schools was their transfer function;

essentially, these were lower-division schools working on behalf of the “parent”
university campus (Cohen

& Brawer, 1996). Bogue (1950) noted that at the second

annual meeting of the American Association of Junior Colleges, in 1922, these
institutions were defined as places “offering two years of instruction of strictly collegiate
grade” (p. xvii).

However, nearly a quarter century later, this function would shift.

Given the passage of the GI Bill of 1946, together with the President’s Commission on
Higher Education (known as the Truman Commission) and its call for equality of
opportunity, institutions of higher education found themselves serving a large influx of
new students (Brint & Karabel, 1989). To serve this increase, and better fulfill society’s
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every-increasing need for semi-professional workers (USDOE, 1948), the Commission
recommended

that

community

colleges

expand

terminal

vocational

education.

Consequently, the term “junior college” would no longer describe the function of these
institutions, and the Commission suggested an alternative name that would capture both
the “practical experience and wide contacts with the movement” (Bogue).

This term

would also describe institutions that had developed a curriculum “suited to the larger and
ever-changing civic, social, religious and vocational needs of the entire community ... in
which the colleges [were] located” (Cohen & Brawer). So, the term “junior college,”
with its “connotations of inferiority and subordination” (Brint & Karabel) gave way to a
more comprehensive name: the community college.

In addition to these two terms, several others have been advanced over the years,
and often they have reflected the institutions’ place on the educational landscape. Some
names have reflected the original sponsors and supporters of the two-year schools: “City
College,” “County College,” and “Branch Campus”; other names have identified the
schools’ emphasis: “Technical Institute,” “Vocational College,” and “Adult Education
Center”; finally, the schools have had various nicknames that have, at time, helped
distinguish the institutions from their four-year counterparts: “Anti-University,” and
“Democracy’s College” (Cohen & Brawer, 1989).

Fifty years after the Truman Commission report, the term “community college”
remains intact. In many ways the name and its evolution reflect the institution and its
evolution, as these schools, once junior colleges looking up to
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parent

schools, have

become community colleges looking to the community in their drive to be all things to all
people. Not only has the community college name evolved over the years, but so, too, has
its function, and much of community college history has centered on one question: What
is the purpose of these schools?

Community College Function

Although community colleges serve a variety of purposes, not the least of which
includes “meeting community needs” (Hollingshead, 1963), their primary purpose has
been to prepare students either for academic transfer or a vocation. However, the manner
in which these institutions, historically, have emphasized these two functions has been a
source of much discussion and debate.

During the first two decades, the vast majority of two-year colleges were liberal
arts institutions that emphasized transfer curricula. While vocational programs existed in 1918, 4% of private junior colleges and 17% of public two-year colleges were
categorized by the Bureau of Education as vocational (Brint & Karabel, 1989) - these
programs were not the schools’ main feature.

The primary function of the two-year

college was to educate students in this newly-created lower division (freshman and
sophomore years) and channel them to the upper division - the university.

Some

universities (University of Missouri, University of Califomia-Berkeley) employed what
would eventually become known as “articulation agreements” and allowed students to
enter “without examination and continue their work on the same basis with students who
came up through the freshman and sophomore classes” (Qtd in Witt et al, 1995, p. 32).
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After World War I, college enrollment increased rapidly, and Levine (1986) noted
that university presidents did not want their institutions besieged by “lower division”
students.

Thus began the practice of diverting students to two-year colleges, schools

Stanford President Raymond Wilbur referred to as “shock absorbers.”

A number of

university presidents concurred, and Harvard President A. Lawrence Lowell explained
this thinking:

“One of the merits of these new institutions will be the keeping out of

college, rather than leading into it, young people who have no taste for higher education”;
President Lowell and others noted that community colleges could guide certain students
to their “place,” namely, in occupational training and education (Qtd. in Brint & Karabel,
p. 35)

It took nearly fifty years for the schools to become career-education institutions.
The 75% - 80% collegiate (as opposed to vocational) enrollment of 1930 (Brint &
Karabel, 1989) became 43% in 1970; by 1990, community colleges had a collegiate
enrollment rate of only 37% (Callan, 1997). While university leaders greatly influenced
this trend, it was the two-year college itself that helped direct students by providing an
alternative to university-type training.

How did students feel about this trend? Historically, community college students
have resisted the vocational track, and this seems to bolster the Brint and Karabel theory
that it was the intent of the junior college and its early sponsors to “divert the ambition”
of a certain segment of the population.

In 1924, 80% of California junior college
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students indicated that they intended to go to four-year colleges and universities (Eells,
1941). In the late 1940s, student resistance to terminal education remained strong; by the
1970s, 70% - 80% of all full-time community college students planned to obtain a
baccalaureate degree and “held strong opposition to programs that might compromise
these aspirations” (Cohen & Brawer, 1989, p. 116).

So, while more recent research

indicates that students barely approach fulfilling their academic ambitions - studies show
that only 15% - 25% of community college transfer students obtain bachelor’s degrees
(Pincus & Archer, 1989; USDOE, 1997) - many students still view two-year schools as
academic institutions.

Educational leaders, faculty, and students have seen the community college
function shift over the years. Duval (1987) explained that the two-year school serves too
many functions - thus its constant “state of confusion.”

McIntyre (1984) noted that

college function depends largely on changes in society and, in some part, this has helped
contribute to the identity crisis from which these institutions suffer. This lack of identity
is not new; historically, it leads back to the first two decades when schools dotted the
educational landscape but operated locally, independently, with no common purpose in
mind. This changed in 1920, with the formation of a national association; community
colleges suddenly had an organizational center.

Community College Association

Researchers termed the development of the community college a “movement”
mainly because a series of events did, in fact, contribute to its rise. This movement was
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slow at first - near the end of the schools’ first decade (1909), only twenty colleges had
formed; by 1922, thirty-seven of the forty-eight states had junior colleges and they totaled
207 (Cohen & Brawer, 1996).
(Brint & Karabel, 1989).

While this growth was impressive, it was “haphazard”

Schools were “widely dispersed [and] isolated in their

communities” (Callan, 1997, p. 5), and there was great diversity in their scope and in
their public, private and religious affiliations; not surprisingly, prominent educators were
concerned that these institutions lacked identity (Cohen & Brawer). Junior colleges had
matured but they did not act in concert, partly because they “lacked a forum for
discussing common problems” (Brint & Karabel).

George Zook, higher education

specialist for the US Bureau of Education, noted this: “The junior colleges are practically
the only large body of people concerned with a definite type of education which so far
have not held any national conferences” (Qtd. in Witt et al, 1995, p. 71).

Most movements point to a defining moment, that time when they establish
themselves and their place. For junior colleges, the year was 1920, and the place was St.
Louis; it was here that the American Association of Junior Colleges (AAJC) was formed
(Monroe, 1972).

This was a critical time in the junior college movement because it

brought together delegates from vastly different institutions - from large public
institutions, to smaller church-related schools, to high school extensions - and the newlyformed AAJC immediately appointed a standards committee to “set the basic ground
rules concerning admissions, graduation, curriculum and length of study (Witt, et al, p.
75).

This was the first in a series of national conferences held to advance the junior

college movement.
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Within two years, the Association created national accreditation standards for
junior colleges; prior to that, two-year schools were accredited by state education
officials and by affiliated universities (Eells, 1941).

Ten years later, in 1930, the

Association produced the first edition of the Junior College Journal, their first national
publication. Three name changes and seventy years later, the Journal “show[s] what the
junior college stands for” (Rutledge, 1959).

The St. Louis conference not only offered two-year institutions a forum for debate
and activity, it also offered a “sanctuary” where these emerging schools could forge a
common identity (Brint & Karabel, 1989). For the two-year college, the founding of the
American Association of Junior Colleges “sowed the seed of national presence” (Callan,
1997, p. 5). Today, that presence is very apparent.

Community College Present State

It seemed unlikely, at first, that the community college would have a national
presence.

From the outset, its parentage was in question. Various forms of two-year

colleges existed before the turn of the century, so educators were unable to identify the
starting date of America’s first junior college (Witt et al, 1995).

The identity crisis

continued, as educators named and renamed the institution. Then, debate mounted over
what was perceived to be the schools’ function and, today, that debate continues.
However, the institutions have persevered. The 4,500 who attended two-year colleges in
1918 (Brint & Karabel, 1989) grew to 5.3 million by the mid-1990s (Callan, 1997), and
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the number of institutions during that eighty-year period exploded from 46 to 1036,
respectively (Cohen & Brawer, 1996). The community college now educates 44% of all
the nation’s undergraduate students, and it serves as the entry point for more than half of
all first-year students (AACC, 1996).

Today, the community college prospers, with branches in urban areas, suburban
communities, and rural districts. Programs are offered on military bases, in prisons, in
malls, in local high schools, in business settings, and on campuses. On some sites classes
are scheduled at all hours of the day (Aslanian, 1998), on open circuit television, and on
the Internet (O’Malley, 1998).

Ironically, community colleges now serve as senior

institutions for students with baccalaureate and advanced degrees, who wish to earn
specific, career-related degrees and certificates. In fact, the American Association of
Community Colleges estimates that 10% - 20% of students enrolled in two-year schools
hold four-year degrees (Aslanian).
experience in these institutions.

And, students are extremely satisfied with their
In a national Educational Test Service (1994)

questionnaire given to 10,000 community college students, between 65% and 90% had a
positive or very positive personal experience. Similar studies have shown that figure to
be higher, with satisfaction - high satisfaction rates ranging from 89.9% - 95.6%
(Camden County, 1995; Central Piedmont, 1994).

Comparable studies at four-year

institutions place student general satisfaction rates at approximately 70% (National
Student Satisfaction Report, 1997; Walker-Marshall, 1999). Community colleges now
have a national presence, and the words of the president of Jamestown College (ND), an
early critic of the two-year-college concept, appear far from prophetic, today.
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I think

the so-called junior college is a misnomer. It ends nowhere and upsets the whole scheme
and purpose of an adequately educated citizenship” (Qtd. in Eells, 1941, p. 131).

What allows this purely American innovation to prosper?

A review of

community college history reveals that these schools have struggled, but have remained a
central part of the educational landscape. How do these institutions maintain their hold?
Who contributes to their preservation? The next segment of Chapter 1 reviews one group
of individuals - community college administrators - and examines their role, and the
effect they have on these institutions of higher education.

Community College Administration

Two-year colleges are primarily public institutions - 88%, according to the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges (1996) - and so are governed
by state legislatures and controlled by outside entities. However, many lesser decisions those made on a day-to-day basis - are made at the college administrative level. These
decisions, while they may not carry the weight of state policy, can carry as much if not
more influence because they affect and help shape the culture of the institution. In fact,
Bimbaum (1988) explained that a “major function of the energy of administrators is to
prevent the organization’s culture from falling apart” (p. 81).

This

section

of Chapter

1

examines

three primary community college

administrators: presidents, deans, and department heads. Looking at these individuals’
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profiles and viewing the work they do may help us better understand how they, and their
schools, affect students.

Presidents

Although researchers have viewed the role of the community college president in
different ways, many find a common quality. Cohen and March (1974) noted that the
presidency is an “illusion,” that it is largely symbolic.

Bolman and Deal (1984)

explained that presidential influence is related to “style...and dramatic performance”
(Qtd in Bimbaum, p. 168).

Maratorana (1989) concluded that presidents are cultural

leaders and that their challenge is “getting legitimacy and acceptance of community
college ideals” (Qtd in Kurzet, 1997, p. 29). Finally, Vaughan (1994) identified twelve
components to the job, including “resident as institutional symbol.” While the community
college president carries out a number of administrative duties, both internally and
externally, what is most emphasized is not the responsibility so much as the person, for it
is the president who sets the tone of the institution (Monroe, 1972).

So, who is this

person, and how does he or she become president of a two-year college?

Vaughan (1994) referred to those who served during the 1960’s and 1970’s as the
“founding presidents”; he noted that little was written on community college presidential
life prior to that as institutions had not yet made their impact. However, from 1960 to
1977, the number of schools increased from 405 to 1030 (Cohen & Brawer, 1996) and
the literature now reflects that boom. Today, we know much more about these leaders.
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Community colleges have their roots in the secondary schools and, like high school
principals, two-year college presidents have risen through the ranks. In the 1960’s, 70%
came from the community college (administration or other presidencies) and in 1996, that
figure was 90% (Vaughan). And, once community college presidents assume the
position, their tenure typically ranges from 6.9 years (McFarlin, 1997) to 8.9 years
(Cohen & Brawer). Presidents remain in office slightly longer than their counterparts in
four-year colleges and universities, whose tenure averages five years (McLaughin &
Riesman, 1990) to seven years (Mooney, 1989; Ross et al, 1993).

While presidential

tenure may appear short, researchers (Monroe; Kerr & Gade, 1986; Cohen and Brawer)
note that statistics might be deceiving because many presidents depart for other
presidencies.

As with their four-year counterparts, community colleges have seen a shift in
administrator demographics during the past thirty years. During its growth period, nearly
all presidents of two-year institutions were male. By 1987, 29% were female (Whitmore,
1987), and Vaughan (1994) and Weisman (1997) attributed that to an increase of female
trustees.

Community college presidents tend to be white (87.2%) but minority

representation did increase, however slightly, (3%) during the 1990 s (McFarlin, 1997).
These leaders are in their mid-fifties and the vast majority (90%) are married;
interestingly, from a sociological standpoint, only 60% of female presidents are married
(Vaughan). Demographically, community college presidents closely resemble presidents
in four-year colleges and universities.

However, viewing them from an academic and
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professional standpoint reveals their differences. It also reveals why they choose to work
in two-year institutions.

In the 1960’s, prior to the community college explosion, only 58% of the
presidents held doctorates; by 1970, that figure rose to 73% and, in 1996, that figure
increased to 89%. Vaughan also noted that during the time of rapid growth doctorates
became the “degree of choice” for community college administrators; what is intriguing
is that many college presidents (41%) once attended community colleges, and 16% hold
associate’s degrees.

Perhaps presidents value community college culture because they

personally have experienced it. In terms of academic contributions, approximately half
of all community college presidents submit manuscripts for publication during their term;
generally, they submit articles rather than books or book chapters.

On Vaughan’s

national survey, community college presidents ranked publication as the least important
skill or ability for a president, behind such issues as public relations activities,
fundraising, and serving as educational leader.

Surveys of community college presidents (McKee, 1988; Halford, 1994) have
revealed that they see themselves playing an important role in helping to develop faculty
morale and self-esteem. Gilbert-Karam and Pena (1992) saw a connection between the
college president and instructional effectiveness; in fact, they called for presidents to
participate in promoting teacher effectiveness. While presidents may place high value on
teaching, the reality is that they are removed from instructional programming and
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activities, and for this they must rely on their immediate subordinates: deans and
department chairs.

Deans and Department Heads

There exists variation in community college organizational charts, but most
schools have two levels of administration directly below the president and above faculty
and staff: senior administrators (college deans) and middle administrators (department
chairpersons) (Grant, 1988).

Both play key roles in the day-to-day activities and

operation of the college. While these individuals share similar profiles and experiences,
their functions differ.

College deans serve as “line officers” and generally report directly to the
president; they are in charge of planning and supervising college programs and for the
most part they are concerned with instruction, student personnel services, continuing
education, technology, and community services (Cohen & Brawer, 1996).

Essentially,

these individuals serve as overseers and are part of the presidential cabinet.

In her doctoral research on deans, Martin (1993) found no previous studies that
identified a common set of criteria to describe “effective” deans.
identify their five key roles:

She did, however,

cultural representative, communicator, planner/analyst,

advocate and manager. Grant (1988) found that in order for deans (top management) to
be effective, they must be able to work through middle management:
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[I]f top management wishes to improve faculty effectiveness and
organizational climate, they should work through middle
management to effect improvements and concentrate on such
motivational factors as using and supporting innovative ideas
coming from the ranks, providing support for professional growth ...
and facilitating cooperation within and across academic departments
and work groups. (1)

Rasmussen (1994), in a study of instructional deans at southern California
community colleges, also found that effective deans make similar connections with
subordinates by fostering collaboration and recognizing the strengths and contributions of
others.

Perhaps what separates deans from their faculty and chair colleagues is their
detachment and loose connection to specific programs and issues.

Barnes (1996)

explained that effective deans make good decisions with incomplete information.
Likewise, Rasmussen noted that deans “...organize people and broker with others but do
not write the script” (p. 184).

Essentially, it is the responsibility of the department chair to promote instructional
quality and encourage instructional innovation (Murray, 1992).

However, there exists

some ambiguity to the position as these individuals have risen from the ranks but must
serve senior administrators, and they must face the challenge and conflict of leading from
the middle. Perhaps Monroe (1972) explained it best: “Until one has experienced being
a department chairman one does not realize how literally he is the nut in the nutcracker
...” (319).
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Furthermore, the position comes with little training. Department heads are also
“amateurs who rise from the ranks” (Barnes, 1996), and the learning process is “largely
informal” (Pettitt, 1985).

In fact, Seagren’s (1993) surveys revealed that 65% of

department chairs have had no previous community college administrative experience.
These individuals were sought primarily because of their interpersonal skills (Murray,
1992) and they are expected to bring these skills from their faculty roles.

Much of the research shows that department chairs are overwhelmed with tasks.
Lombardi (1974) reported studies that numbered their tasks at sixty-nine. Hammond and
Conrad (1984) found these individuals had at least forty different functions.

Gmelch

(1994) noted that 80% of all administrative decisions are made at the department level.
Not surprisingly, more recent research (Portolan, 1992) reveals that department chairs
have experienced the “middle-management syndrome” of feeling ineffective and
powerless.

While faculty members, they worked to accommodate students, now, as

administrators, they work to accommodate the institution.

The community college inherited its organizational structure and its bureaucratic
lines of authority from the public high school (Monroe, 1972; Byrne, 1997). However,
during the past thirty years, this has changed as the schools have grown larger and
collective bargaining has contributed to the democratization of the institutions
(NCSCBHEP, 1994). While there has been a shift in power and influence, essentially the
two-year college’s values have remained unchanged.

As Cohen and Brawer (1996)

noted, community colleges are still “holding the customer preference as the highest virtue
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and defining quality as the extent to which the customers are satisfied” (p. 136). And, the
individuals who help institutions commit to the “customers” are community college
presidents, deans and department chairs, for it is their decision-making power that helps
preserve school culture and extend educational opportunity. As leaders, they affect many
people.

The following section of Chapter 1 examines individuals who also make
important decisions: academic counselors. While they might not create policy, they help
create something perhaps more tangible:

student degree and certificate holders.

Academic counselors are the primary student-service providers, and it is through their
advising and guidance that students complete programs of study. It is also through their
efforts that community college students remain extremely satisfied with their academic
experience.

Academic Counselors

Since its inception, the community college has been known as a place that opens
its doors to people new to higher education: at first, immigrants and working students;
then, women and minorities; and finally, the nontraditionally-aged student. These groups
for a number of reasons did not gain access to the university and, so, contributed to the
rapid expansion of the community college.

Although there has been great variety to these new groups, most individuals have
had one distinguishing feature: their unpreparedness.
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This

influx of unprepared

students (Koltui, 1993, p. 101) was most apparent during the 1980 s but has always been
a concern and continues to be an issue, today (Cvancara, 1997). Not surprisingly, one
consequence of this is that two-year institutions tend to have a high rate of attrition sometimes as high as 70% for freshman classes (Monroe, 1972).

So, while community colleges maintain open access, to some the doors are not
open so much as they are revolving. And, given that student attrition rates tend to exceed
student persistent and graduation rates, these institutions have needed a mechanism in
place, something that might stop the in-and-out flow of students.

What have these

schools done? They have given greater emphasis to student services.

There is variation in the term used to describe programs of student support. Some
institutions refer to it as “student activities,” while others call it “student development
services” (Cohen & Brawer, 1989, p. 94). In this study, a more general term - student
services - will be used and it refers to “that function area within the community college
with the primary purpose of providing support services to students while they attend
college” (Dassance, 1994, p. 1).

In the early days, community college deans and student service providers were
more concerned with watching over and controlling students than they were with
academic issues. Prior to 1930, personnel service was limited to a disciplinary function,
and people who worked in the position actually came into being ‘ largely because the
president needed help in regulating student behavior” (O Banion, 1971, p. 8).
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While

these individuals helped to guide students into proper programs, they were also
concerned with such matters as a student behavior code, hair style, and proper attire
(Monroe, 1972).

It was thought that students needed controlling for the “sake of

institutional order” (Cohen & Brawer, 1996, p. 191).

However, the student service function evolved from controller to developer,
especially during the post-World War II period when community college enrollments
began to swell. Schools found it necessary to classify students, and regulating gave way
to testing and counseling; in fact, the United States Congress declared (Public Law 85864) that in schools a “strong program of guidance is essential for the identification of
talents and human resources” (Qtd. in Monroe, p. 172).

At the same time that community colleges were supposedly helping to guide and
advise an increasing number of students, and Congress was declaring that this type of
guidance was crucial, critics noted that these institutions fell short in practice.

The

chairman of the Student Personnel Committee of the American Association of Junior
Colleges noted that schools were deficient in nearly all aspects of personnel services,
including inadequate staff training, inadequate office space, limited services, and illprepared administrators (Humphreys, 1985). A decade later, Medsker (1960) concluded
that, while there were increasing efforts to improve, there existed many of the same
inadequacies. In one of the more comprehensive studies (1963-65) the AAJC found that
75% of all community colleges had underdeveloped student personnel services and only
about 10% of the institutions could be given a “commendable rating.”
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Research results of this kind, together with the fact that institutions were suddenly
providing educational opportunities to a variety of students, with a variety of abilities, in
unprecedented numbers, prompted community college leaders to reconsider the role of
the student service provider. Collins (1967) captured this new view and emphasis: “The
student personnel program should be the pivot, the hub, the core around which the whole
enterprise moves. It provides the structure and creates the pervasive atmosphere which
prompts the junior college to label itself student centered” (p. 13).

What student services help to create this “pervasive atmosphere,” and who is the
primary service provider, who helps make community colleges so “student centered”?
This segment of Chapter 1 looks at two services these institutions provide as a way to
increase students’ chances of success: orientation and testing, carried out by the academic
counselor.

Orientation

The transition from secondary school to college is not easy, and most educators
understand that what happens to students during their first term is crucial to their
progress, as this is the point where the dropout rate is most severe. This is one reason
schools institute orientation programs.

Upcraft (1984) defined orientation as an institutionally-designed program to help
guide new students more easily from an old environment to a new one, and something
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that helps guide students toward a successful college career. Given the challenge most
community colleges have retaining students, many place special importance on their
orientation programs.

However, some schools place little emphasis on proactive orientation programs
and use this time to simply inform students on such things as school policies and
regulations, while supplying them with student handbooks, course schedules and college
catalogues.

Monroe (1972) referred to this time as the “pre-enrollment information

services” period, and this describes perhaps the most rudimentary of all orientation
programs. Tang (1981) described the more common practice, where community colleges
orient students during two-day sessions that take place in the summer or just prior to the
beginning of the term; occasionally, schools take new students on off-campus retreats.

Many more schools orient students in ways that are much more sustained; often
this takes the shape of one-credit semester (or half semester) courses.

Nearly seventy

years ago, Koos (1930) described a freshman orientation class entitled “The Individual in
a Changing Environment” that Santa Fe Community College (FL) requires of all
freshman. Cohen & Brawer (1989) described a mandatory course offered to students in
Texas - “Human Development 100” - as well as a number of credit and noncredit
courses offered in schools ranging from California to Arizona to Kentucky. Institutions
either make orientation courses mandatory or strongly encourage students to enroll — in
1983, the Center for the Study of Community Colleges reported that thirty of the thirtyfour large urban community colleges surveyed required students to take part in an
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orientation program

because schools are well aware of the research that connects these

types of transition courses with student persistence. What is the effect of orientation on
community college students?

Jones (1984) compared students who were enrolled in

orientation classes at Phillips County Community College (AK) with those who were not,
and found the end-of-the-semester retention rates to be 80% and 43%, respectively.
GPA’s were also significantly higher (2.28 - 1.72) for orientation participants. Murray
(1998) noted that students who successfully completed “intervention courses” returned to
school the following semester at a higher rate (87.8%) than those who did not complete
the course (67.6%).

Santa Rita (1992) found similar results, that students who were

enrolled in various orientation programs tended to persist at a greater rate.

Community colleges orient their students because they want them to succeed, and
institutional leaders believe that making the students’ transition from high school to
college a smooth one will increase that chance. They also believe that placing students in
appropriate classes will play a large part in their success and for this reason most
community colleges test all incoming freshman.

Testing

As open-access schools, community colleges have no definitive way of knowing
where many of their students stand, academically. While recent high school graduate’s
transcript might indicate strengths and weaknesses, the majority of new students bring
life and work experience to these institutions and these individuals are not easy to
appraise.
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Community colleges began using assessment and placement tests in the 1950’s
and 1960’s mainly for English courses, as many institutions offered several levels
(Monroe, 1972). As student enrollment increased in the early 1970’s, these schools were
less concerned with keeping students:

“Those who left would be replaced by new

enrollees in the coming year” (Cohen and Brawer, 1989). Rounds (1984) noted in several
surveys during this time that approximately one-third of community colleges did not
formally test students. However, by the early 1980’s, with a decrease in the number of
eighteen-year-olds, schools found it more necessary to retain students.

At that point,

Rounds found that 55% of the schools required testing and another 30% recommended it.
A study of Illinois community colleges found that 80% of the institutions tested students
(Illinois Community College Board, 1984).

And, Abraham (1987) found that twice as

many community colleges as four-year institutions mandated student placement and
assessment.

The tests themselves

vary.

Nearly

all

schools

use

some form of an

English/writing placement test, while anywhere between 25% - 50% test students on
math skills (Rounds, 1984).

In addition, a number of schools use the Nelson-Denny

Reading Test (Bers, 1987), and in Virginia, community colleges use the Science
Research Associates Assessment Survey (Beavers, 1983).

Beyond the standard ability

tests, these institutions also use special aptitude tests and various interest inventories
(Medsker, 1960) to help identify students’ strengths and interests before they begin a
course of study. While researchers, administrators, students, and various groups question
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the validity, significance, and fairness of such tests, most agree that the primary reason
community colleges give them in the first place is that they want to increase their
students’ chances of succeeding.

Cohen and Brawer (1989) explained the role of the

tests: “To the extent that it assists students in succeeding in their classes, it is actually
one of the first academic support services that they encounter” (p. 26).

Once students have been oriented and tested, they likely encounter not another
service, but a service provider.

This support will be much more tangible, much more

sustained, and much more human: it is the academic counselor.

Academic Counselor

Researchers have viewed the role of academic counselor in a variety of ways:
Wrenn (1951) defined counseling as a relationship but that the focus was on the student;
Feder (1958) explained that the academic counselor was both evaluator and discoverer;
Spicer (1990) noted that counselors not only directed students, but also helped plan their
futures; and, perhaps Lidke defined and captured the role best, when she explained one of
her main goals as an advisor:

“We want them, and we want them to know we want

them” (Qtd. in Cvancara, 1997).

The idea that academic counselors are somehow responsible for and obliged to
students is not new; in fact, it has historical roots. In 1937, The American Council on
Education explained that schools must consider students as a “whole,” including their
intellect,

emotional

make-up,

physical

condition,
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social

relationships,

vocational

aptitudes and skills, values, economic resources, and aesthetic appreciation (Ctd. in
Deegan & O’Banion, 1989). Over sixty years ago, counselors were expected to deal with
the “whole” student and, more recently, that has not changed. Banning (1980) noted that
these individuals should provide opportunities, support, and rewards to “foster full
student development” (p. 224). Today, the role has expanded even more, and counselors
must deal with another noteworthy population:

students with physical and learning

disabilities. Given that these students are twice as likely to drop out (Cooper & Michael,
1990), counseling services would seem all the more necessary.

Many institutions feel that academic counseling is so useful, so necessary, that
they make it mandatory.

The Center for the Study of Community Colleges (1986)

reported that 60% of all two-year schools in its study mandated academic counseling for
all new students and for others taking a certain number of credits. Cohen and Brawer
(1989) described the various policies two-year institutions set regarding counseling:
students in Chicago community colleges must have their program card signed by an
academic counselor prior to each term, students at South Mountain Community College
(Arizona) must update their “educational plan” with the counseling office before
registering for classes, while students at Miami-Dade who have not yet declared a major
are required to seek academic counseling. If students elect to bypass the academic
counselor at Richmond Community College (Dallas) and at Maricopa Community
College (Arizona), they must sign a waiver accepting full responsibility for their decision.
Needless to say, institutions understand that the work of the counselor can have a long¬
term effect on students. An academic counselor at Cuyahoga Community College (Ohio)
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explained:

“We are overwhelmed, but we see [counseling] as a necessary retention

measure” (Qtd. in Cvancara, p. 9).

Not surprising, some researchers note that academic counselors and advisors carry
too much of a burden. Monroe (1972) questioned whether academic counselors had the
proper training and backgrounds in psychology. Brick (1972) questioned whether
psychological counseling is, in fact, an educational function, or if it should be
“implemented by an educational institution” (Qtd. in Cohen & Brawer, 1989, p. 197).
Gay (1977) argued that many in postsecondary education see student personnel workers
as “housekeepers and guardians ...who sit in their office and give warm strokes to
students who complain about the system, especially teachers” (p. 18). And Heard (1987)
wondered whether student development theory is even “applicable to the counseling
situation” given the wide range of student age.

It seems the more services counselors

provide, the less qualified counselors are considered to be.

Though some educators define, redefine and question their role, many view
academic counselors as indispensable. Students in particular see their work as important,
even essential, and research bears this out. On most personnel services surveys, students
rate highly the quality of academic counseling.

Holton (1994) found that 82% of the

students in Maryland community colleges were very satisfied with academic counseling,
and a South Seattle Community College survey placed that figure at 90% (1993). And,
not only are community college students satisfied with academic counseling, many
questionnaires indicate that students are satisfied or very satisfied with the general
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support services offered by the community college (Valla, 1988; Knight, 1994; Alpers,
1995).

While the nature of their services may vary, every community college in the
United States has some form of a student services program (Dassance, 1994). Given the
characteristics of most community college students and the needs they bring to these
institutions of higher education, this is not surprising. In important ways it is this support
system that helps integrate students to college academics, and helps prepare them for
individuals who will be most responsible for what occurs in the classroom: community
college faculty.

The following section of Chapter 1 examines community college faculty
members: their characteristics, their work, and the role they play extending educational
opportunity.

Faculty

Community colleges are unique in that they have opened their doors to all people,
and what has marked their history has been their ability to provide something for nearly
everyone.

Cohen explained that for many, community colleges are stepping stones to

higher forms of education; however, for some, the two-year college is the “last formal,
graded, public education in which they will be involved

(Qtd. in Bender, 1980, p. 11).

While it is the institution that provides opportunity and it is the student who seeks
opportunity, both are largely dependent upon a group of individuals who play a crucial
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role in making it all happen - faculty - for it is they who “decide on course content and
level, select textbooks, prepare and evaluate examinations, and ... structure learning
conditions” (Cohen & Brawer, 1996, p. 73). In many ways it is the teachers who decide
the work done in the classroom, and this segment of Chapter 1 looks at community
college faculty: who they are, what they do, and how they feel about their work.

Defining community college faculty is no easy task.

Like the institutions

themselves that sit precariously between secondary schools and four-year universities, to
an extent faculty at two-year colleges also lack identity.

In fact, in a comprehensive

study involving 650 community college faculty, Garrison (1967) found that they tended
to be “confused” about their status.

Unlike teachers of young people, they are not

necessarily concerned with concepts of child and adolescent development.

Unlike

university faculty, their primary concern is not scholarly activity and research. In certain
ways, they fit into neither culture and researchers have explained that because of this
community college faculty are “beset by uncertainties and tom by ambiguities in a
professional role that wavers somewhere between traditional college professors and
traditional high school teachers” (Qtd. in Callan, 1997, p. 4).

Like the community college itself, faculty members are difficult to define in part
because of their place in the educational hierarchy. Deegan and Tillery (1985) found that
community college faculty are difficult to define because they lack specific professional
standards and requirements, accountability, and imperatives for professional growth. For
this reason alone they differ from the high school teacher and the college professor. They
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are not recognized for going through teacher certification programs and maintaining
status as elementary and secondary teachers. They are not recognized for going through
doctoral programs and maintaining status as researchers and scholars. Cohen and Brawer
(1989) explained that what separates community college faculty is that nothing controls
entry into the occupation.

Community college faculty come from industry, trades,

secondary schools, graduate programs, and other community colleges, so it is difficult to
define them, collectively. Essentially, they have no common point of entry. However,
certain qualities and characteristics describe and unite them.

During the past quarter century, the number of public community college faculty
has tripled, and researchers place their total at about 290,000 (Callan, 1997). To some,
this reflects the prosperity of an institution that has grown in size and shape considerably
since the post-World War II era, and in particular, during the past twenty-five years. To
others, this figure is somewhat artificial, having been inflated by the increasing number
of part-time community college faculty, a figure that has nearly doubled since the 1950’s
and sits at about 65%, today (Callan).

Regardless, these are the individuals who on a

daily basis deal with students, with other faculty and staff, and work to carry out the
community college mission (Seidman, 1985), so in order to better understand how they
accomplish these tasks, it is important to understand who these people are.

Early studies (Eckert & Stecklein, 1959; Medsker, 1960; Gleazer, 1961) found
that community college faculty tended to come from lower middle-class families, and the
majority did not have parents who attended college (Ctd. In Monroe, 1972); their
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socioeconomic background remains virtually unchanged, today, as these individuals tend
to have blue-collar backgrounds, much like teachers in public elementary and secondary
schools. And, like public school teachers, they tend to possess middle-class values and
attitudes.

Colgrove and Shinville (1993) found this reflected in a survey of 510

community college faculty who held significantly higher perceptions of their salary than
four-year college and university faculty. Given that in 1997 the average two-year college
teacher’s annual salary was $41,000 - 25% less than that of public university faculty
(Callan, 1997) - those perceptions may be rooted in community college teachers’
working-class background. Not surprisingly, both full- and part-time faculty tend to hold
outside jobs more than their four-year university counterparts (Silvers & Attinasi, 1998).

While the percentage of male community college faculty is lower than the
university and higher than the secondary schools, the majority of teachers are white and
male.

The number is dropping, however, with the increase of female and minority

teachers.

Slightly over a decade ago, approximately two-thirds of community college

faculty were male and 9% of all teachers were minority; by the mid-1990’s, the number
of female faculty members increased to 44% and minority faculty increased to 14.5%
(Cohen and Brawer, 1996). Certainly, affirmative action policies along with institutional
need for diversity contributed to this rise. Perhaps equally significant was the call for
increased minority faculty representation in the face of sharp rises in minority student
enrollment (Seidman, 1985; Keim, 1989; Dyer, 1991; Anglin et al, 1991; Koltai, 1993).
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Historically, teaching at the community college has been viewed as a step up from
secondary school teaching - in fact, in 1971, one-third of all two-year college faculty
actually came from public high schools (Medsker & Tillery, 1971) - and as professionals,
community college faculty tend to place themselves on a level between high school and
university teachers. This is reflected not only in their perception of their professional
standing, but also by the reality of their academic achievement.

In 1930, Eells found that 54% of community college faculty held master’s
degrees, while 9% held doctorates. Nearly thirty years later, those figures rose to 65%
and 10%, respectively (Medkser, 1960).

Today, the number of faculty with master’s

degrees hovers at about 60% and 16% have earned doctorates (Callan, 1997). Cohen and
Brawer (1996) placed the doctoral number slightly higher (19% - 24%) but their figure
includes those currently enrolled in graduate programs.

As professionals, community

college faculty involve themselves in their disciplines but to a lesser extent than
university faculty.

While three-quarters of them attend professional conferences and

symposiums, only one-third write articles for publication, and one-fifth of all community
college faculty author or co-author books (Cohen & Brawer). To put things in
perspective, a 1997 Nevada University study, which surveyed 1,479 community college
faculty members, found that they spend only 9.7% of their time on research and
scholarship, compared to 25.4% for university faculty.

While this contrast no doubt

reflects what institutions expect from faculty, it might also raise a questions:
engaged in research, what do community college faculty spend their time doing?
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If not

Astin (1991) found that two-year college faculty teach between thirteen and
fifteen hours per week. The National Center for Education Statistics (1991) reported that
community college faculty teach 15.2 hours per week, and these figures have been
relatively consistent over time, as Koos (1924) reported virtually the same thing. Astin
found that 75% of all community college faculty, as opposed to 33% of all four-year
college faculty and 10% of all university faculty, teach more than twelve hours.

In

California, 40% of the full-time faculty teach at least one additional course annually (Ctd.
in Cohen and Brawer, 1996). While community college teachers may fight for reduced
hours in the classroom, they are reluctant to relinquish course overloads. Certainly, there
are financial benefits to teaching additional courses and this accounts for part of this
increase; however, community college faculty tend to believe their purpose is to teach. In
Callan’s study, 81% of the two-year faculty respondents noted that teaching, not research,
was their primary activity.

Not only do two-year college faculty teach more courses, they also teach more
students. Fifty years ago, thinking themselves overworked, community college teachers
demanded and got class-size policies that limited most class sizes to thirty-five students
(Monroe, 1972). Gradually, those numbers decreased and, by 1985, Diener (1986) found
class size to be closer to twenty-five, and 70% of the faculty respondents in his surveys
indicated that class size was only a minor problem or no problem at all.

Today, due

mainly to negotiated contracts, those numbers have decreased, and typical faculty
members teach approximately ninety-six students per week, nearly one-third more than
university faculty who teach sixty-nine (Nevada University Report, 1997). Although the
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number of students in a community college classroom far outweighs that of a university
classroom, faculty members remain content. They like teaching, they like their students,
and they like the bond that often develops between community college faculty and
students, perhaps because “faculty tend to feel personally responsible for students’
success and failure” (Seidman, 1985, p. 90).

Regardless of the sheer volume of classes and students, and regardless of the
enormous amount of time it takes to prepare for class, community college faculty
consistently respond positively to questions regarding issues of the classroom and
teaching. They teach 30% more courses than their university counterparts while facing
33% more students, yet a 1993 Carnegie Foundation survey of over 1000 faculty, from
eight institutional categories, found that two-year college teachers are “less likely to
perceive problems with time constraints than faculty at all other institutions” (Qtd. in
Colgrove & Shinville, 1993), and most surveys indicate that they continue to be satisfied
with what is expected of them. What would explain this seemingly strange phenomenon?
Cohen and Brawer (1996) placed community college faculty gratification in its historical
context:

For the first half of the century of community college history, when
most faculty members were recruited from secondary schools,
positive attitudes among the faculty were the norm. Moving from a
secondary school to a college faculty teaching position offered both
higher status and a reduced teaching load. Consequently, most
studies of faculty satisfaction found that it was related to the
conditions under which the person entered the institution, (p. 91)
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Perhaps community college faculty are not so much satisfied as they are thankful.

This

is

not

to

suggest

that

these

individuals

are

completely

satisfied,

professionally. In fact, community college faculty indicate a number of concerns about
their work and the conditions under which they operate, but most of what they find
dissatisfying is connected more to the institutions themselves rather than to what occurs
in the classroom.

Researchers (Monroe,

1972; Diener,

1986; Kiem,

1989) have found that

community college faculty tend to have an aversion to bureaucracy and to the red tape
that permeates public institutions. Many believe that their responsibility begins and ends
with the classroom and work hard to protect their work space from “administrative
interference” (Purdy, 1971). Many of the same community college faculty are dissatisfied
with their inability to keep current in their field (Garrison, 1967). They lack scholarly
time and research opportunity (Parks, 1971) and indicate on many surveys that they want
and need more professional development (Cohen & Brawer, 1989).

This may seem

ironic because community college faculty as professionals tend to view themselves as
teachers first, and members of an academic discipline second. However, this demand has
become more evident in recent years, as faculty see the work they do in two-year colleges
as career work. Koltai (1993) noted that this change took place in the 1980’s, when an
increasing number of individuals preparing to teach began seeing community college
teaching not as a last resort, but rather as a career.
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Finally, community college faculty tend to be dissatisfied with the students
themselves. Although they are committed to students and work to accommodate them in
ways that may seem unthinkable to their university counterparts, teachers at two-year
institutions have always been and continue to be concerned about their students’
preparedness. Faculty have questioned traditional open-access policies (Dietrich, 1996)
and are troubled by the quality of their students (Kiem, 1989; Callan, 1997). In past and
in recent years, researchers (Slutsky, 1978; Mooney, 1989) have noted low student ability
to be a major concern for community college faculty.

While community college faculty can be easily described, they are not so easily
defined.

Perhaps because of their history they lack identity; perhaps because of their

position in the educational hierarchy they remain confused by their status.

If the

profession is to be marked by anything it is marked by contradiction because opposing
forces seem to power their work and their thinking.

They are committed to teaching and value it above all else - 92% of community
college faculty believe that teaching effectiveness should be the primary criterion for
promotion (Callan, 1997). Yet, it is this type of commitment that might keep them from
engaging in the kind of research and scholarly activity that distinguishes individuals in
the field.
They are committed to students and to the school mission of being “student
centered” - 75% of community college faculty believe that creating an undergraduate
experience is a high or very high priority (Callan, 1997). Yet, researchers (Seidman) note
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the despair and sense of hopelessness in community college faculty who deplore the
quality of their students’ preparation level and resent the state “dumping prison and
welfare clients” into the college (Qtd. in Cohen & Brawer, 1989).

Finally, community college faculty are excited about and satisfied with their
work, and on surveys they seldom express an intention to leave the profession (Colgrove
and Shinville, 1993). Yet, there exists a segment of faculty that Brawer (1968) referred
to as the “end of the roaders,” who either through choice or “unpleasant circumstance”
accept community college teaching as their final destiny.

Community college faculty are a complex group and a difficult group to define.
They are “subject-matter oriented” (Monroe, 1972), but they tend not to conduct
scholarly research.

They are student oriented, but many feel consumed by and

overwhelmed in their role as nurturers. And, by virtue of their position in the classroom
they have authority, but they do not carry the “stereotype image of authoritarian
university professor” (Seidman, 1985, p. 86). Perhaps community college faculty can be
defined the way we define the institutions themselves: all things to all people.

When educators note that community college faculty are all things to all people,
the people to whom they refer are students, for it is they who have the most contact with
teachers. The next and final section of Chapter 1 examines higher education’s newest
majority population: community college students.
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Students

Like community college faculty and the institutions themselves, community
college students are a difficult group to define. In fact, one of the primary things that
separates these individuals from their university counterparts is the fact that little about
them is absolute.

They have no specific age cohort.

They have a wide range of life

experiences. Many attend school regularly, but many more do not. And, their interests
vary from the vocational to the professional to the personal. Perhaps because of this, they
lack identity.

Perhaps because they are enrolled in institutions that sit in a precarious

position in the educational hierarchy, between the public school and the university, they
are confused about their status.

As Monroe (1972) explained, community college

students are a “most heterogeneous mixture,” and a group not easily defined.

However, there exists one thing about them that is absolute: their magnitude.
Once the provenance of the few - the Depression gave these institutions an unexpected
population boost to about 150,000 students, and in the 1970’s population totals barely
reached two million (Cohen and Brawer, 1989) - these institutions have seen their
numbers soar, and presently enroll over 5.3 million students (Callan, 1997). In fact, the
community college now educates 44% of all the nation’s undergraduate students, and it is
where more than half of all first-time freshmen begin (AACC, 1996).

Who are community college students and how have they evolved? Why do they
attend these colleges and what do they expect from these institutions? As students, how
do they feel about their experience in these schools, schools that “make winners out of
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ordinary people” (Koltai, 1993, p. 112)?

This segment of Chapter 1 examines the

community college student.

Community colleges are unique in that, historically, they have served as the entry
point for many student populations new to higher education. Many people have found
success in these schools and, by extension, have helped make the institutions thrive. By
looking at these individuals’ dominant features - age, race, gender, socioeconomic status
and academic ability - it is possible to see why people have found the institutions so
fitting.

Age

Over the years, community colleges have drawn their students from much
different populations than traditional four-year colleges and universities mainly because
of what they offer and how they offer it.
distinguishes these students is their age.

Perhaps the characteristic that most

Historically speaking, however, that was not

always the case.

During the early part of the century, community colleges, like four-year
institutions, drew from traditionally-aged (18-22) student populations. As recently as
1970, nearly 90% of all community college students were under twenty-two years of age
(Monroe, 1972). One decade later, one-quarter of the student population was older than
twenty-five (Nora, 1999). However, during the 1980 s a shift took place. Researchers
pointed to a number of causes not the least of which included a sudden decline in the
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number of traditional, college-aged youths (Koltai, 1993), and these conditions gave rise
to the newest student on campus: the adult student.

Once thought an anomaly - there were few nontraditionally-aged students on
college campuses for most of the first half of the 20th century, and even less literature
describing their presence - the number of adult students (aged 25+) has grown at an
unprecedented rate. A number of factors contributed to this increase, including the postWorld War II (1950-1980) population explosion of nearly 50% (Gilley, 1982) and
legislation (GI Bill, Education Amendment of 1972) that provided necessary funding to
students. During the past two decades, all institutions of higher education have felt the
effect. In 1981, 33% of all students enrolled in postsecondary education were twentyfive and older; in 1985, that number jumped to 43% (Lace, 1986). In 1993, that figure
held steady (43.7%). Today, the US Department of Education and Training claims that
adults compose about 50% of all college students (Dixon, 1997). Clearly, colleges are
more age diverse than at any time in our history.

While all colleges have seen some shift in the age of their students, it has been the
community college campus where this change has been most radical. In 1980, the mean
age of community students was twenty-seven; by 1986, that figure climbed to twentynine (Cohen & Brawer, 1989). Today, that figure rests between thirty and thirty-two, and
60% of all community college students are twenty-two and older (Aslanian, 1998). Very
simply, America’s newest community college student — the adult — is the majority
student.
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Because community college students vary in age and experience, the majority do
not go through a life stage together; they do not deal with “issues and problems that make
up the development tasks of this state” (Richter-Anti on, 1986, p. 60). They are not unlike
another population group relatively new to higher education - minority students - whose
backgrounds

and experiences

also differ markedly from the

traditional

student

population.

Race

The community college movement to include minority students, and Blacks in
particular, in some ways paralleled the four-year college and university movement.
During the early part of the 20th century (and earlier for universities), African Americans
matriculated in historically-Black colleges in the South. Major educational change
occurred years later, however, for both two-and-four-year institutions, as Brown vs Board
of Education (1954) demanded desegregation of public schools and expanded opportunity
to minorities.

Federal and civil rights legislation together with “moral leadership”

(Callan, 1997, p. 9) stimulated progress, and schools came closer to reflecting the
nations’ ethnic composition.

In two important ways, the two- and four-year college movement to include
minorities was not parallel. First, while a number of Black colleges survived and to this
day even thrive, Black community colleges gradually faded and are barely accounted for
in much of the history that has been written (Witt et al, 1995).
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The nineteen African

American junior colleges that existed in 1933 dwindled to eight in 1950 (Walker, 1958).
Today, there are no Black community colleges and researchers point to integration efforts
as the main reason for disestablishment of these institutions (Ctd. in Witt et al).

Also, while two- and four-year colleges began attracting minority students, it was
the community colleges that consistently stayed ahead of the universities.

Certainly,

practical reasons such as cost, accessibility, vocational programs and open admissions
accounted for much of the difference, but the fact remains: minority students are
represented in the community colleges and underrepresented in the universities. To what
degree?

Cohen and Brawer (1996) noted that community colleges have a minority

enrollment of 25%, and four-year college and university minority enrollment is about 6%
- 8%. And, more than in four-year institutions, community colleges tend to reflect local
ethnic composition. For instance, the Laredo Junior College (Texas) student body is 88%
Hispanic; in Los Angeles, several community colleges have Black student populations
that peak at 87%; in North Dakota, New Mexico, and Montana, community colleges
enroll Native Americans at rates ranging from 10% to 20% (Aslanian, 1998). And, in
addition to attracting an increasing number of minority students, community colleges
continue to attract an increasing number of females.

Gender

Rudolph (1962) explained that during the colonial period colleges viewed women
as “intellectually inferior,” and “incapable, merely by reason of being a woman, of great
thought” (pp. 307-8). While there existed female seminaries in the late 18th and early 19th
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centuries, it was not until 1837 when Oberlin College (Ohio) enrolled four females, that
schooling became a coeducational experience; it took nearly 150 years for women to
actually become the majority population on college campuses (Kuh, 1992). However, for
community colleges the wait was not quite so long.

In 1960, the ratio of community college males to females was 3:1; eight years
later, this figure slipped to 60% - 40% (Monroe, 1972).

However, by 1978, females

caught up to their male counterparts, and a decade later they had made significant gains,
peaking at 65% (Koltai, 1993). More recent figures place the community college female
population at about 60% (AACC, 1996).

It is not surprising that community colleges attract a greater proportion of women
than men, and began doing this earlier than colleges and universities because, practical
reasons - cost, accessibility, scheduling, and traditionally-female program - these
institutions are especially appealing.

Researchers have observed that these two-year institutions attract females not
only for practical reasons, but also for personal reasons. Scott (1980) noted that women
who lacked self-confidence and self-assurance found the community college less
competitive. Kuh (1992) concluded that females found comfort in the community college
after experiencing life-changing events. Deegan and Tillery et al (1985) found that the
schools attract women, especially older women, who look to “extend horizons after
family responsibilities have been reduced” (p. 56).
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To the degree that community

colleges provide what people are looking for and enhance the progress of new population
groups is open to debate. However, there is no questioning that a “sizeable percentage of
their students would not be in college at all were it not for the community college”
(Cohen & Brawer, 1989). And, included in this percentage is another group that has no
doubt benefited from the school’s presence: those with low socioeconomic status.

Socioeconomic Status

Although the influence of the peer group is undeniably great, most researchers
have pointed to the family as the single most influential factor in the formation of
children’s attitude about college.

Trent and Medsher (1968) found that 64% of the

students cited “parental influence” as the main reason they attended institutions of higher
education, and a number of studies done in the 1960’s (Jaffe & Adams, 1964; Bloom,
1965; Cross, 1968) made the same connection between parental attitudes and student
motivation to attend college (Ctd. in Monroe, 1972). And, given the strong connection
between family attitudes about college and family socioeconomic status, it is no surprise
that students who tend to be less motivated to attend college are those students who tend
to come from lower socioeconomic backgrounds: the community college students.

As early as 1924, Brint and Karabel (1989) found that it was social status and
financial resources, not ambition, that drove students to two-year institutions. Forty-four
years later, Jencks and Reissman (1968) found that most community college students
came from families who could not afford four-year institutions; in fact, 22% came from
families with an annual income of less than $6000. Today, little has changed.
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Forty

percent of the students attending two-year colleges come from families with incomes of
less than $30,000, in contrast to only 28% of first-year students at universities (Callan,
1997).

Students attending community colleges tend to come less from the top
socioeconomic quartile (18.5%) and more from the bottom quartile (30%) compared to
their university counterparts, whose figures are 56.4% and 6%, respectively (Cohen &
Brawer, 1996). Economics alone, however, does not explain what brings students to the
community college; social status also is a significant contributor.

In his 1924 study of 2,744 college students, Koos found only 33% of the junior
college students had fathers who were considered “professional” or “proprietors,” as
opposed to over 45% of the university students; Monroe (1972) found similar data with
regard to the social status of community college students, that most were the children of
third-generation Americans of European backgrounds who became skilled laborers, lowlevel supervisors, and industrial managers.

Cooley and Becker (1966) found that

community college students fell between “non-college” and “senior college” groups on
every one of seven categories of socioeconomic status, including mother’s and father’s
occupation, father’s education, number of books in the house, and whether students had a
room, desk, and typewriter in their home.

However, the “poor man” label attached to community college students might
oversimplify their condition.

Two-year institutions tend not to attract the truly poor.
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Forty years ago, Medsker (1960) noted that community colleges did not reach out to the
lowest quarter of the population. Nearly a decade later, Powell (1968) found, in a Los
Angeles College study, that one-third of community college students came from the
white-collar class, and Mellinger (1962) concluded in a Chicago study that students
attended community colleges not so much for financial reasons, but because of an
inability to meet entrance requirements at four-year schools (Ctd. in Monroe, 1972).
More recently, the National Center for Education Statistics (1991) found that, while the
families of community college students tended not to fall in the top quarter of the social
class index, like their university counterparts, students from families below the top
quarter differentiated only slightly between two- and four-year institutions.

And, what is the effect of being a student coming from a family with a more
modest income, besides having limited education opportunities?

Community college

students tend to work more than students who attend colleges and universities.

Even

though community college students pay, on average, annual tuition and fees of only
$1,114, compared to state university and private college students, who pay $2,543 and
$11,025, respectively (AACC, 96), most are employed while enrolled. In fact, 47% of
community college students work thirty-five or more hours per week (Callan, 1997) in
addition to coursework.

Researchers often make the connection between socioeconomic status and
academic performance and find that the latter is often the consequence of the former.
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Community college students, the majority of whom educators label “low academic
achievers,” are no exception.

Academic Ability

There has always been a proportion of students unprepared for college-level
curriculum. Rudolph (1977) noted that colonial colleges faced this struggle in the early
part of the 18th century and Cross (1976) traced special courses that were designed for
students with special academic needs in the 19th century. Hechinger (1977) and Roueche
(1980) found that lack of preparedness had contributed to low student achievement.
These high-risk individuals would become part of the population the community colleges
would serve.

In many states, junior colleges developed as extensions of secondary schools
becoming, in effect, grades 13 and 14. They practiced flexibility, working with students
who did not fit the traditional model of a college or university student and, essentially,
they provided opportunities for large numbers of students who were academically
unprepared (Knoell, 1983).

Early on, junior college officials struggled with the “tedious task of sorting out the
collegiate from the secondary” and were, at times, forced to lower standards for those
students who were simply ill-prepared for college-level work; years later, with postWorld War II open door policies, schools attracted a wide range of students of all ages
who aspired to higher education but did not have the necessary academic preparation
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(Diener, 1986).

A 1952-53 California study found that community college students

scored 10 - 14 points lower than university students on IQ tests (Ctd. in Monroe, 1972).
Most studies during that period found community college students to be in the lower third
of high school graduation classes, while very few (20%) came from the top group
(Thurston, 1962; Tillery, 1966; Bourland, 1969). Deegan and Tillery (1985) noted that
only 25% of entering full-time students in community colleges came from the top fifth of
their high school graduating classes, compared to 40% and 60% who entered four-year
colleges and universities, respectively.

By 1988, Astin (1991) found that community

colleges were attracting students from the lower half of their graduation classes.

More recent studies have warned of an increasing number of lower-ability
students (Best & Gehring, 1993; Koltai, 1993; Bauer & Bauer, 1994; Cohen & Brawer,
1996).

Scores on the New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement Tests, used in many

community colleges, began dipping in the early 1990’s (New Jersey State Department of
Higher Education, 1994) and most schools indicated the need for increased remedial and
developmental courses.

A Texas study found 40% of its community college students

needed remedial courses; in Oklahoma, that figure was 44%; at Shelby State Community
College (Tennessee), 88% of the first-time students were placed in remedial and
developmental courses (Ctd. in Cohen & Brawer, 1996). To many, it would seem the
community college founding fathers, who 100 years ago called these institutions high
school extensions, were remarkably clairvoyant.
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This is not to say that community colleges as institutions remain passive when
dealing with such student academic shortcomings. Many schools (25%) have instituted
honors programs as a way to welcome the better-prepared, and others - Miami-Dade
Community College, for instance - have begun offering full tuition scholarships to
students who rank in the top ten or twenty percent of their high school graduation classes
(Cohen & Brawer, 1996).

This might pose a challenge, however, as many state

universities have begun offering these types of inducements as well.

Few doubt that community college students have had more negative academic
experiences compared to students in four-year colleges and universities. These students
gravitated to the institutions 100 years ago and still do. However, what they may lack in
ability and preparation, they make up for with aspiration, as studies show that even as
schools vocationalized, students enrolled in community colleges with the intention of
transferring to senior institutions. Brint and Karabel (1989) noted student surveys in the
1920’s that indicated nearly 60% of the students wanted to transfer to universities. More
recent studies show that this figure has fluctuated but tends to stay between 40% and 80%
(Dougherty, 1990; Nora, 1999).

So, while community college students may arrive ill-

prepared, many have higher academic achievement in mind.

Looking at the characteristics of community college students we get a sense of
their age, race, gender, socioeconomic status, and academic ability - but we only get a
sense because there is far too much assortment in their population and variety in their life
experiences. Community college students are 18-year-old traditional learners, but they
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are

also

35-year-old

homemakers,

45-year-old

prison

inmates

and

65-year-old

grandparents. Perhaps truth lies not in who they are but rather from where they come. In
essence, community college students reflect the American landscape.

One final quality that separates community college students from others in higher
education is not so much a characteristic as it is something more distinctive: their
personality. The final part of the “Students” segment of Chapter 1 looks not at who these
individuals are but how they think.

Cohen and Brawer (1996) offered a profile of the two-year college student:

For decades, community college students have been categorized as
more practical, pragmatic, and short-term goal oriented than
students who begin at universities. On the Omnibus Personality
Inventory (a multiphasic test standardized on students in two-year
and four-year colleges and universities in the early 1960’s), the one
scale on which two-year college students typically exceeded the
others was practical orientation. Drawing on his lengthy experience
as a community college administrator, Monroe (1972) asserted that
“community college students tend to place more emphasis on
receiving immediate goals and rewards than on postponing the
possibility of winning greater rewards at some future date....” A
relevant education
means practical,
occupationally-oriented
education, (p.199)

Given that their average age hovers near thirty, it is not surprising that community
college students tend to be more practical and might feel a greater sense of urgency when
it comes to attaining goals.

Some researchers have noted that this need for immediate

gratification spills over into the classroom. Monroe (1972) found that two-year college
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students more than university students wanted to know more quickly their grades on
assignments and in courses. Cross (1968) concluded that community college students
were more “cautious, prudent ... and rigid in their concern over grades and academic
standing” (p. 32).

In one of the more comprehensive studies, Educational Testing

Services (ETS) queried nearly 10,000 community college students, in fourteen states,
about their college experiences. By a ratio of 2:1, students indicated that they preferred
grades (as opposed to alternative forms of evaluations) and that they wanted grades so
that they could compare their performance with fellow students (Deegan & O’Banion,
1989).

While there is something very pragmatic about this way of thinking, it does speak
to something more deeply rooted. Armstrong (1992) and Coll (1995) explained that
community college students generally lack self esteem and self worth. Others have
pointed to the students’ need for approval and constant reassurance (Monroe, 1972;
Henson & Schmeck, 1993). Grimes (1997) found students felt a sense of powerlessness
and many tended to have a more external locus of control. Many researchers have noted
that students at four-year colleges and universities suffer these same feelings; however, it
is simply more prevalent in community college students.

Brint and Karabel (1989),

looking at the phenomenon from a sociological standpoint, explained that identity is often
rooted in social class and, while students at community colleges may wish to be upwardly
mobile, it may be difficult for some who will always carry with them the possibility of
failure.
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Finally, conventional thinking is that community college students, unlike their
four-year counterparts, are interested in education more for the sake of employment and
less for the intellectual and cultural benefits. For the most part, research has indicated as
much.

Hunter and Sheldon (1980) identified a very small percentage (6%) of

“educational seekers,” and “perpetual learners.” Others cited student lack of enthusiasm
for learning and an “increasing apathy for the humanities” (Hutton & Jobe, 1985; Diener,
1985; Seidman, 1985). A 1994 ETS questionnaire found that two-thirds or more of the
California community college student body wanted the work they did in school to be less
academic and more “job related.” However, the cry for relevance and practical education
is not exclusive to community college students.

Cohen and Brawer (1996) noted that

more and more students in all institutions of higher education are viewing college
campuses as, essentially, occupational training grounds.

If nothing else, there is great

irony in this.

The community college developed, in part, to serve those students who, for
various reasons, were unable to gain access to four-year colleges and universities. Some
of these individuals found the institutions fitting because of their age, race or gender.
Others enrolled because it was affordable, and liberal admissions standards made
acceptance possible. They all shared one quality, however: they were all new to higher
education.

Many community college students found once they engaged in higher education
was that it was a struggle.

Acceptance may have been easy, but some found the
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academics challenging and overwhelming. Unfortunately, many suffered the latter and
helped form what has since become a majority population: community college dropouts.
Community college freshman drop out after one year at the rate of 50% - 55% (Fine &
Lehnertz, 1991; Drawer, 1995; Sandel & Sydow, 1997).

What many of these students needed was support, so the institutions, whether to
preserve their place or that of their students, extended themselves. Community colleges
created a support system that would accommodate students in ways that were
unimaginable at the post secondary level. Phone-in registration, flexible and alternative
scheduling, generous life-experience credit, 24-hour advising and academic counseling,
lax attendance policies, individualized instructional plans, student tracking strategies, and
non-punitive grading became the norm and contributed to the schools’ reputation as being
“student-centered” institutions.

Needless to say, students welcomed this response, and

came to depend on institutional nurturing. Today, many are extremely satisfied with their
experience on community college campuses for the very reason that these schools
accommodate them.

The community college has a rich and unique history of accommodating students,
and Chapter 2 reviews this history.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORY OF ACCOMMODATION IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Chapter 2 examines the institution and its people, but the focus is aimed at its
culture, more specifically, its nurturing culture. For nearly a century, community
colleges have accommodated students both in and out of the classroom, and this is what
distinguishes the two-year schools from their counterparts, the state universities.

Oxford American Dictionary defines “accommodate” as follows: to provide, to
supply, to adapt to; willing to do what is asked.

Perhaps more than anything else,

community colleges thrive and keep students satisfied because of their ability to
accommodate.

Community colleges accommodate on an institutional level:

Administrators at Rio Salado Community College (AR) allow
students who wish to complete a traditional fifteen-week course
early, to opt for the ‘fast track’ and cut up to eight weeks off the
semester. Other students may extend the semester beyond the
fifteen weeks to a more ‘convenient’ time. School administrators
cite such things as unique personal circumstances and the varying
learning styles of community college students as the reason for
institutional accommodation. (O’Malley, 1998)

Community colleges accommodate on the student services level:

Academic tutors at Anne Arundel Community College (MD) and at
Maple Woods Community College (MI) working with high-risk
students, supplement their tutoring by attending all lectures of
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“targeted courses” (Cohen & Brawer, 1989). As part of a “Beep a
Tutor” program at a community college in Arizona, students may
summon a tutor for additional academic support. Beeped tutors
respond within two hours. (O’Malley, 1998)

Community colleges accommodate on the faculty level:

Faculty at California community colleges, as part of an ‘Early Alert’
program that identifies students who are not attending class or
failing, are asked to call or write these at-risk students to further help
in the rescue. (“Student Mentoring,” 1993)

Community colleges accommodate students in many ways, and this chapter
examines how this is done on these three levels: administrative, student service, and
faculty. At times, it might be difficult to separate the different levels. For instance, what
might appear as accommodation at the academic counselor or faculty level might, if fact,
be a mandate from the administration. To distinguish these levels, the chapter looks at
accommodation where it actually takes place. So, for example, the “Beep a Tutor”
program, which may have been initiated by the administration, is described in the
“Academic Services” section of the chapter since it is the academic advisors and
counselors who actually provide the service.

Before this review, however, the chapter begins with a question: Why do two-year
institutions accommodate students?

Why do community colleges feel so responsible for students?
institutions remain so student-centered?

Why do these

Monroe (1972) explained in blunt terms:
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“Community college students tend to be less intelligent and self-motivated than seniorcollege students. Therefore, they need more guidance and control” (p. 199). A review of
the literature on student academic ability, discussed in Chapter 1, bolsters this view.
Community college students score lower on IQ tests, they come from the lower half of
high school graduation classes, and many - anywhere from 40% to 88% (Cohen &
Brawer, 1996) - need remedial and developmental courses in college. Vaughan (1994)
noted that while there was an increasing number of new students needing remedial
education in four-year institutions, both the percentage and the “intensity of the need”
was far greater in the two-year school (p. 31). There is no debating the fact that students
entering community colleges are less prepared, academically, than their counterparts
entering universities.

Community college educators understand this and, so, have

established support programs and provided student services that might accommodate
academically-weak students, while helping to increase their chances of success.

Another reason community colleges work hard accommodating students is
because of their traditionally-low retention rates. Researchers have found that freshmen
in two-year colleges drop out after one year at a rate of 50% - 55% (Fine &
Lehnertz,1991; Brawer, 1995; Sandel & Sydow, 1997) so, in addition to dealing with
underprepared students, institutions must deal with those who enroll and are prepared,
but do not persist. While there are a variety of reasons students don’t persist, including
the fact that some leave having achieved what they originally intended (Conklin, 1992),
researchers have connected the high dropout rate to one simple fact: community colleges
are open-admissions institutions; approximately 90% - 95% of all two-year colleges have
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open access policies (Vaughan, 1994).

So, in their drive to “seek, recruit, and enroll

every student in the community” (Qtd. in Deegan & O’Banion, 1989), schools attract
students to courses and programs who are not yet qualified. As a result, schools have had
to develop retention measures designed to better connect potential dropouts to the
institution. Two states with a high concentration of community colleges (CA, NY)
require that schools provide retention services (Cohen & Brawer, 1996).

Essentially,

community colleges attempt to accommodate the would-be dropout as a way of keeping
open doors from becoming revolving doors.

The final reason that community colleges accommodate has less to do with
students, their low abilities and persistence rates, and more to do with the values of those
who teach in the institutions. Most surveys of community college faculty have revealed
that they value personal interaction with students (Cohen & Brawer, 1996), “seeing and
supporting student growth” (Diener, 1985, p. 352), and creating a positive academic
experience (Callan, 1997) above such things as dispensing information, professional
advancement and scholarly activity. This is not to suggest that two-year college faculty
do not value teaching. They do. Callan reported that 92% of community college faculty
believed that teaching effectiveness should be the primary criterion for promotion.
However, their concern was with the student, and many considered themselves part of a
“noble calling ... contributing to society by assisting the development of its young ...”
(Cohen & Brawer, 1996).
Over forty years ago, McKeefery (1959) described faculty at three different types
of institutions; in many ways, his descriptions are still valid. He classified those at the
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universities as specialists, scholars, researchers and egoists, who maintained high
standards by flunking 30% of the students. He described teachers at smaller colleges as
being more concerned with teaching, subject matter, and integration.

Finally, he

described those faculty attracted to the community college:

The third group is the student-centered teachers who are more
concerned with the student’s needs and problems than with mastery
of a specialized field of study. Such teachers are likely to try
experimental teaching techniques and to attempt to make their
courses relevant and suitable to the individual capacities and
interests of students. (Qtd. in Monroe, p. 253)

Perhaps community college faculty remain student-centered because, historically,
these instructors’ roots were in the secondary school; while the number has decreased in
recent years, as recently as 1970, 70% of all two-year college faculty first taught in public
high schools (Bushnell, 1970). Or, perhaps community college faculty remain studentcentered because they feel a personal connection to the institution - in a survey of 1500
community college faculty, Kiem (1989) found that between 41% - 53% were once
themselves enrolled in two-year institutions.

Finally, perhaps community college faculty remain student-centered because they
have a fundamental belief that they are needed. In his research on two-year-college
teachers, DuBois (1993) found that, as part of their “hidden characteristics,” community
college faculty needed students as much - or more than - students needed faculty.
Seidman (1985) referred to this as the “personal responsibility” factor, and he captured
the words of one faculty member who felt particularly needed:
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Half the time I say, “Damn it, look, here it is, this is what the degree
from college means: that you have achieved certain specific things,
and you achieve them or you don’t, and I give you a grade and that
indicates it and that is that.” ... And the other half [of] the time I
think “Here is this person who can’t do this, and it is absurd for him
to spend all his time trying to learn to do it. He can do a whole lot
of other things. Help him do those things. The hell with standards
and grades and the significance of the degree.” (90)

This need to give, this desire to be needed - both of which become fulfilled
through extending themselves to others - seems to define many community college
faculty, teachers who make it their mission to help students. And, through this, they find
the recognition and self-actualization that might otherwise be lacking. Monroe (1972)
explained this:

Community college teachers aspire to a position where they will be
recognized as professional people on a par with four-year-college
faculty. Most of them also aspire to become the ideal teachers who,
in the words of Arrowsmith ... try to be “the man who might for the
first time give him [the student] the only profound motivation for
learning, the hope of becoming a man.” ... [J]ust as students crave
to be accepted and recognized as meaningful human beings, so
teachers need to be recognized as human beings, (p. 254)

So, while community college faculty may nurture and accommodate students, and
otherwise contribute to the student-centered culture of the institution, the reasons they do
this vary and may have nothing to do with student welfare. For these faculty — half of
whom would give more time to student interaction outside of class than the one hour they
presently give (Cohen & Brawer, 1996) - it might be one way they attain self-worth.
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Understanding why community colleges accommodate students is important not
only because it reveals the people who inhabit the institutions, but also it reveals the
institutions themselves. Two-year colleges make it their mission to satisfy students, and
knowing why leads to a more practical question: how do community colleges
accommodate students?

The following section of Chapter 2 examines various programs and services that
community colleges provide for students to help them at various stages of the educational
process. Support comes from individuals at three levels: institutional, students, and
faculty.

Institutional Accommodation

For 100 years, community colleges have opened their doors to students who,
otherwise, have been excluded from higher education. However, in more recent years,
two-year schools have done much more than welcome students; these institutions have
accommodated their wide variety of needs.

A1 Lorenzo, President of Macomb

Community College (MI) explained that one reason is that we simply live in an "... age
of consumerism. Regardless of whether it’s buying clothing, automobiles or education,
there is this pervasive move toward people expecting to be treated in a certain way” (Qtd.
in O’Malley, 1998, p. 10). Community colleges take this “customer service” approach,
and one way they do this is through institutional policies and procedures.
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Historically, community colleges have brought education to the students.

By

virtue of their placement and proximity in the community, they signal their desire to
make convenient higher education. Cohen and Brawer (1996) noted that in the 1960’s
and 1970’s, whenever two-year schools were established in settings with no publiclysupported colleges, the percentage of high school graduates attending college rose
dramatically, at times, nearly 50%; and, while the number of institutions began to level
off at that time, the number of convenient and unique locations began to increase. During
the past quarter century, campuses have surfaced on military bases, in prisons and in
business settings (Cohen and Brawer).

Aslanian (1998) described a Southwest

community college with no campus but with 24,000 students: branch campuses are
located in churches and in malls.

And, for students who have no time for regular

attendance (or indicate as much), community colleges have taken the lead in
technological and distance-learning education. Green (1994) reported that public fouryear colleges and universities were far behind their two-year counterparts in the use of
open-circuit television and on-line computer courses.

Today, nursing students at

Shawnee Community College (IL) leave their homes only for clinical coursework;
otherwise, courses are taught via telecommunications systems (ICCTA, 1998).

Rio

Salada Community College (AZ) offers eighty Internet courses, and Brevard Community
College (FL) runs classes for its 4,000 students on-line, but also provides courses for the
World Community College through America Online, making it, literally, a global campus
(O’Malley, 1998).
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Not only do community colleges accommodate students by their proximity, they
also cater to their students’ complex and demanding lifestyles.

Institutions do this by

creatively adjusting traditional course times and academic calendars. Grubb (1988) noted
that this is precisely what appeals to students and serves as a powerful factor in their
decision to attend: community college “pliability.” During the 1970’s, schools created
“Weekend College” (Cohen and Brawer, 1996; Perin, 1999).

Twenty years later, this

concept progressed to “Saturday Family College,” at Monroe Community College (NY),
where families enrolled together in credit and non-credit weekend courses (Aslanian,
1998). Aslanian described additional ways community colleges have designed schedules
and instituted fast-track degree options to enable students, particularly adult students who
have work and family responsibilities: In Oklahoma, some community colleges are open
twenty-four hours a day with a full weekend program available.

Glendale Community

College (CA) also services those looking for alternative course schedules, opening its
doors from 7am to midnight, weekdays, and during the weekend. Richland Community
College (TX) has designed one-year associate’s degrees, with intensive four-to-eightweek mini-sessons. And, for students who need flexibility with course starting dates, Rio
Salado Community College offers multiple-start dates to students taking courses in high
demand. Roueche, Parnell and Kuttler (1994) described a similar policy at Kellogg
Community College (MI) where students in the technology program “start at any time
and choose their own attendance schedules” (p. 342).

Why did community colleges become so flexible?
schools?

What influenced these

Vaughan (1983) pointed to the middle class adult students; it was they who
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wanted education in order to “learn job-related skills, gain personal satisfaction or
respond to a life problem” and by virtue of their numbers “exerted an influence over the
character and curriculum of the institution.

The values and needs of theses students

affected course offerings, times and locations of classes, and ultimately, the academic
requirements for degrees and certificates” (p. 42).

Given that the average age of the

community college students is thirty, and adult students are, in fact, the majority students
(Callan, 1997), it is understandable that these institutions would consider these students’
particular needs.

In addition to schools accommodating students’ scheduling needs, institutions
have worked to appease students by easing admissions procedures. Cohen and Brawer
(1996) noted that some community colleges have dropped certain demands and practices
that have fallen out of favor with students: entrance exams, transcript requirements,
mandated orientation and a number of other administrative procedures and policies
students have viewed as obstacles.

In more recent years, schools have adapted to

“overburdened” students by offering phone-in registration (O’Malley, 1998).

And, for

those who forget to register, or procrastinate, Firelands Community College (OH) has
placed closed-circuit television monitors in each classroom to promote the college’s pre¬
registration period. These promotional videos run from ten minutes before class to the
moment class beings. For Firelands’ students who somehow miss the promotion, campus
receptionists call students reminding them of pre-registration dates (Roueche, Parnell &
Kuttler, 1994).
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Finally,

community colleges

accommodate

students

from

an

institutional

standpoint by making education accessible to very specific population groups, groups
schools actually target for service. One of these groups is the dropouts - not college ...
high school dropouts.

Deegan and Tillery et al (1985) described a North Carolina

program involving nine community colleges that accepted high school dropouts, prepared
them for the high school equivalency exam, then enrolled them in associate’s degree
programs. In addition to helping high school students in need, community colleges have
worked to attract high school honor students by offering rewards. In 1979, Miami-Dade
Community College began giving tuition waivers to the top 10% of local high school
graduating classes, and in 1991, they extended full tuition waivers to the top 20%; in
1994, the college drew about 1,300 students - nearly one-fourth of those students were
eligible (Cohen and Brawer, 1996).

Kankakee Community College (IL) accepts up to

fifteen credits from area high school honors courses, and students in the top 20% of local
graduation classes can take classes tuition-free at Southeastern Illinois Community
College (ICCTA, 1998).

Another group targeted and accommodated by community colleges are students,
primarily single females, with children. Nearly 60% of the students who attend two-year
schools are female, and nearly one-third of those with children raise them as single
parents (AACC, 1996).

Not surprisingly, more than half of all community colleges,

nationally, provide on-campus daycare for students (NCES, 1994).

Beatty-Guenter

(1992) concluded that, along with financial aid, this provision is perhaps the schools’
most important retention measure.
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Community colleges also work to accommodate the growing number of disabled
students on campus.

Smith (1997) noted that 63% of all students with disabilities in

higher education are enrolled in two-year institutions.

Unfortunately, this particular

population is twice as likely as students with no physical or learning disabilities to drop
out of school (Cooper and Michael, 1990). To retain students, community colleges have
developed a number of special programs and services.

Valencia Community College

(FL) saw a sharp increase in its retention rate of students with severe disabilities after
instituting an individual curriculum that included one-on-one tutoring, interpreter
services, and Braille and audio-taped textbooks (Burac, 1992). Some Illinois community
colleges also offer taped books for the blind, along with escort services; moreover, they
offer special seating in classrooms for “orthopedically impaired” students, note-takers
and readers for dyslexic and learning-disabled students, and interpreters for the hearing
impaired (ICCTA, 1998). Coastline Community College (CA) provides assessment, then
special instruction and educational support services, for students with physical and
psychological disabilities; additionally, the school offers neuropsychological assessment
and special services for students who have suffered severe head injuries (Roueche,
Parnell, & Kuttler, 1994).

While it may be the colleges who creatively accommodate

students with needs, with the advent of the 1993 American with Disabilities Act, it is the
funding agencies who are supporting these efforts.

In 1996, for instance, the Florida

legislature committed $500,000 to community colleges to make libraries more accessible
to disabled students; funds were allocated toward such things as large-print books, audio
versions of books, and Braille printers (Smith, 1997).
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The final group that schools, as institutions, have worked to accommodate are the
transfer students.

Given that one purpose of the community college is to educate and

prepare students for four-year colleges and universities, it would make sense that these
schools have programs in place that allow for the smooth movement of transfer students.
Many have articulation agreements in place with state four-year colleges that guarantee
acceptance of both the students and their credit. However, some community colleges see
fit to further prepare their graduates for the “upper” division. Deegan (1985) described
an orientation course taught by Arizona State University faculty, on the university
campus, to South Mountain Community College (AR) students who were considering a
transfer.

The course helps “demystify” the university campus.

And, at LaGuardia

Community College (NY) transfer students, who might not be ready for university
“academic, social and residential life,” are given the opportunity to actually live on a
four-year college campus during a five-week residential summer program.

Program

organizers note that students confront their “insecurities and fear,” and most participants
follow through with the transfer (Wechsler, 1991).

These types of programs and services, implemented at the institutional level, are
designed to help community college students succeed.

Schools adapt to the needs of

students — and the wishes, too. After a survey of 2,600 students at Rockland Community
College (NY) revealed that students felt uncomfortable discussing their financial
problems with counselors in public, high-traffic areas of the school, the administration
moved financial aid advisors to private offices (O Malley, 1998). This is one reason why
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many consider two-year colleges student-centered. However, accommodation does not
stop at the institutional level.

These programs are also implemented on the student

service level, and the next section of Chapter 2 describes ways that community college
support-service providers accommodate students.

Student Service Accommodation

Monroe (1972) traced the history of community college student services back to
the post-World War II period, when schools suddenly experienced sharp enrollment
increases - the number of community college students nearly doubled between 1940 and
1950 (Cohen and Brawer, 1996). To effectively service these individuals, schools began
testing, screening, counseling, and placing students.

Essentially, student service

providers did just that: they serviced students. However, as numbers increased during the
following two decades, along with the diversity of students and their needs, schools
began to realize that they couldn’t simply service students; they had to help develop
them. Medsker explained:

[A community college needs to] be concerned about what ‘turns
student on’ and keeps them turned on ... how it can contribute to
their personal growth and development [and] how it can ease
tensions that may block learning and growth .... (Qtd. Munroe,
1972, p. 3)

Thirty years later, community colleges still hold to that theory. Institutions are
indeed concerned about what “turns students on” and ways they can contribute to
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“personal growth,” and they do this by accommodating students on the student service
level.

This section of Chapter 2 reviews three specific ways that community college

student service providers accommodate students. First, the chapter reviews unique ways
that schools orient and place students.

This is followed by a review of community

college advising.

The goal here is not to describe services and service providers - both were
described in Chapter 1, and in theory, these services are provided at most colleges and
universities. Rather, the goal is to describe the unique and creative programs - programs
that distinguish the two-year school from its four-year university counterpart - that the
community college provides in order to accommodate the special needs of its students.

Orientation programs at community colleges differ from those at four-year
colleges and universities in that most two-year schools make it mandatory for new, full¬
time students (Monroe, 1972; Cohen and Brawer, 1989; Becherer, 1995). Also, where
universities tend to involve only student activities and student support staff in orientation,
a number of community colleges involve faculty members. Cohen and Brawer described
freshman three-day retreats with faculty “leading the activities.” Deegan and Tillery et a\
(1985) described orientation programs that involved faculty who discussed their work
and classroom strategies to help reduce student anxiety. Additionally, community
colleges, like universities, work to connect freshman with upperclassmen through
mentoring programs; however, some of these programs at two-year colleges continue
beyond the orientation stage through the semester. At Bronx Community College (NY),
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experienced students serve as mentors and counselors during the school year, advising
students on anything from campus events to academic concerns (Santa Rita, 1992).
Singer (1994) described a similar “Buddy-Mentor” program that pairs freshmen with
experienced student volunteers.

As they do with orientation, many community colleges make placement testing
mandatory (Deegan & Tillery et al; Vaughan, 1983; Beatty-Guenter, 1992; Cohen and
Brawer, 1996). While many colleges and universities test incoming students as a way of
properly placing them, some community colleges look beyond placement as the test’s
primary purpose; they test to match students with faculty. Gruber and Carrivolo (1991)
described this “cognitive-style mapping” and noted that community colleges use specific
tests to identify student personality types and learning styles, then match students with
instructors who would be most “accommodating.” Miami-Dade Community College
makes extensive use of entry assessment tests as a way of “sorting” students into the
appropriate classes; Santa Fe Community College (FL) has a comprehensive student
assessment program and the results are not only used to place students in the right class,
with the right teacher, the results enable faculty to determine appropriate curriculum. In
other words, how SFCC students perform on specific entry exams helps determine, to a
degree, what teachers teach (Burac, 1992).

Perhaps the most important function of student service providers is advising, and
one of their main tasks is to bring students into contact with a vital instructional resource:
the academic tutor. Advisors and tutors play a crucial role in helping students succeed
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both in two- and four-year colleges. However, what distinguishes community college
advisors and tutors from their university counterparts is the degree to which they
intervene on behalf of their students’ academic and personal lives.

Cohen and Brawer (1989) explained that community colleges do not want to
restrict admissions, and so, intervene when the inevitable occurs: students begin to have
difficulty managing the collegiate curriculum. The researchers described Miami-Dade
Community College’s RSVP (Response System with Variable Prescription) program.
Academic advisors produce computerized reports for each student in the form of
personalized letters. Essentially, the report is a “maintenance record” and, in addition to
including student personal information, it keeps a student record of academic progress:
completed assignments and exams, test scores, and assignments still outstanding. For
certain courses, the report also includes sample exams (“perfect,” “passing,” “failing”) to
help students understand their achievement and how it relates to others. While the RSVP
letters serve to inform students and faculty, they also serve to prod the “negligent.”

Mese and Spano (1989) described two similar intervention programs at
community colleges in Illinois and Florida. At Kennedy-King Community College (IL),
students with a D, an F, or a poor attendance record, receive personal letters from their
academic advisors requesting their presence in the academic counseling center. Mese
also noted an attendance alert and advisement system used in Florida community
colleges. A computer generates personalized letters to 45,000 students informing them of
their academic progress, course attendance, and future course registration dates. And, for
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advisors working with struggling students who happen to live on campus, there is no
need to send a mass mailing to this residential population. At Hinds Community College
(MS), academic support personnel provide resident hall directors with academic progress
report printouts for those students with “substandard” mid-term grades. The hall
directors then direct students to the appropriate campus service (Becherer, 1995).

Like academic advisors, community college tutors also work with students,
particularly high-risk students, and often find themselves serving beyond their role as
supplemental instructors. Researchers (Wolfe, 1987; Craig-Claar, 1994) found that tutors
in two-year colleges in Maryland and Missouri attended all lectures for targeted courses,
then worked with both the instructor and student out of class. Roueche, Parnell and
Kuttler (1994) noted that tutors not only attended classes at Cape Cod Community
College (MA) and North Seattle Community College, some also met with instructors on a
weekly basis and provided tutoring-session progress reports on struggling students.
These types of tutor-mentoring programs, complete with individualized instruction plans,
are common in community colleges (Burac, 1992), and schools employ such programs as
a way of accommodating students who are not prepared for all academic work.

Not only do community colleges provide advising and tutoring, some institutions
reward students who use such services. At Sauk Valley Community College (IL),
students who spend extra time getting tutored in the Learning Assistance Center, are
allowed re-takes on exams in certain courses (ICCTA, 1998). As a way of attracting atrisk students to the college support center, Miami-Dade Community College offers
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tuition refunds on classes for which students get tutoring; furthermore, students at MDCC
who bring course outlines, textbooks, and assignments to the library for support services
get from one to three academic credits (Mese & Spano, 1989).

While accommodating students in this manner - through creative orientation and
placement testing, together with comprehensive and interventive advising - may be
regarded as indulging, and some may question the degree to which community college
students take responsibility for their school work, the schools place a high value on
academic support personnel and researchers point to increased retention rates as being
one important consequence of their efforts (Chapel, 1992; Cohen and Brawer, 1996;
Summerfield, 1996).

Finally, students persist and succeed in community colleges because another
group of individuals extends itself and nurtures students. The last section of Chapter 2
examines the specific ways that community college faculty accommodate students.

Faculty Accommodation

Like the institution itself and its student service providers, community college
faculty work to preserve the school’s student-centeredness.
Community College of Philadelphia, explained:

Fred Capsaw, president of

We re fighting the battle here to have

faculty ... dealing with students in the kindest way possible” (Qtd. in O’Malley, 1998, p.
11).

In many ways, two-year college faculty are more than kind to students, they are
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committed to their academic and social well-being. To a degree, this is what separates
community college teachers from university professors and helps them carve their own
identity.

Cohen and Brawer (1989) captured this notion, noting that two-year faculty

“minister to clients .... This is the foundation of their professional life, the element that
brings them the most satisfaction, that by which they define themselves” (p. 70). The
final section of Chapter 2, examines four ways that community college faculty
accommodate students: through adjustment of policies and expectations, through creative
methods of instruction, through intervention, and through accessibility.

One way community college faculty accommodate students is through relaxed
grading practices.

In fact, it is the policy of many institutions not to fail students.

Monroe (1972) traced the adoption of non-punitive grading to Laney College (CA),
where students were given a chance to repeat courses, over and over, until they passed as
a way to keep those who technically failed from dropping out. Researchers (Vaughan,
1983; Eaton, 1988; Cohen and Brawer, 1996) pointed to unconditional open-admissions
of the 1960’s and 1970’s, together with the fact that the number of full-time students
began to dwindle in the early 1980’s, as factors that contributed to the institution of nonpunitive grading systems. Roueche (1998) noted that community colleges in Texas took
this innovative approach one step further, eliminating the entire letter grading system.

Not all community colleges prohibit faculty from failing students.

Some

institutions ask faculty to take a more preventative approach. Testone (1999) described
the After-Semester Workshop program offered at Onondaga Community College (NY)
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for students who show potential but fail college algebra courses. Faculty replace the F
grade with I, then place these students in an intensive, eight-day workshop. Sessions are
held immediately after the semester ends, during college vacation; therefore, students are
not

distracted by any other course work” (p. 5).

Testone noted success/pass rates of

80% - 100%. And, students at Richland Community College (TX) who seek extra help
also are rewarded, although their involvement does not involve a post-semester
commitment. Some faculty give students extra grade points providing they get help with
their written work from the college learning center (Mese & Spano, 1989). This helps
increase course-completion rates.

Seidman (1985) described other methods two-year college faculty employ to
increase their students’ chances of success.

The researcher conducted interviews with

seventy-six community college teachers. While the focus of the study centered on their
work in the college, many faculty members discussed their relationship with students and
the degree to which they nurtured and accommodated students. Two discussed how they
serviced students by adjusting expectations:

If a kid is absent for two months in the hospital, I know how to set
up make-up tests for him. I know how to tutor him; I know how to
get him back to where he needs to be, mathematically, (p. 44)

When I started teaching I was covering the whole textbook; I don’t
do that anymore. They just cannot read a whole book in a semester
for whatever reasons. Either you require that and flunk three
quarters of the class, or you come to terms with reality .... (p. 76)
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Seidman added that faculty who wish to preserve collegiate standards
often face challenges from their students : one faculty interviewee remarked,
“Some students have come in and said to me ‘You know, if I wanted to do this
much work, I would have gone to the university’ ” (p. 76).

In addition to adjusting class policies and expectations, community college
faculty often accommodate students through creative methods of instruction. In
many

cases,

these

“creative”

methods

of instruction

take

the

form

of

individualized curriculum.

Seidman

described

three

instances

where

faculty

individualized

instruction, sometimes going to great lengths to accommodate students’ special
circumstances. One faculty member met Saturday mornings at the college with a
student who had fallen behind because of illness.

Another faculty member

worked closely with an adult student who felt overburdened at work and at home,
then complained after scoring a 58% on an exam: “I can’t afford to flunk out. I
am determined to get a degree.
explained (p. 91).

I want something different out of life,” she

After lengthy dialogue, the teacher came to realize that the

student needed a different approach to studying. The professor then suggested a
number of strategies (studying with the book closed, formulating questions,
posing questions in class).

A third faculty member spoke of a colleague who

taught Sociology 102 and to simplify things gave students “a virtual outline of the
book.” The interviewee spoke of the image of community college teachers, who
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are “interested in the individual student, who nurse that student, sort of like little
children” (p. 84).

Roueche, Parnell and Kuttler (1994) noted this type of individualized
instruction at Iowa Central Community College, and supplemental instruction at
Joliet Junior College (IL), where faculty assign “supplemental instructors” to
work with at-risk students on such things as “note-taking and study skills, test
preparation, memory enhancement, [and] time management” (p. 214). At Utah
Valley Community College, faculty are “hired for their nurturing, positive
attitudes as well as teaching expertise” (p. 691), and academically unprepared
students are given the option of taking lecture-style or individualized instruction.
And, for those who work and learn at a different pace, East Central Community
College (MO) offers classes in one program that are not structured. Faculty allow
students to work at their own pace, which “creates less frustration as the students
work at their own speed, and they are competing with no one but themselves”
(Roueche et al).

Many community college faculty personalize and individualize instruction
in the classroom, yet others take it beyond institutional boundaries. Eaton (1992)
described services faculty provide for students who indicate an interest in
transferring to state universities. One professor who teachers at Highland Park
Community College (MI) and at the University of Detroit, videotapes his
university lectures and uses them to familiarize transfer candidates with university
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curriculum. A similar service is provided for minority students at Penn Valley
Community College (MO) who intend to transfer to the University of Missouri.
The two-year college shows videotapes of sample university courses to its
students to better prepare them for the senior institution.

While community college faculty may understand the importance and the
effect of personalized instruction, they also understand that students may or may
not respond to this type of strategy, and a more radical approach might be
necessary: intervention.

Because of the very nature of community college students and their
demanding lifestyles, together with the fact that most two-year colleges have
either liberal or non-existent attendance policies, institutions have had to deal with
one particular problem: chronic absenteeism. One strategy schools have used to
combat this is faculty intervention. Beatty-Guenter (1992) described a Miami Dade Community College outreach program, whereby faculty contact students at
home who have missed too many classes.

Researchers (Roueche and Baker,

1987; Barr, et al 1993; Bauer & Bauer, 1994) have described many of these types
of “Early Alert” programs and noted how they contribute to decreased student
dropout rates. And, those community college faculty who do not contact students
directly, intervene on their students’ behalf indirectly, through academic
counseling centers. Teachers at Eastfield Community College (TX), KennedyKing Community College (IL), and Mi ami-Dade Community College all provide
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academic advisors information on student achievement, special needs, and
attendance patterns. Advisors then contact students at home (Beaty-Guenter).

Finally, community college faculty accommodate students by being
accessible and available in ways that might not exist on a large university campus.
Given that, as research in Chapter 1 acknowledged, two-year college faculty
typically teach nearly one-third more courses and one-third more students, it
makes some of the ways they make themselves available all the more notable.

To maintain accessibility, faculty at Glendale Community College (NV),
by virtue of their collective bargaining agreement, must hold office hours every
day (CBA, 1988). Students at community colleges in Santa Monica have even
more access to professors. Schools have instituted a state-of-the-art program
called “Virtual Office Hours,” where students go on-line and pose questions to
teachers twenty-four hours per day (Aslanian, 1998). Becker (1992) described the
manner in which faculty at Illinois Central Community College are encouraged to
accommodate students by consulting with them before they, the faculty,
determine their own office hours. And, Seidman (1985) described a California
community college that wanted to signal to students the “notion of accessibility
so much that when faculty offices were built, the walls that faced the hallways
were made of glass.
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Community college faculty are committed to creating successful learning
environments for students. However, this alone does not distinguish them from
faculty at four-year colleges and universities. Rather, what distinguishes two-year
college teachers is how they accommodate students and the degree to which they
accommodate the diverse community college student population, with its diverse
needs.

This is what helps define the individuals who teach at community

colleges.

Accommodation also helps define student support providers and the
institutions themselves.

By maintaining a culture of student-centeredness,

community colleges and the individuals who work within preserve the schools’
unique role: “serving as the most common point of entry into college for those
groups that have traditionally been excluded from higher education” (Brint and
Karabel, 1989, p. vi). And, this role has remained one of the few constants during
the schools’ 100-year history.

However, community colleges have played another role during this time:
serving as buffer schools and preparing students for senior institutions, those state
colleges and universities to which the majority of community college transfer
students aspire. Many researchers have noted that this was the college s original
function (Monroe, 1972; Brint & Karabel).
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This leads to the central question of this dissertation: If community
colleges are defined by their student-centeredness and their propensity to
accommodate students, and they are also defined by their ability to prepare
students for senior institutions, how does one role affect the other? How might
accommodation affect community college transfer students?

Beatty-Guenter (1992) warned of the “intrusive” nature of community
colleges and their tendency to take responsibility away from students. Seidman
(1985) warned of the “double edge” of student-centeredness, and the “unintended
consequences” of servicing students and their every need:

“dependency rather

than independency” (p. 71).

On

the

other

hand,

Opp

and

Colby

(1986)

described

the

“transformational” nature of community colleges, schools that help students
“overcome a long history of academic failure and negative attitudes toward
education and learning” (p. 30).

And, most reports indicate that students are

extremely satisfied with their community college experience.

An Educational

Testing Services survey (1994) of 10,000 two-year college students found that
65% - 90% had a positive or very positive experience. Similar surveys (Central
Piedmont, 1994; Campden County, 1995) found these satisfaction - high
satisfaction rates to be even higher, at 89.9% - 95.6%.
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While researchers can describe the strengths

and weaknesses of

community colleges, and surveys can provide useful information on how students
view these institutions, there are issues connected to the schools, the people who
work in them, and the people who attend and then transfer, that might be deeprooted, extremely complex and, therefore, not completely understood by
educators distanced from the institutions. This is why, when an attempt is made
to better understand the effects of accommodation on community college transfer
students, it may help to hear from those who actually attended the schools, then
transferred to senior institutions. Understanding their lives, their experiences, and
the meaning they make from those experiences might reveal more about how
community colleges affect people.

Chapter 4 introduces eight subjects interviewed for this study, focussing
on their personal lives, school life, and their community college experience, and it
is here that we come to understand who these community college students are.
Perhaps most important, what is revealed comes through their words.

Before these subjects speak, however, a chapter describes research methodology.
Chapter 3 examines the in-depth interview, its strengths and weaknesses, and explains
why it is most appropriate for this study. Also discussed in Chapter 3 is the University of
Massachusetts’ “Community College Transfer Student Survey (2000)” and the benefit of
incorporating it into this study.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

There is a weird power in a spoken word.

Joseph Conrad

This study focuses on the community college’s propensity to accommodate
students; the goal of my research is to examine and discuss the benefits and drawbacks of
accommodation and explain how it affects students who transfer to state universities.

For nearly a century, community colleges have worked to accommodate students
both in and out of the classroom. They do this for a number of reasons, in a variety of
ways, and researchers (Arnold, 1994; ETS, 1994; Cohen & Brawer, 1996) have noted
that this nurturing is one reason students are so satisfied with their experience at two-year
institutions, particularly their academic experience (Slark & Bateman, 1982).

While students who are accommodated may feel satisfied with the community
college, I am interested in knowing how they feel once they transfer to four-year state
universities. Many experience what Hills (1965) referred to as “transfer shock” and more
than half see an immediate, first-semester decline (0.3 - 0.8) in their grade point average
(Pounds & Anderson, 1989). Do these transfer students feel that the community college
experience and education helped prepare them in their pursuit of a baccalaureate degree.
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or did they find the transition from two- to four-year school more difficult than expected?
My study focuses on this question.

I was interested in identifying patterns and recurring themes in students’ lives that
would allow me to better understand these individuals, their experiences, and the effects
of community college accommodation on them. To this end, I took a qualitative research
approach, for qualitative researchers “seek answers to their questions in ... natural
settings ... [in order] to learn about some aspect of the social world and to generate some
new understanding that can be used by that social world” (Rossman & Rallis, p.5). To
do this I conducted a series of in-depth phenomenological interviews with students who
had attended community colleges and transferred to state universities. To supplement my
research, I also conducted a document analysis of the University of Massachusetts
(Amherst) “Community College Transfer Survey 2000.”

Merrian (1988) noted that most researchers distinguish types of interviews by the
amount of structure used in the process, and that methods may vary from highly
structured to informal to conversational (Ctd. in Chu, 1993). Researchers have described
interviews in a number of ways.

Bogdan and Bikler (1982) described them as

“purposeful conversations,” while Briggs (1986) and Mishler (1986) defined them as
“communicative acts and processes,” and “forms of discourse produced between two
people,” respectively (Qtd. in Chu, p. 3). Likewise, Delbridge (1997) saw the value in
unplanned conversation in what he termed “discovery interviewing.”

He used two

metaphors — bridge-building and story mining — to describe the experience of the
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developing relationship between interviewer and interviewee and the means by which
researchers may encourage respondents to “fully develop each idea as it emerges” (p.
12).

While many researchers refer to interviews, in various forms, as conversations,
the activity itself and the interviewer’s ability to capture words involves much more. In
fact, it can differ markedly from the type of day-to-day conversation to which most
individuals are accustomed. Patton (1987) explained:

In ordinary conversation people ask questions and provide answers
all the time. But, analysis of ordinary conversation will show that
there is little depth and much miscommunication. Questions lack
clarity. Answers go unheard. The sequence of question and answer
lacks direction.
The person asking the questions frequently
interrupts the person responding. Indeed, one of the greatest
obstacles to overcome in learning to be a skilled qualitative
interviewer is unlearning the bad habits practiced and reinforced in
our ordinary conversation, (p. 9)

Essentially, in-depth interviewers engage in conversations with a purpose in mind.

Like any method of research, interviewing has its strengths and weaknesses.
Wolcott (1995) distinguished interviewing from other methods of information gathering,
and he noted that the interviewer, to a degree, is active and able to control the agenda by
the simple “act of asking” (p. 102).

Patton and Yow (1994) found that interviewing

brings researchers into their subject’s world. And, not only are interviewers brought into
this world, they are also allowed a “better grasp of the complexity and background of the
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individual’s experience” within that world (Qtd. in Books, 1997, p. 141). Seidman (1985)
noted that in-depth interviewers go beyond understanding their subject’s experience; they
understand the “meaning they [the subjects] make of that experience” (p. 15).

There exists a more practical benefit to interviewing.

Books concluded that

researchers can obtain large amounts of information in a relatively short period of time,
and the range of data is unlimited and not restricted; this allows the interviewer and
interviewee to “explore and discover topics jointly ... with reduced likelihood of missing
new and unreported details or concepts” (p. 141). And, should important information
during the interview be missed, follow-up questions help resolve this problem. In-depth
phenomonologic interviewers generally meet three times with their subjects, according to
Seidman (1985), which further helps reduce omission and misunderstanding.

Interviewing as a research method also has its drawbacks, not the least of which
includes the inordinate amount of time the process takes. Books (1997) concluded that
one hour of recorded conversation can yield nearly 9000 words, or thirty-six typed pages.
Added to this time spent scheduling interviews, commuting, recording, transcribing,
sifting, analyzing, and documenting, and the entire interviewing task itself can become
daunting. Also, researchers see the potential hazards of having technology - namely, a
recording device - and warn that it might be “distracting and obtrusive” (Books;
Rossman & Rallis, 1998. Seidman (1985) noted that the tape recorder is essential to the
interview, that it contributes to the process, but that it also helps add tension to the
experience by making a private voice public.
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Another drawback rests with interviewer craft and the manner in which
information is interpreted.

Chu (1993) warned that interviewers may draw from the

subject rather than record, and that the interviewer’s perceived reality may differ from
that of the interviewee. The researcher questioned

whether or not interviewer

membership in a particular social group might affect perception.

Clearly the human

element plays a role - Terkel (1997) referred to this gray area as the “arena of unofficial
truth” (p. 16). Additionally, Patton (1987) warned that subjects can be overly sensitive,
timid, easily embarrassed and endlessly verbose - they can speak at great length about
nothing. Perhaps worse, what a subject says may be inaccurate or altogether untrue.
Finally, while the information gathered in in-depth interviews may provide rich,
meaningful text, and have the added dimension of voice (Patton, 1987), the words and
experiences of these subjects will be theirs only and may not represent the words and
experiences of others.

Anthropological researchers Kluckhohn and Murray (1948)

offered a maxim on the perceived connection between the one and many:

Every man is in certain respects
a. like all other men
b. like some other men
c. like no other men.
(Qtd. in Wolcott, 1995, p. 173)

Given the characteristics of community college students, whose diverse age,
background and life experiences make them perhaps the most unique student population
group, generalizing findings is difficult.
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While it may be difficult to generalize findings, they can be broadened and, to
accomplish this, I conducted a document analysis of the University of Massachusetts
“Community College Transfer Survey 2000.”

During the winter of 2000, Project Pulse - through the Student Affairs Research,
Information and Systems Office at the University of Massachusetts (Amherst) - surveyed
392 students (80% of the 486 contacted) who had transferred from two-year colleges to
UMass. The purpose of the telephone survey was to study issues related to the students’
transition from the community college to the university (CCTS, 2000).

Students were

asked to rate both their community college and UMass experience, and to rate such things
as community college and university advising, workload, and their academic progress.
Students were also asked to rate the degree to which two-year institutions helped prepare
them for the university.

Rea and Yorker (1992) explained that surveys appeal to many researchers because
they are “perceived as a reflection of the attitudes, preferences and opinions” of people
(p. 11).

In fact, survey research is the most widely used, non-experimental research

(Weirsma, 1995). Not unlike interviewing and other methods of information gathering,
surveys have their strengths and weaknesses,

The primary benefit of surveys is that they provide large scale accessibility to
information at a quick rate, and they can be implemented cost-effectively (Rea & Yorker;
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Sapsford, 1997). Both researchers noted that with telephone surveys there is assurance
that instructions are followed; and, because these surveys are not conducted in person, indepth questioning is done in a less threatening environment.

Telephone interviewees

may find comfort in anonymity.

Telephone surveys also have their disadvantages. Questions can be biased.
Respondents are limited to those with telephones (Jolliffe, 1986; Brick et al, 1997).
Jolliffe also noted that errors in research design are common, in particular with item
construction. Also, interviewers may have more difficulty establishing control and
credibility on the telephone (Rea & Yorker). Finally, because there typically exists a high
refusal rate with telephone surveys - the UMass transfer survey refusal rate was 19%
(“CCTS 2000”) - the sampling may not represent the “target population” (Sapsford,
1997).

The goal of my research was to better understand the experience of community
college transfer students, and the “Community College Transfer Survey 2000” provided
information from a broad population. However, my understanding of students and their
academic experience was dependent upon more than an analysis of this survey data. It
was dependent upon the meaning students themselves made of their own experiences,
and

in-depth

phenomenological

interviewing

understanding.
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provided

the

best

access

to

that

Phenomenological interviewers do not seek to test suppositions; they seek to
develop

their

own

understanding

from

the

meaning

their

subjects

make.

Phenomenological interviewers do not seek “answers” to questions because they may not
adequately reflect the “complexity of a person’s experience” (Seidman, 1985, p. 15).
Rather, phenomenological interviewers, through long and continued conversation,
storytelling, and reflection seek to better understand people’s experiences.

This method of research was structured around three, in-depth interviews, each
with a distinct purpose.

Each took about ninety minutes, and sessions were spaced

anywhere from a day to a week to keep conversations focused and connected.

The first interview focused on the past, where I asked participants to discuss their
lives up to the point that they enrolled in state universities.

I asked individuals to

reconstruct experiences and to talk about schooling through their community college
years. The second interview focused on the present, where I asked participants to discuss
their experiences at the state university. Here, individuals discussed specific details about
their experience being transfer students enrolled in four-year institutions.

The third

interview focused on the meaning participants made of their experiences as they
integrated the two previous interviews. I asked them to reflect on how they understood
their experience being community college transfer students enrolled in a university.

In-depth phenomenological interviewers vary their number of subjects.

This

variation may be due to the nature of the topic, the type of interview (from focused and
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guided to open-ended and phenomenological), or whether supplemental methods of
research are employed (observation, case study, guiding theory, document analysis, etc.).
In this study, I interviewed eight subjects who transferred from community colleges and
were currently enrolled (toward the end of their first year) in state universities.

The

group was mixed (age, race, gender, degree, residence status), and pseudonyms were
used to protect identities.

Subjects discussed their experiences at state universities and reflected on those
experiences in light of their previous schooling and, in particular, their community
college experience. What emerged from the in-depth interviews and from the data
analyzed in the transfer survey were patterns and recurring themes that allowed me to
better understand these individuals, their experiences and how they were affected by the
community college.

Chapter 4 follows with a discussion of community college students. I follow this
with interview transcript from the first interview with each subject, where they discuss
their life history and academic experience both prior to and during community college
years. Chapter 4 ends with their transfer to the university, and Chapter 5 begins with their
present-day experience as community college transfer students studying at state
universities.
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CHAPTER 4
INTERVIEW #1: BIOGRAPHY AND COMMUNITY COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

Community colleges attract a wide range of students for a variety of reasons, and
because of this, individuals who attend two-year institutions are difficult to categorize.
Unlike the majority of four-year-college and university students, community college
students do not belong to a particular age cohort. Also, they tend to be more racially
diverse,

reflecting

the

communities

in

which

the

two-year

institutions

reside.

Additionally, and perhaps most significant, community college students - whose average
age is thirty (Callan,

1997) - bring a multitude of post-secondary-school “life”

experiences, from work to travel to family. More than any student population, at any
level, community college students are extremely diverse.

Chapter 4 introduces eight community college students and they, too, are marked
by their diversity. They are young and middle-aged; male and female; white and
minority; parents and non-parents; commuters and residents; and finally, they major in
everything from business to education. However, they share one common trait: they are
community college graduates who have transferred to state universities. All are presently
enrolled in baccalaureate programs.

Chapter 4 examines these individuals, their personal lives, family life, and school
life. The chapter is biographical and traces the students’ lives from their earliest years
through the community college years. It is through these experiences that these people
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emerge as community college students, and it is important to understand how they came
to the two-year college, and why. The chapter helps set the stage for Chapter 5, which
examines their experience as transfer students attending state universities.

To say that these interview subjects were randomly selected would not be entirely
accurate; I deliberately selected students who had graduated or nearly graduated from
community colleges, and who had been enrolled in state universities beyond their first
semester, because I wanted individuals who had experienced both institutions. However,
to say that there was a systematic method used to select participants would also be
inaccurate. Essentially, I chose eight subjects, with whom I was placed in contact, who
were interested in discussing their community college and university experiences. Lonner
and Berry (1986) described this type of sampling as “purposive” because researchers use
some judgement selecting individuals; Patton (1990) noted that “purposeful” samplings
provide researchers “a great deal about issues of central importance to the purpose of the
study” (Qtd. in Books, 1997). In the end, what seemed important was that these
individuals reflected today’s diverse community college-state university transfer
population.

How were these eight subjects chosen? I consulted with one university transfer
admissions director, and two community college transfer counselors. These three
administrators directed me to the students.

All students attended community colleges

then transferred to their respective state universities. All institutions are located in the
Northeast.
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My goal was to interview all subjects during their first year at the university, after
their first semester. For the most part, that goal was achieved. However, because of work
schedules, school vacations, and address changes, two individuals were interviewed
during the summer and early fall, after their first year at the university. Interviews took
place in a variety of places on both community college and university campuses: in
classrooms, in student centers, in a residence hall, and in a college bookstore.

The following is a brief description of each participant. Pseudonyms are used to
maintain anonymity.

Tina is in her early twenties. She presently lives in a town north of Hartford where
she grew up. She graduated from high school and began working full time. The following
January she enrolled, part time, in a local community college. One year later, she began
working at the college bookstore and she increased her course load. Two years later, she
completed her associate's degree. She then transferred to a state university where she is
presently enrolled, full time. Tina is an education major.

Tina’s parents both work and neither attended college. Her father manages an
auto parts store, and her mother works in sales at a department store. Her younger
brother, who is autistic, attends a special school in Hartford.

Tina was recently married. Her husband also attended community college and a
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state university in Connecticut.

David is twenty-four. He was bom in a large city in Western Massachusetts, a city
in which both his parents still live and he rents an apartment. He graduated from high
school, then enrolled in a community college nine-month certificate program. He
completed the program, continued as a part-time student, and earned 30+ credits during
the following three years. He then transferred to a state university. David commutes and
is a full-time business major.

David’s maternal and paternal grandparents remain in Puerto Rico, an island
David has yet to visit. Neither of his parents attended college. His father works full time
in his brother’s (David’s uncle) variety store. David’s mother does not work outside the
home; both speak Spanish at home. David has two younger sisters, eleven and fourteen.

Trudy is a nontraditionally-aged student, in her late thirties. She grew up in the
Baltimore-DC area and she describes her family as “very Southern.” Her father died
when she was young, and her mother died her sophomore year in high school. She lived
with her grandmother during her junior year. The summer before her senior year, she
visited her aunt and uncle in North Carolina, at which time she met a man stationed at the
Marine base in Jacksonville, NC. She returned home for school, quit early that fall, then
joined him in Pensacola, Florida. They married; Trudy was seventeen.

During the next eighteen years, she gave birth to her only child (a son, now
seventeen), divorced, worked as a paralegal, earned her GED, then completed an
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associate s degree at a community college. She transferred to a state university where she
is presently enrolled, full time. Trudy is a business major.

Chuck is in his mid-twenties. He grew up in a small town, outside Hartford,
Connecticut. Both his parents work: his father is a builder and his mother works in a gift
shop. Neither attended college. He has an older sister who graduated from nursing school,
and a younger brother who graduated high school in May, 2000.

Chuck graduated from

high school, then began working maintenance for his

town. He also took courses part time at the local community college. Six years later he
completed his associate’s degree. That September (2000), he transferred to a state
university (Connecticut) as a resident student. The following January, he began
commuting from home. Presently, Chuck is a part-time student with an undeclared major.

Gail is in her early twenties. She grew up in a large city in Western
Massachusetts. Her grandparents live in Puerto Rico, and her parents moved to the
United States in their early twenties. Neither attended college. Her father works
maintenance for a private college in Western Massachusetts, and her mother does not
work; however, when Gail was young her mother worked in-home day care. Gail has two
older brothers, one younger brother, and two younger sisters. She is the first in her family
to attend college.

Gail graduated high school, worked one year, then enrolled in a local community
college. She began part time, accelerated her studies, and completed her associate’s
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degree in three years. Presently, she is enrolled at a state university where she is a
resident student. Gail attends full time and she majors in sociology.

Tillie is forty-five years old. She grew up in a small town in Connecticut, near the
Massachusetts border. She is an only child. When she was five, her parents divorced and
her father moved across state. She saw him on occasion, soon after the divorce, but not
again until the birth of her daughter, when Tillie was twenty-eight. Her mother works full
time at a department store. Neither parent attended college.

Tillie graduated high school, immediately moved to California, and worked full
time for nearly twenty years. During that time, she married, had a child, divorced, then
returned to the Hartford area. She enrolled part time in a community college, and
completed her associate’s degree approximately six years later. She then transferred to a
state university where she presently is enrolled, part time. Tillie is majoring in human
services.

Gary is twenty-two. He grew up in a suburb outside of Springfield,
Massachusetts. Both parents are college graduates: his father attended a small, private
four-year college, and his mother attended a state university - both schools are located in
Western Massachusetts. When Gary was eight, his parents divorced. His father remarried
and moved to a nearby town; his mother remains single and has not moved. His father
works in insurance and his mother is an administrator in a dentist s office. Gary s
younger sister is a junior in high school.
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Gary graduated high school and was accepted at a private four-year college, in
New Hampshire. He attended an early-August orientation but returned home, unhappy,
before the start of school. He enrolled in a community college and completed his
associate s degree two and a half years later. He then transferred to a state university
where he is a resident student. Gary is a full-time education major.

Keane is twenty-one. She grew up in a suburb outside Hartford, Connecticut.
Both her parents work full time: her father co-owns an auto service shop, and her mother
works as an administrative assistant at a local elementary school, the school Keane
attended. Neither attended college, although her mother completed a six- or nine-month
business certificate. She has an older brother who works with her father, and a younger
brother who joined the Navy after high school.

Keane graduated high school, immediately enrolled in a community college, and
completed her associate’s degree two years later. During this time, she worked as a
waitress at a local restaurant. She then transferred to a state university. Keane commutes
and is a full-time business major.

Chapter 4 focuses on the participants’ early lives and experiences, and the chapter
is divided into five sections: family, early school years, high school years, and college
and post-secondary plans; the fifth section features the participants community college
years, and the chapter closes as each student completes the transfer process. In all eight
cases, this occurs during the spring before their fall transfer to the state university.
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Transcripts appear in narrative form and are, for the most part, verbatim.
Essentially, participants tell their stories in their own words. However, in instances where
the subject repeats him or herself, pauses, or utters speech {um, er, ah, etc.) that in no
way changes the meaning of what is said, whatsoever, words may be omitted. This is
done, on a limited basis, mainly for reasons of clarity and readability. Finally, the only
added words are bracketed.

Family

Chapter 2 examined the community college student, and noted how family
influenced a child’s attitude about college. The chapter also explored the strong
connection between family attitude about college and socioeconomic status. In fact, Brint
and Karabel (1986) explained that it is social status and financial resources, not ambition,
that drives students to the two-year college.

To better understand community college students, it is important not only to
examine their family history, but it is also important to hear how they - the subjects
themselves - reconstruct that history. There exist reasons, related to family and family
social-economic status, why the following eight individuals chose to attend community
colleges.

Here, seven participants reflected on family life. To varying degrees, these
individuals come from lower-middle to middle-class, working communities, and they all
seemed to capture that early family influence.
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David
We grew up ... I’d say we were pretty poor. I didn’t know it
because, um ... where we were lots of people were just getting by.
We live in Springfield. It is not a great neighborhood. I mean ...
there weren’t people hangin’ out on the street ...gangs or anything.
My parents still live in the house I grew up in.
Both of my parents speak Spanish - very little English. My father ...
he speaks English pretty good; my mother really doesn’t ... really. I
mean, she can speak some English .... She doesn’t leave the house
much and they ... both my parents, they speak Spanish at home, so I
guess she doesn’t really need it. I spoke it when I was little, but I
forgot a lot of it .... I’m not exactly fluent (laughs).... My first
semester at [state university] I took Spanish 11. I ... um, had to
memorize some things, you know, certain vocabulary words ...
mostly for spelling. That was it ... it was easy ... it helped with the
cum (laughs).
My father worked in my uncle’s store. It’s ... it’s downtown. He
always worked - he would leave every morning before I went to
school and he wouldn’t come back until 8 or 9pm ... this was, like,
every day. Not Sundays, though .... We had to be real quiet Sunday
because he would sleep all day. It would be, like, in the afternoon late - and we could hear him sleeping .... My mom - she never
worked. I mean, she was busy, but she didn’t leave the house much.
She was always ... there. My memory of my mother is [her] sitting
at the kitchen table ... just sitting there. I can’t remember her doing
anything outside .... She came over to my apartment when I moved
in ... that was the only time, though.
We were poor but we weren’t that poor. A lot of my father’s friends
didn’t even ...work, have jobs. They’d always be hanging around
and sitting at my uncle’s store ... talking. I mean we had a house,
my sisters and I had things and Mom was always cooking - we had
food in the house .... We really didn’t travel anywhere, so I thought
life was good, where we were. I think my father made enough
money but... didn’t really spend it.
His parents lived in Puerto Rico and they were really poor. I haven’t
ever visited them there .... We used to look through the family
pictures - me and my sisters - and ... it was like another world. It’s
like they really don’t have nothin’ .... That was how I knew them looking at those pictures.
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Tillie
College was the absolute last thing I ever thought about, growing up.
Both of my parents worked, or my mom did, at least. They never got
... they never went to college and I don’t think their ... um, parents
did, either. I’d say they [grandparents] were pretty poor .... It
[college] wasn’t even a consideration.
My parents were divorced when I was, like, five .... My father left.
That was it. My mother always worked but she had to go full time,
and that didn’t exactly make life easy for us. God, she had to work,
like all day ... and then sometimes weekends. Who wants to work
all day Saturday ... after working all week.
My father moved across state [Connecticut] ... so I didn’t see him. I
saw him a couple of times but never when I got older. I remember
thinking he might show up at graduation ... he called around that
time .... I think he knew I was about to graduate. But he never
showed up. You know, I was gonna tell him off (laughs).
He never gave my mother a dime .... I hated him, and I would tell
her to go after him ... he worked! But, she wouldn’t. He just left and
it didn’t seem to bother her. It was like, ‘Look, this is what we have.
We can’t change things by crying.’ So ... she just started working
more. She worked at [department store] ... in the women’s
department. We always rented a house. That’s kind of strange .... It
was only the two of us - my mother and me - and we’d live in this
big house. It had, like ...one, two, three bedrooms - it was big. Rent
back then wasn’t too expensive, but I look back at it now - I have a
daughter - and I know how hard it can be .... I can’t imagine how
we rented a house like that. She has lived in a condominium the past
twenty years ... she moved there in, like, a few years after I
graduated, so maybe she did it for me .... She never has gotten
remarried.
You’d think he would’ve, like ... sent something. My father is lucky
— you can send men who don’t pay child support to jail, now. I think
... my mother was probably afraid to do anything about it. She isn’t
really that... strong_She doesn’t really talk about him —
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Gail
I grew up in [Western Massachusetts] and, you know, things were
OK, I guess .... We were not middle class ... somewhere in
between. It was the city and I am amazed how we made it .... I have
three brothers and two sisters ... I am the oldest girl.
My father worked, you know, very hard. He still does. He works in
maintenance at [college] and he has worked there his whole life. His
adult life. He grew up in Puerto Rico, and I think that was, like ...
his only job. As a kid, I remember playing on the campus - it
seemed like, like ... it was the most beautiful place. On some
weekends he’d take us there ... if he was only setting something up,
or working for a couple hours .... He worked six days a week,
sometimes seven, if they had an event or something, you know, on
Sunday. He did a lot of work on the fields ... he’d set up chairs, he’d
mow the lawns. He wanted the place to look nice ....That’s what he
always said. I go over there to see him for lunch [now] and he is
always riding around on something (laughs).
My mom didn’t work, really. She did watch my cousins when they
were small. She made money doing that .... My aunts and uncles
worked so my mother babysat ... their kids, you know, my cousins.
Our house was always full of kids - I never remember having a
space .... I shared a bedroom with one sister - we shared one bed.
That is amazing .... I didn’t think about it at all. Then (laughs).
I don’t know how my parents did it. My father made OK money,
probably because he worked so many hours. But, six children .... I
don’t know how they afforded one .... And, we always seemed like
we had things, although my sisters always complained that they got
my hand-me-downs (laughs) ...they still bring that up. My mother
always pointed out other people who were worse off .... Even my
cousins. She wasn’t ever bothered living like we did.
We lived in a good-sized house. We rented - this I didn’t know till a
few years ago (laughs). It never ... I never thought that it wasn't,
like, our house ... like we didn’t own it or something. Maybe my
father wanted us to think we did (laughs). We had three bedrooms
... and another small room that they, you know, my parents, made
into a bedroom, for eight people .... On Thanksgiving we used an
old ping pong table as a dinner table ... when my cousins and
everybody came over. We used to go out of our chairs under the
table ... if you sat against the wall ... it was so crowded. You’d
crawl out if you were done eating (laughs).
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Chuck
I grew up in [town] Connecticut. My father was a builder - he still is
doing it. And, my mother worked at a little store in town ... they
have little gifts and cards ... stuff like that. Her friend owned it and
my mother worked during the afternoons and, urn ... Saturday .... I
have an older sister and a younger brother, so I was kind of on my
own a lot .... My older sister graduated from nursing school. She
moved out .... My brother just graduated from high school. He is,
um, six years younger than me. He isn’t really doing much. He does
work.
I hated my town ... everybody says that (laughs). There was nothing
to do. My father was working seven days a week - some days it
would be late before he’d come home ... after dark. I’d remember.
And it would be like, plop! Right on the couch .... He’d be dead ...
all sweaty and he’d be messed up from work. He’s fifty now and he
does the same exact thing ... he works way too hard.
I worked with him two summers in high school .... It wasn’t like, I
know I didn’t work as hard as some of the, ah, laborer guys, but I’d
come home dead at the end of the day. Dead. My friends would
come by and get me to go out, and I would be like asleep in the back
seat. I’d fall asleep ... out cold. I couldn’t even hold my head up.
This would happen at, like, bars, too. My father used to laugh and
say I couldn’t hack it, with his crew. Like I wanted to kill myself
working like that (laughs)....
My father and my mother used to go away one week in the winter,
when it was slow ... in January, after New Year’s. They’d go on a
cruise or somewhere warm. My older sister would be in charge ... or
my grandmother would come over ... that was cool. That’s about
the only time they spent money.

Keane
I am twenty-one. I grew up in [town], Connecticut and it’s a pretty
nice town, I guess. It’s nicer than where [state university] is. I have
two older brothers. My oldest brother ... he works with my dad.
And, [younger brother] ... he wasn’t exactly a student (laughs). He
went into the service ...
in the Navy. He’s been there for about... I don’t know, three years?
I mean, he graduated and ... everything.
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My dad owns [car service] .... He and another guy own it. They’ve
been like best friends for a long time. He has always worked there
.... My mother works at [elementary school]. She is a secretary
there. That’s the school I went to when I was younger. She didn’t
work there ... then. Thank God (laughs).
My parents have always worked, since I can remember. That’s why
we have done all right, I guess .... We have a pretty big house with
an extra room ... an addition. My grandmother lives with us ... she
is about sixty-five. When my grandfather died -1 was in high school
- she came and lived with us .... We are pretty close so I don’t mind
her living with us.
My mother’s job is easy. That is what she always says .... She wants
to get me a job there (laughs). Forget that. She doesn’t make ... that
much. But, it is easy, I guess. She doesn’t mind working. She says
that my father is going to work himself to death ... and she wants to
be safe, and not be stuck a “poor widow,” as she says. I really don’t
think she minds going to work.
I had a happy childhood. My parents were good to me .... My father
has always treated me better than my brothers (laughs). They were
screw-ups, kind of. I was always the good daughter. They really
didn’t know what I was doing. In high school ... I got caught a few
times doing stuff ... but they have always trusted me ....
I really didn’t see my father that much. It’s not like he wasn’t home,
but he was always going to the shop. He owns it and there were
always, like ... things to do .... He’s definitely a workaholic,
though. And, he doesn’t do anything once he leaves work .... My
brother thinks he is going to own it [car service] some day. My
father says that the place would go down the tubes real fast. All his
hard work would be for nothing .... [Brother] doesn’t even like
working there!
Both my parents didn’t go to college. My mom got her secretary’s
degree ... I think it was a one-year thing .... no, it was more like, I
don’t know, six months? Or nine months ... for her certificate? My
dad used to say, ‘You don’t need to go to college. Look at Mom.
She went and she makes minimum wage’(laughs). He thinks she
went [to college] because she went to school after high school
(laughs). God, he really doesn’t know anything about school, you
know, college_He kept asking me ... when I was at the beginning
at [community college] when I would finish. I d be like, Dad, do
you know how many classes I have to take? He has no idea.
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Trudy
We lived in [town], which is in southern Maryland - just outside of
DC. It is a very rural town. My family is very Southern.
My father was a carpenter - he worked in the cabinet-making
business. My mother was a clerk-typist, at a credit agency. Both my
parents were high school grads ... but no one went to college ....
My maternal grandfather was a truck driver. My aunts and uncles
were all basically ... blue collar, too. However, my mom’s younger
brother went to, ah ... the University of Maryland; he didn’t
graduate. No.
My father died when I was young .... My mother died when I was in
high school. I then stayed with my grandmother for about a year ...
that didn’t work out, really. The summer before my senior year, I
moved down to live with my aunt and uncle, in North Carolina. I
met a young man in the Marine Corp. We had decided prior to my
going back home and him going to Pensacola that we were going to
get married .... My aunt didn’t know about it.

Tina
I grew up in [town], Connecticut and I have lived here all my life. I
am an older sister ... I have a younger brother who is twenty; he is
autistic.
My mother always worked. First, she worked odd jobs waitressing, things like that. When my brother was bom, she went to
work at [department store] in sales. She worked there full time ....
Both my parents work full time.
My father has always worked as a manager ... in different auto parts
stores. He changed jobs a lot because ... the stress got to him, but he
always worked in auto parts. He works nine to five.
Both my parents are high school grads ....When my parents got
married they moved into my grandmother s house — she was a
widow - so they had no mortgage. So, she raised us when my
parents were working.
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While he shares a number of characteristics with his fellow subjects, in terms of
family socioeconomic status, Gary is an exception. Of the eight participants, he is the
only one raised in a middle-to-upper-middle class community.

Gary
I was bom in 1979. We live in [Springfield suburb]. I’d say I come
from a nice town. I never really liked it that much ... but it is sort of
a wealthy town.
My father works at [insurance company]. He’s a vice president. My
mom works now, but she, ah ... didn’t when they were married. She
just stayed at home ... raising me and my sister.
When I was about eight, my parents got divorced ... I remember a
lot of it. It was pretty bad .... They fought - they still fight - and
there was a lot of court stuff. She wanted him to give more money
... and he was like, starting out over again .... I used to stay at my
friends when she had to go to court. It’s pretty much over now.
My dad married about, I’d say a year after that. My mother didn’t
want me and my sister to go to the wedding .... [Sister] was like
three. It was weird. We did go....
My stepmom is ok. She works with him ... at the company he works
for. I thought it was cool at first .... Dad had this nice house and
[stepmom] was fun. She was always driving me and my sister
around. She bought us stuff, too .... I didn’t mind .... But, you
know, it wasn’t right. Now ... I can, like, say that. She had a pretty
good life with my dad. My mother was like, ‘This ain’t fair.’ I mean
she was like [stepmom] before the divorce and afterwards she was
like living this ... hard life .... She didn’t have to work too much
before they got divorced.
I’m not sure how long after the divorce my mom, she had started
working full time. She went to work at a, a dentist’s office in
[neighboring town]. After school, my sister and me would go to our
neighbor’s house until my mom got home .... She had to work all
day ....We lived in the same house, so things weren’t that different.
I don’t remember life changing, like, too much, but my mom says
that it did. You know, now, she says that.
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Early School Years

Here, participants reconstructed their early years, and early school years in
particular. Many remembered their childhood as happy, although some experienced the
pain of their parents’ divorce or the untimely death of a parent. Unlike the working-class
background which connected nearly the entire group, the subjects, as students, began to
distinguish themselves, and there appeared two camps: those who enjoyed school at an
early age and viewed themselves as good students, and those who struggled. With one
exception, camps were gender-based.

For the most part, Gail, Tillie, Keane, and Trudy had positive experiences with
early school years. They reflected:

Gail
My older brothers went to [parochial school] and my mother
decided to send me to, to [public school]. I had two cousins and
some friends on my street who went there and I think I, like begged
her to let me go, too. She was afraid of what happened in the public
schools ... in [city], there was big differences between [public
school] and [parochial school] .... It’s funny. Both my brothers were
the only ones to, um, attend Catholic school ... in my family ... and
they were the most trouble. One didn’t even finish.
School was like being home. I walked with my cousins and friends
there. We always had, you know, the same teachers ... some of us.
After school, we played at my house.
I was a very good student. I always made “outstanding” on my
report cards .... I actually cried in, like ... I think it was third grade
when I got a “needs improvement” or something low like that
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(laughs). It really hurt me .... My brothers always got bad grades
and I liked being, you know, the smart one.
It wasn’t like school was ... hard. I just... went; that was it. I think I
did my work. I really don’t think I studied any more than ... high
school.

Tillie
I loved school. I walked to [public elementary school] ... it wasn’t
that far from my house ... I was a very serious student. Then ... at
that age. I don’t know what happened (laughs). Actually ... I do
(laughs).
I loved to read. I loved my teachers .... I was a model student - I
always had my work done ... always - and I never talked in class. I
remember teachers, my teachers in first and second grade who
treated me like a daughter .... I look back at it now and ... hey, I’m
a single mother.... They must have known what was going on with
my parents .... I still remember their names -1 had [teacher] for first
grade, and I had [teacher] for second grade. This is ... what? Thirty
... almost forty years ago.
I got special treatment .... I know I did. I would stay after and help.
I loved the classroom ... the chalkboard ...we had these live animals
sometimes.... Once, [teacher] actually drove me home. It wasn’t far,
but ... could you imagine that today? ... I wasn’t a nerd type. I just
liked school and didn’t cause any problems. That’s what it is all
about, right (laughs)? Just behaving.

Keane
I was a really good student when I was young. I remember loving
school. I really did (laughs). We made things ... painting, coloring
... rattles - those instruments ... once. I was good at all the art
projects and school was fun. We really didn’t have homework —
that’s what got me into trouble in high school (laughs) .... Who
wouldn’t love third or fourth grade! I mean ... it’s just kids ...
hanging out.
I was pretty smart, so school wasn t hard for me. My parents got so
happy when I brought my report card home. Maybe it was because
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my older brothers weren’t very good in school ... I don’t know .... I
liked it and, I’d say, right up through middle school, I was one of the
better students. On those ... tests, standardized tests, that they used
to give each year ... I did good on those, too. Not, you know
...100%, but up there near the top. And, I wasn’t, like, the school
type ....
I also played sports and I was good playing things like soccer and
kickball out on the playground .... I would always beat the boys and
I had one teacher - in fifth grade, Mrs. ...what was her name? who
once said in front of the class - everyone - that I was this wonderful,
well-rounded person ... smart, good in sports, never in trouble. I felt
so good getting that said about me.

Trudy
In elementary school I was a good student. I liked it a lot .... I also
liked the social aspect. We lived in a very rural area [lower
Maryland] and I don’t remember anyone around, except in school
.... I don’t remember having any bad experiences with school. I
even remember certain teachers.
In junior high I was really good, too, particularly in English and
history - any literature. Science and math weren’t my favorite. In
fourth grade I had a very bad experience with Mrs. [teacher] ...
another red head (laughs).

David, Chuck, Gary and Tina, on the other hand, had mixed feelings about school
during the early years. All four pointed to particular weaknesses — real or imagined — that
they believe held them back and made the school experience less enjoyable.

David
I can’t say that I ever ... liked school. I liked playing, drawing, and I
took guitar — I didn’t mind getting out of class during my music
lessons. But I hated reading. And, that was all we did — I mean, we
had other subjects, but I wasn’t interested in, you know, history, or
geography, or ... whatever.
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I really don’t remember, you know, reading anything at home. I
would do ... projects ... things like that. But, I hated reading for
homework; I didn’t do it. I mean, even now. I’ll read magazines and
stuff like that, but even in college I hate what I have to read.
I liked going to school - all my friends were there. We had fun.... I
wasn’t the trouble-maker type. Where I went, so many kids got into
trouble.... Teachers liked me because I was real quiet. I didn’t talk
too much.... I did some work, but it was probably just enough to get
by.
My parents ... they never really watched over me, doing my
homework. So, it wasn’t like they were telling me, ‘Read.’ They
speak Spanish at home. My mother really doesn’t speak English.
Barely. So, I guess they didn’t sit there with the book and say
‘Read.’ I passed ... that was all they knew.

Chuck also traced his early dissatisfaction with school to reading.

Chuck
School. I can honestly say that me and school never clicked
(laughs). I didn’t mind going - I knew everyone. It wasn’t like I
didn’t like going. I knew some kids who dropped out ... I didn’t
hate it that much.
I remember school, early, liking the fun things. We built clay pottery
and I liked that. We made stuff, you know, during the holidays things we put up in the windows - and I remember liking that ... fun
stuff. It was always the schoolwork I hated (laughs). When we
started reading ... what is that in about second or third grade? I
couldn’t read. We were supposed to take books out of the library.
I’d take these books on sports ... with pictures on all the pages
(laughs). I never read unless I had to. No way ....
That was school ... reading boring books. Later on, in high school, I
only liked English or history when a coach taught it (laughs) ...
because they made it seem more interesting .... That happened a few
times.
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I didn’t like writing either. I never knew what to write about. I’d
copy stuff off my friends, or out of a book - straight out. Anything
to not write it myself. I, it’s not that I can’t do it ... read or write.
I’m ok. I just hated it so much.

Gary disliked reading, too, but he had more of a support system at home. He also
was the only participant who pointed to a positive reading experience.

Gary
My parents were always pushing me with school, and punishing me
if I didn’t do good .... I was ok in elementary school. I liked school
and [elementary school] was pretty good ... everybody says it is a
good school.
I was good in math, but I hated reading. I have a problem
remembering what I read. It really is a problem ... I never remember
anything. My mother used to make me read in bed each night ....
We would argue about it .... I would read but never, like, as long as
I should have. She always had books to read; they are always
stacked up on the table next to her bed. But I hated it .... There was
never anything interesting. Really. I don’t remember reading
anything I ever ... liked.
I do remember doing a unit on the newspaper ... in, ah ...fourth
grade. I had to present one section, you know, of the newspaper ...
so I presented the sports section (laughs). I had to tell them how to
read it and tell them all about it .... My mother took me to the
library and we copied all this stuff. I didn’t mind reading that. I
learned about like ... box scores, schedules ... things like that. That
was the highlight of my career (laughs).

Tina had very positive experiences with writing; however, with math she
struggled and this affected her view of herself and her view of herself as a student.

Tina
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I was always good in English .... In junior high, I won a few awards
for writing — I wrote a poem for ... it was an environmental
agency and they had a big state-wide contest, where ... we went and
met the governor.
I always had a problem with math. Back then, instead of helping
you, they labeled you as lazy ... or whatever. Since I did well in
English, they figured I should do well ... in math. When I was ... I
think, late elementary, early junior high ... I had a [math] tutor.... I
had a teacher who made comments ... ‘Only a retard couldn’t get
this.’ And, here I was ... getting a tutor. She made it seem like I
should know this ... that something was wrong with me. It was
difficult being a thirteen-year-old already....
I got irritated ... I talked in class. I was always in trouble. I couldn’t
do the work so I figured I would ... make a mockery of it.

Participants who disliked school at an early age also pointed to circumstances —
social forces beyond their control - that may have contributed to their negative
experience.

David
I didn’t mind going but ... so many people caused trouble in school.
Even when I was younger ... it was scary, sometimes. You had the
smart students and the dumb ones ... they always caused problems. I
wasn’t really a smart student, and I didn’t cause trouble ... so I was
sort of in the middle.
It wasn’t like it is now, you know ... when you hear about, ah, these
kids shooting everyone or blowing up their school. But, the teachers
always had to deal with kids who did nothing ... nothing but fight
and yell back at them. I mean, I would laugh at the kids who said
funny things ... who got the teachers all mad ....
When I was in third grade a girl got punched in the face. She lived
in my neighborhood. This guy broke her nose ... he cut it pretty
good. There was blood all over the desk - he punched her right... in
class! He was an older student in the same class - he wasn’t even,
like ... a student. He just caused trouble. He was gone after that.
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Gary’s parents divorced when he was eight. He saw an immediate change at
home. Also, his mother began working full time.

Gary
My parents pushed me in school. My father ... not so much - he
really didn’t know what was going on after he moved out. But my
mother ... she became so involved with everything I did .... She
started working so she wasn’t around after school. But, we [sister
and Gary] had to be at our neighbor’s house, like, right after school.
We had to do our homework right then. I mean, I didn’t do it ... but
my mother would come home at dinner and be like, ‘OK, where is
your work?’ She wasn’t mean or anything ... she just was, like,
getting too much on my case ... that was, like, every day.
Then my teacher would send home a note that my mother would
sign ... saying that I did my homework. I hated that. I did that right
up into middle school. I think in middle school she still signed, um,
something for my teachers. I wouldn’t even do it .... I would show
her regular schoolwork I did in class and say it was homework, and
she’d be like, ‘Ok.’

High School Years

All participants, to varying degrees, remembered their childhood as happy, and
they all enjoyed attending school during the early years. Four of the eight individuals had
positive academic experiences and considered themselves good students, the remaining
four enjoyed school but struggled with certain academic aspects, particularly reading.
This seemed to affect their view of school and their view of themselves.
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An important change took place, however, during the participants’ high school
years. With one exception, the academic experiences became much more negative —
seven individuals described a moderate-to-severe decline in their grades and interest
level. What separates them are the reasons and circumstances behind this decline. In
Section 3, participants discussed their high school years.

Trudy and Tillie pointed to an interest in certain classes but a growing disinterest
in school in general. They also pointed to a new interest... boys.

Trudy
I was a very good student up until high school. Even in high school I
loved history ... and English. History told a story ... English told a
story - Romeo and Juliet ... the drama ... the real-life experience of
people. But, I got behind with math and the sciences .... Biology in
particular was a nightmare. I remember going to my teacher, Mr.
[teacher], and asking what I had to do to pass this and never take
another course again as long as I live. So, he told me what I needed to
do.
I also discovered boys ... and a social life. I was very active ... I
don’t know. Hormones (laughs). I see them in my seventeen-yearold.

Tillie
My mother used to say ... that people would judge us by the friends
that we keep .... Of course, that meant nothing to me (laughs). In
ninth grade I started hanging around with ‘Julie.’ She was cool ...
she smoked. She had boyfriends and she, urn ... always made fun of
people ... especially teachers (laughs).... She was the beginning of
my downfall (laughs). Well, I started partying, we shoplifted ... we
got stoned at her father’s house.... Her parents were divorced, too
... her father lived in the next town over. We did all sorts of crazy
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things.... After freshman year, she was gone ....God knows where
she is now....
I started dating a guy, um, during my ... my sophomore year. We
ended up going out all through high school ... and that is my
memory of everything. He didn’t party so that was good for me. He
wasn’t really into school, though ... he was vocational. Totally into
fixing cars ... rebuilding them .... Hey, I wasn’t into school - we
were perfect!
I started working at Friendly’s ... that’s another reason I didn’t do
anything ... you know, my schoolwork. I worked two or three
school nights. I did enough [school] work, but I wasn’t killing
myself .... Weekends, I practically lived at [boyfriend’s]. That was
my life. There wasn’t, um, that much time for homework. Or ... I
didn’t make enough time (laughs).
I never hated school. I just ... didn’t ... I wasn’t interested. I learned
... nothing. I found that out later at [community college] (laughs). I
got by. I made C’s .... I liked things like poetry - Senior Poetry but that was it. I actually liked the teacher - he was cool ... I
remember we made ... this poetry booklet ... it had all our poems ...
it has, like, a wallpaper cover (laughs). I still have mine .... My
daughter has read it. She can’t believe I wrote them (laughs).
Other classes ... I could have cared less. I did the work ....

Tina also pointed to one academic subject of interest, but that course alone was
not enough to keep school exciting.

Tina
Early in high school, I made honors in English. Math was never my
thing. I had a few awards for writing.
I was published in a magazine of poetry ... nothing too major. I
always found that I was able to express myself better on paper .... A
lot of my teachers had encouraged me to keep writing. I always
thought early on that I was going to go on to school and be a
writer....
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Then I became more interested in partying and being with my
friends. I ... I actually never thought I would go on to college. Urn
...I had tried to take the easy way out — But, as far as me being a
student ... if I could get a study hall instead of a class I would .... I
did just enough to get by. I became a rebellious teenager. I wanted to
be with my friends. My mother would always tell me I was wasting
my time.
But, [aside from writing] I just couldn’t stand high school. I couldn’t
stand the fact it was something I had to do. Pretty much ... I didn’t
know, once you got to college you could custom-make courses ....
In high school, you had to take courses that they made you take.

David and Gail attended large, public high schools; they recalled how that
environment, among other things, contributed to their waning interest in school.

David
In high school, not much happened .... I never did homework, but I
passed .... I didn’t really cause trouble. I was, um, kind of unknown
so I, like, slid through. [High school] was so big. The teachers had to
deal with trouble students ... or the smart ones. I mean, kids got
kicked out of class ... out of school ... all the time. Those, they were
the ones who, like, everyone knew about. Yeah .... And then, the
smart students would say something in class and teachers would be
like, “Good point. You read.” Most of the students in-between just
got by ....That’s what I did ... just got by (laughs).
I never liked reading and writing. I liked music and art classes classes that didn’t involve school work (laughs). I didn’t think ... I
wasn’t gonna go to college ... probably ... I didn’t need that stuff. I
just wanted to get out of school. That’s it. I’d still get a job ....

Gail
I liked middle school, but, um, high school ... forget it. It was
another story. I went to [high school] ... it was like ... it was like a
zoo every day. The halls were so loud you couldn’t hear yourself—
I didn’t like walking between classes. People were screaming, guys
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and girls were making out ... and there was always a rush of people
.... everywhere. I had girlfriends, but sometimes you didn’t see them
all day ....
I think work hurt a lot. I got a job at [cleaning service] when I was
sixteen. They clean offices and places ... banks and different places
...in [city]. So, I didn’t have that much time to do homework. I tried
to do it in ... most of it ... in school ... in class .... We would clean
after dinner. We would go into these offices in [city] and I wouldn’t
get home until, I don’t know, like 9 [pm].
I liked school OK. I had my friends there. Some of the teachers ...
they were OK. The young ones. I just never liked doing homework.
I still passed ... everything. I never failed any subjects. I don’t think
I ever failed anything.... no.
When I was a junior, um, right before school, my parents let me get
a car.... I bought it .... Me and my friends drove everywhere. Before
school, we’d drive all over.... Then, we started skipping and coming
in late (laughs). The school called one day and my father answered.
He was home ... I don’t know why... that day. He took my car away
for a while, and my brother got to use it. For work. I, ah, sorta got
back into doing some work in school, but I never was like I was
back when I was younger....when I was better in school.

For Chuck and Gary, the disinterest they had for academic subjects in earlier
grades essentially continued in high school. Unlike their fellow subjects, neither pointed
to specific outside influences (dating, partying, work); school simply didn’t capture their
interest.

Chuck
I wanted to play soccer my freshman year, but [high school] had
these rules for eligibility ... I couldn’t flunk any courses. I, um, I
played that fall, but I flunked ... science ... and couldn’t play
freshman baseball that next spring. I swear, the rules about grade
averages were, like ... got tougher each year. Before I was in high
school, you could fail, like any class ... and play so long as you, you
went to school. My senior year, I had to take two elective courses —
like photography and something else ... I forget - just to be eligible.
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I never studied. I wouldn t do homework_I don’t even remember
working ... like, for hours ... at home ... studying for a test ...or
anything. I don’t know how I graduated (laughs). Should I be telling
you this (laughs)? I passed, though. A couple years ago, my younger
brother ... he, ah, almost dropped out. I said, ‘Dude, just show up.
How can you not graduate?’ He did.

Coaches cut me some slack - when they were my teachers. Only
then. When I applied to, ah, [state university]... I actually got, I
think, two of my, ah, letter of recommendations from two coaches
.... They probably said the same exact thing. Maybe that’s why I
didn’t get accepted (laughs).

Gary
I got ... lost in middle school and things got even harder in high
school. All my friends say the same thing, too. We did ok in
elementary school and got worse as we got older. Then we ... we
just sorta gave up.
I just didn’t like anything I studied. We’d do, like something
interesting, like in ... something in psychology ... like, on dreams or
something. Then, we’d have to read about it at home and that would
be it .... I lose interest. I liked labs ... same thing. The teacher
would talk about it and he’d lose me. When we had to read the
chapters, I couldn’t read past one page; I mean ... I could read ok ...
but, it got so boring. Some teachers tried to make it interesting ... but
most were boring.
I got C’s ... or D’s ... once in a while (laughs). My mother would
ground me for a while. She would threaten to tell my father ... he
thought I was a pretty good student.... But, she never did. Thank
God. She wouldn’t let me drive or go out on weekends .... She
would always be like, ‘You can’t get accepted anywhere with these
grades.’

Keane is the only participant who both enjoyed her high school years and
achieved academic success. Balancing school with social life didn t seem a problem.
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Keane
I really didn’t work hard in high school, but I did pretty good. It
wasn’t like I was planning for college, although I thought about
going away ... getting out of [town].
The thing I liked most about school was the social side of things. I
had lots of friends and we ... we hung around everywhere ....They
weren’t all the best students, but they made it.... Probably I got the
best grades. I didn’t work at it ... it was just easy. I also played
sports. I swam and ran track.... That stopped when I started working
during senior year.
I never got lower than B’s. In everything. Yeah. Now, I say why
didn’t I do anything ... I could’ve probably gone on to a really good
college. Oh, well. I got A’s on papers ... like it was nothing. Writing
wasn’t too difficult for me .... I have a pretty good memory so
things like, classes like where you remember everything ... like
Spanish and history ... were easy ... they’re all memorization. In
sciences ... I was ok. I didn’t like biology or, um, chemistry but you
could do well because it was hands-on. For me, at least .... I didn’t
mind cutting up the worm (laughs).
I remember one teacher Mr. [teacher] who really liked me. I would
eat lunch with my friends in his class .... He was cool. I was his
‘Action Learner’ ... that’s what they called it when you are the
teacher’s aide. You got, like, credit for it, too ... it was like a class.
That’s why I did so well. I knew what to take so my grade average
would be high (laughs). It wasn’t because I studied that hard; I did
enough to just get by.
Playing sports helped, too. Teachers thought you were ‘good’ and
you ... you weren’t trouble if you were, um, on a team. If teachers
like you, that doesn’t hurt.

College and Post-Secondary Plans

Participants reflected on the final months of their senior year, and, while they
discussed a number of issues, two topics emerged: college and post-high school plans. As
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expected, most anticipated and were excited about graduation. However, it was their
thoughts on college, the college admissions process, and life after high school that
seemed most revealing.

For a number of reasons, Gail and David never applied to college.

Gail
Some of my friends ... they were going to [community college]. I
mean, it’s right in [city] .... Everyone goes there. I even thought
about it. I don’t know why I didn’t go ... straight after I graduated
....I thought my grades weren’t good ... good enough for college.
Even [community college]. I didn’t think you could get into it ...
with C’s ... and D’s .... I bombed the SAT’s... I didn’t even want
to take them. I hated those tests....
Students ... everybody was meeting with, like, guidance counselors
... not that many were going to college, but people were talking
about what ... they did after high school. Some were going to
schools in Springfield ... like, some of the schools around here. I
couldn’t be bothered .... Now, I say that (laughs).
Most of my friends ... they started working .... I know two girls that
went to [community college] but they didn’t finish. I mean ... they
might, but they are working now.
I just wanted to get out and work. I had started working at [mall
store] and I was working, like, forty hours ... this is ... before I even
graduated. I couldn’t wait to just ... work— My parents didn’t
hassle me ... they really didn’t talk about it. They were happy I was
graduating and...I guess they just expected ... me to work .... So, I
didn’t apply. When my brother graduated ... he went into the
service. They were all happy because he was going away. It was big
...he had plans, I guess .... I was just working ... it was even the
same job. So, it wasn’t a big thing

David
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When I was, I think early - when I was a senior ... the guidance
counselors talked about [community college] and [community
college] ... going there. I didn’t hear anyone else talk about it ...
really. I know some people were ... planning to go to college ....
I had a girlfriend who talked about going to Westfield State
[College] .... I didn’t even know it was in Massachusetts. I had
heard of it .... I thought it was in, like, Connecticut (laughs). Or
New York. It’s like twenty minutes from here (laughs) .... I don’t
think she ever went there.
I was working with my father at my uncle’s store ... Saturdays. He
wanted me to work there ... more. I was, like, I didn’t like it .... I
hated working there. I would always say I had school ... work to do.
I had too much to do ... and I couldn’t work at the store (laughs) ....
I could only work Saturdays.
I really didn’t think about what I would be doing, like, right after I
... after high school. I didn’t take the SAT tests. I never did good on
those ... long tests ... with hours of questions .... The test they have
in Massachusetts now ... for graduation. I probably wouldn’t do
good on that either ....
I graduated ... that wasn’t really a problem ... I knew I would
finish. But, afterwards ... I didn’t really think about it. I guess I was
just gonna work at my uncle’s. I didn’t want to.... I could have got
another job in Springfield ... but I didn’t have a car ... I couldn’t get
there. Maybe the bus .... But, at my uncle’s ... I could just go with
my father.

Tillie and Trudy also didn’t apply to college; however, the reason was much more
specific: they were involved in relationships.

Tillie
I was, I’d say, in the middle level ... not honors, but not the
vocational program. I mean, people were talking about college ...
hey, it was the early 70’s and there was a lot going on back then. I
didn’t know it... though. I wasn’t really into school.
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All I did was hang around with ‘Jim.’ I was in love (laughs). Really.
All we did was, just ... hang around ... and drive everywhere ... he
was really into driving. We’d go away weekends ... camping ...
going to see his friends — they lived in Massachusetts and ... one
lived in New Hampshire. I did work - I worked at Friendly’s my
senior year ... so it wasn’t like I had this free life with no ...
responsibilities. I think because I went to school ... I worked ... and
my mother liked ‘Jim’ ... that she let me do my own thing. I was
really pretty much an adult at ... seventeen. She didn’t really bother
too much with me.
All we [Tillie and ‘Jim’] talked about was going to California ...
after high school. College ... I didn’t think about that. You know, he
always told me later ... that I should’ve went to college. I’m smart
... if I applied myself.... Of course he said this later (laughs). Back
then ... he wanted to just whisk me to California and get out of
[home town]. It’s really amazing .... I did want to go, though.
Really.
So, instead of talking about college ... we talked about moving. And
we did. Right after graduation .... And, I stayed there for almost
twenty years. God.

Trudy
I loved school ... but I wasn’t that academically-oriented. Career
advice that I was given by my mother [father died when Trudy was
young] was ... ‘Take typing.’ Living outside DC ... that was a big
thing ... because you could get a civil service job working for the
government .... And, it was assumed I’d only work until I got
married ... have kids ... and live happily ever after (laughs). That
was her [mother] level of understanding ... her background ... her
family’s background. They weren’t very educated. Her parents ... I
don’t think they even went to high school. They were from a rural
Southern background ... very traditional.
I don’t think ... in high school ... college ever entered my thought
process. It was ... I was going to graduate from high school and
work for a while until ... I got a husband .... And, my peer group
basically did the same.
I didn’t even graduate with my class. I ended up quitting school ...
the very first few weeks at the beginning of my senior year. Because
that summer before ... I had gone down to live with my aunt and
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uncle [in NC] and I had met a young man who was in the Marine
Corp.
We had decided prior to my going back home and him going to
Pensacola that we were going to get married .... He started coming
up weekends ... my aunt didn’t know about it.
In September, my grandmother placed me, urn, on a Trailways bus
and I headed to Jacksonville, North Carolina ... just turning
seventeen years old.

Tina didn’t think she wanted to attend college after high school, but, unlike the
previous four participants, she had someone who encouraged her.

Tina
My dad was pretty lax about what I wanted to do .... I just wasn’t
into going to school. I hated school so much in high school ... it was
kind of like a burden on my part... pretty much
I graduated in ’95 and I took ... about ... one semester off. And, I
worked three jobs altogether ... just to make extra money. I was
working, like thirteen, fourteen hours a day. And I realized that was
something I couldn’t do, you know .... It was way too much. I was
working thirteen, fourteen hours a day.
My mother really wanted me to go to college .... my mother had
suggested going to [community college] ... not that I had ever felt
that [community college] was a good school ... I lived in
[community college town] all my life .... But, I figured I’d give it a
try. I didn’t have the greatest apartment after high school, so ... she
[mother] was paying for my first semester ... for tuition and for
books ... so I figured I’d just ... appease her ... and give it a shot
....So, that January I enrolled in two courses.

Keane was the only participant who immediately enrolled in a community college
after high school; she seemed to know what was best for her at the time.
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Keane
All I wanted to do was ... get out (laughs)! I was, like, aware of
some students who were going to [state university] ... and one of
my friends went to [Keane State] (NH) .... But, I really didn’t want
to go away. Not then. I know it’s ... only two ... three years ago, but
I wasn’t, I guess, ready. My parents didn’t ... they weren’t going to
pay $20,000 for me to go away ... and live at school .... I didn’t
have any idea what I wanted to do as a career. Why spend all that
money? That is what they thought, I’m sure.
I didn’t want to work ... like, as a secretary ... or at the Big Y
(laughs). So, I knew I couldn’t just go out ... and get this job, like a
career thing.... My senior year I worked at [restaurant] and I liked
that. There were jobs there ... an office in the restaurant, and I could
have done ... arranged parties, hire people ... stuff like that. But,
that job ... the lady had a degree probably. She was older .... I was
just a waitress.
With my hours ... that summer after I graduated I worked almost
every night ... I could go to school, you know, days. I knew some
kids who graduated before me ... they went to [community college]
... and it is right near my house. Probably about ten minutes
away.... It is only, like, I don’t know ... $700.00, or $750.00 for full
time, and my parents paid half (smiles). So I started going that fall.
I wish I went away to school ... Now, I commute and I miss things
on campus .... I didn’t really want to leave and go away when I
graduated.

Chuck and Gary are the only participants who applied to four-year institutions
during their senior year in high school. While both initially avoided or were intimidated
by the application process, they had different reasons for not attending.

Chuck
What I wanted to do ... was play baseball in college. I dreamed
about playing in the, like in ... Florida, somewhere. These teams ...
that was where you played ...Id see them on TV, I remember
(laughs).
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I heard people talking about where they were going, you know, and
all that. I really wasn t doing anything about it_I played soccer in
the fall. Then during the winter, I started thinking more and more
about it .... My sister ... actually, she asked me a few times about
college ... where I was going to go .... But, I wasn’t sending away
for the, urn, applications. Or any of the information.
Baseball started ... in my senior year ... and I still didn’t apply to
any college. Any. Even [state university], here. You know, I didn’t
even have applications to these colleges. I remember the guidance
office had applications ... to colleges everywhere.
Finally, I got one ... to [state university, Connecticut]. I filled in
everything. I had to get ... those recommendations ... my grades, all
that. I remember I had to get my mother to fill out these ... financial,
tax forms. I didn’t know what I was doing. I think I was late
applying ... probably .... I didn’t get accepted. I couldn’t believe it
... everyone got accepted at [state university]. I was ... like ...this
is bullshit. So that was it....
That summer ... after I graduated, I got a job for the town of [town].
I drove around, we did things like ... maintenance - take care of
parks ... the streets. It was easy .... The older guys who I worked
with ... they were all ... this was their job and ... they didn’t do
anything. They would, like, have these breaks. We would dig these
... trenches near the road. They would talk ...then dig a little. We
would ... take all day (laughs).
It was supposed to be a summer job ... just until, like, August. For
the summer months. Then, I didn’t know what I was going to do. A
guy left, though. In ... I’d say, probably August. I replaced him and
I was all set (laughs).
I didn’t think about college, really. I mean, that next year I did, I
took a night course a [community college] ... but I didn’t think that
was ... really, anything .... It was more ‘cause I was bored. And,
one of my friends ... actually, I knew two guys going there and I
thought it wouldn’t be ... too hard.

Gary
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My father went to [private four-year college] and my mother, um,
she went to [state university]. So ... they sort of expected me to go
to college .... I was, like, ‘Where?’ (laughs).
I took my SAT’s and I didn’t do that good. Forget those tests ... I
always do bad on them. They wanted me to take a class for the
SAT’s ... like a practice class. I was like, ‘I’m not taking another ...
I’m not going to school ... at night!’ That was the thing in school ...
‘What ya get?’ On SAT’s .Everyone talked about college and
where they were going. My father kept asking me where I was going
and if I got accepted. My mother, too. I’d say I’d sent the ...
applications back ... to schools my friends were going to go to.
My grades were pretty bad ... I thought I wouldn’t get into any
school ... any, like, good school. I wanted to go away, too .... I
thought I did. My grades in the fall were like ... C’s and a ... maybe
a D. My mother, she was like “How will you get into college?” I
kept saying, ‘Don’t worry.’
I think she heard ... from other people ... her friends ... who had
kids in school ... that we were starting to know where we were
going. You’d hear, ‘So and so got into UMass,’ or some school in
Boston. My mother asked me about these schools that I was
applying to ... like, I remember, Plymouth State College, the
University of, um ... New Hampshire ... these colleges. I didn’t
even apply to them. ...This is, like, spring. I said I must have not got
in.
Finally, I got accepted at [small private college]. It is in New
Hampshire. I couldn’t believe it ... that they accepted me. I applied
there ... I think the guidance office sent it ... or I applied when they
[college] visited my high school. I don’t even remember filling out
the application .... Anyway, they accepted me. My father was like,
‘Where is this college?’ (laughs).
I wasn’t ready for college. I was a lousy student ... I didn’t even
want to go. Some of my friends were going ... not all of them .... I
don’t know what I was thinking ... I didn’t want to stay home,
either.
Around July ... I started getting, like, nervous. Everything was
starting to happen. I was thinking ... I’ll be living in a dormitory ...
the school had sent some, um ... information about a roommate, or
something. In August ... a few weeks before the school started ...
we went to this orientation. You stayed overnight ... for two nights
and you did all these activities .... I didn’t mind the
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orientation. It was like ... a big party .... You know, I met everyone
...it was smaller than [high school].
I didn’t want to go back, though. I came home ... I drove home with
my mother and, like, everything was fine. I said the school was good
.... Then ... about, I don’t know, about a week later I told her I
really didn’t like it. I knew I didn’t want to go back ... and I told her
that, ah, I didn’t like it up in New Hampshire and I wasn’t ... used to
it... being away ... stuff like that.
Maybe if orientation was, like ... just before school ... I might have
stayed. I would’a had to stay. But, when I went home ... it was, that
was different.
The school was fine ... I liked it. I just wasn’t ... ready, I guess.
Maybe.
That’s what my mother says, now (laughs) .... My
mother got a little more ... serious. And, I was like ‘What do I do
now?’ She said maybe [community college] would be good. I was,
like, ‘Are you kidding? That’s like ... high school’ .... So, I went to
[community college].
It was like high school (laughs).
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Community College Years

In 1997, undergraduate and graduate enrollment in all American colleges and
universities totaled approximately 11.1 million students; approximately 5.3 million of
those students, nearly one-half, were enrolled in community colleges (Callan, 1997).
And, given that today the two-year college serves as the entry point for more than half of
all first-year college students (AACC, 1996), it might be concluded that the institution
itself has significantly affected a large number of students.

In 1998, eight of those five million individuals were enrolled in community
colleges in two Northeast states. These students — selected as participants in this research
study - were at varying points in their associate’s degree programs. All were in some way
affected by their experience as community college students.

The final section of Chapter 4 examines the participants’ community college
experiences; most spoke at great length about this time period in their lives. For some, it
was a two-year experience; for others, the experience lasted up to six years. They
discussed a range of issues; however, four broad topics emerged during their interviews:
first impressions, experiences with counselors and academic support staff, experiences
with faculty and the classroom, and the transfer process.

First Impressions
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Some participants held negative views of community colleges as educational
institutions prior to attending. This was especially true for the traditionally-aged students
and for those who attended secondary schools in the same town as the two-year college.

Chuck
I grew up in [town] ... and [community college] is, like, five
minutes from my house. I mean ... it is nice having it nearby ... for
classes. Everybody rushes to school ... from work or whatever. It’s
easy for me. Real easy.
I didn’t apply here ... when I was in high school. It was like ...
‘You go to [community college] ... go to a real college!’ (laughs) I
said the same thing to people .... I never considered going here.... I
knew some kids who went here, but it wasn’t like you were ... going
off to college, somewhere, you know, far off. Hey, it’s [community
college]! (laughs)
The people who went to [community college] were, kind of ... not
really students. They didn’t go to high school ... they never went ...
or dropped out. Then ... they go to [community college].

Tina
It was just ... I lived in [town] all my life. And it was kind of like ..
you know, it wasn’t like a, a ... college that was away and I wasn’t
really crazy about going there.
A lot of my friends were going to ... bigger colleges and it was like,
oh my God, not only are you going to a community college, but you
are going to a community college in [town]. You know, that was
kinda hard to get over_ I’m not a materialistic person ... and it
didn’t bother me that I wasn’t going to a ... big ... elite four-year
college.

Keane
I never thought of [community college] as that bad ... of a college. I
really didn’t ... like, trash it or anything. I’m not saying I wanted to

go there ... when you live in the same town ... you know everybody
... and, like, you go to school and ...there they are again (laughs).
That happened ... to me. Believe me.
Maybe because I knew my parents couldn’t afford [state university]
or ... some expensive place ... I knew I either go to [community
college] or save up (laughs).... Was I embarrassed ... going? Yeah..
People ... especially at work ... people would say, ‘How’s school?’
I knew I was taking ... college courses, but ... sometimes I felt
kinda ... stupid ... them knowing I was going to [community
college]. People my age ... it was more embarrassing .... I mean,
there are some pretty stupid people there (laughs).
Plus, it’s so easy. Everyone knows that. You go there and it’s like ...
this isn’t college....

Gary attended high school in the suburbs, outside the city where his community
college resides. Still, he held a preconceived view of the two-year college.

Gary
Nobody went to community college. Some, maybe. But ... most
students went away .... Not everyone ... but most did. That’s what I
wanted to do ... and I didn’t even want to go to college.
I had this, I heard that [community college] was for, like, people just
learning English. Or for people going to night school. I didn’t think
it was ... really like a college. It was ... more like ... for a job. You
would go to [community college] or [community college] and then
... work, or something. Kids who did nothing in school ... high
school ... or if you got your degree at night - thats what the
community college was for. For people like me (laughs). I mean ...
it is, like, college. You have biology, English ... it’s college. I never
thought it was like that before I went there.
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Tillie, a nontraditionally-aged student, grew up next to a community college town.
Twenty-seven years after high school graduation, she reflected back and offered an
historical perspective.

Tillie
When I was in high school ... [community college] was a high
school (laughs). It really was! There were two high schools in
[town] and ... I’d say, in the early 70’s ... maybe later they closed
one. And, it became [community college] .... So, for people going to
[community college] it was like ... going back to high school ....
When I returned to school [from Califorina] that was all you’d hear
... from students. Evening students ... these adults, like forty or fifty
years old. They’d look around the classroom and it was like ... deja
vu.
I tried to get my daughter to go to [community college]. She was
like, ‘No way.’ Now ... I know she wouldn’t be caught dead going
there with me ... at the same time ... but she thought it was ... for
dummies, the students who couldn’t get into real college. I try to tell
her ... still ... that [community college] is the perfect place ... and
her company would probably pay. No way ... she won’t go. She was
never a student... but, I wasn’t either....

While most participants viewed the community college as “more like high
school,” those who discussed their early impressions, in particular the traditionally-aged
students, were somewhat surprised or put off by what they viewed as a rigorous
registration and placement process.

Gary
Once I decided I wasn’t gonna to go back [New Hampshire private
college] ... I was gonna go to ... [community college], I drove over
... there with my mother. She was like ...’’You gotta get registered,
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classes will be starting ... maybe they already started.’ I was like ...
I hope so (laughs).
We get there ... I couldn’t believe it. The lady ... she was an advisor
or a ...orientation person ... she asked me for my transcripts. From
high school. I was like ... I graduated! I’m thinking ... that’s
enough. I didn’t tell her that... but they wanted to see my grades. At
[community college](laughs)! So we had to go and get that .... Then
she was talking about this test ... I had to take to, urn, ... get into
my classes .... In math and ... in English. They test you to see your
level. I had to do it that day because school started that next day ...
or the day after, I think.
I was just gonna go ... sign up for classes, like four classes. That’s
it. I thought they let everybody in (laughs)....

Keane
I knew I was going to [community college] ... so it wasn’t like a big
deal. You don’t have to get accepted, or anything ....
When I went to pay and sign up for classes ... for that fall, I was
like, this will be easy. I went over ... right before I had to work. It’s
right by it. I was ... I knew the courses I wanted to take ... I had
went through the course book ... that lists times and, you know ...
days and nights ... all that. I get there ... and its like ‘You have to
meet with a guidance ... a counselor.’ They have these people who
are signing up ... everyone for school.... I didn’t want to do ... all
this stuff ... filling out papers. They made me take an English test to
see how ... if I could write (laughs). That was easy.
I just wanted to take ... you know, the basic freshman courses. Four,
or so. ... But, this woman [academic advisor] had to fill out
everything ... ask me what I wanted to do. I think I had to fill out
this, um ... survey on the college. Like, why I chose [community
college] ... all that. I didn’t expect all this. I thought you just went
there (laughs).
Before I started classes ... like, two weeks after I did all that, I had
to get a physical. From my doctor. Before I could even go to class! I
was like ... ‘How do you get everybody to do all this?
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Tina
I came here and ... at first I was very, very apprehensive .... I
wasn’t into taking
... college courses, especially going to a
community college.
One thing I had remembered when I first came here ... and I had
taken the placement test ... um I, I don’t do well when I have to
write against the clock. I have to, I have to really be motivated ... I
have to really have ... something to spark an interest.... On the
placement test, I had scored to where they said I needed to take
Writing Skills, and I was really like, I was devastated ... because I
had been in honors all through high school.... I kind of questioned
who was the one who read the, the results of the placement test.
I didn’t think that [placement test] was really fair ... because I don’t
think you get enough information ... or a sense of someone’s ability
... just from something you throw at them.

Tillie, who had not been in school in nearly twenty years, was also surprised by
the placement test.

Tillie
I remember ... when I went to [community college] to sign up for
classes. I just wanted to sign up for one class, you know ...
something I might like. Actually, I wanted to do that but ... I had to
take courses that the company approved of. They paid for courses
... as long as you needed them for your job. They paid everything
.... Books, I think I had to pay for that.
Well, they sit us down for an English test ... the school wanted to
know if we knew ... anything (laughs). You had to take this test for
... I wanted to take Business Writing. So, before I could sign up, I
had to pass this test. We sat down and they gave us a sheet to write
.... There was this question ... I don’t even know what it was ...
something about... I don’t know (laughs).
I haven’t written anything since high school ... and I told you about
how much work I did then (laughs) — I wanted to scream. I just
wanted to take a course. I wasn’t even sure I wanted to go to college
- that’s why I came to [community college], and ... here they are,
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making me write this paper. And, we had only, like, I don’t know ...
twenty minutes to write!

Experiences with Counselors and Academic Support Staff

Researchers point to the post-World War II period, when community college
enrollments began to soar, as the time when two-year colleges began giving greater
emphasis to student services. Open access policies together with what Koltai (1993)
referred to as the “influx of underprepared students” (p. 101) contributed to what would
become, and still remains one, of the institution’s biggest challenges: keeping students
enrolled. Given recent freshmen dropout rates 50% - 55% (Fine & Lehnertz, 1991;
Brawer, 1995; Sandel & Sydow, 1997) it is no surprise many community colleges have
created support systems designed to help students both adjust, and succeed, academically.

Here, participants discussed their early experiences with individuals central to the
student support system and, for many, the first community college professional contact:
the academic counselor.

Gary
I thought I had to meet with an advisor because I was ... just starting
out ... and someone was there just to help you get started .... At the
beginning... before each semester....
At first, I was, like ... I can do this myself. I knew what courses I
wanted to take.... Just, you know ... the basics. My mother was
there ... she wanted to make sure I didn’t screw it all up. So, I sat
down with this lady ... she asked me about high school ... and
[New Hampshire college]. She was real nice. She talked about the
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... tutoring ... and other things that would help me. I just remember
... she sat with me there for, like ... an hour. Longer. My mother
waited the whole time ... she wasn’t with us.
I, I was just there to register for classes. I didn’t even want to stay
I was only taking ah, a regular schedule ... four courses, I think.
I could only take a class ... or two ... in the morning. I was working,
like, all these ... like some days and some nights. I think I took two
night courses, too.
I don’t know how she got me ... to advise. But, she really helped. I
think she knew I really wasn’t into school ... I was just going. She
told me that ... a lot of kids were just like that ... that was why she
was there.
I met with her a lot. Urn, all the time. She definitely helped me ....
Especially with ... choosing my courses. She knew everybody in
the place and she always knew who, ah, not to take (laughs). I made
it through [community college] and ... she is still there.

Gail
I was, like, I have to do all this! Meet with an advisor ... take all
these classes! When I got there ... when I met with her, the ...
advisor, she was, like, ‘Ok. Are you interested in ... what degree?’
She started talking about what I liked ... what courses I might like.
The more she talked ... the more I was ... nervous. I was, like, what
am I getting into. But it was good .... She signed me up for two
classes ... mornings, like what I wanted. Then, she talked about her
family (laughs), and ... everything else. You know ... she was my
first teacher. One of the classes ... [course] she signed me up for ...
she was the teacher! She was really cool. The next semester I, I ...
took her again.

Tillie
I was amazed .... I met with the Counseling staff. A woman sat with
me ... and we looked at courses. I think I spent almost an hour ...
talking about what I had done ... in California ... and since high
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school. I was ... I don’t know, touched. She took an interest ...
immediately ... in my life. And, she talked about ... herself, too.
She was like me — she had returned to college when she was ...
older. She was an adult student, too. I think she even grew up
around [town].
Now ... I wasn’t thinking about taking a ... full semester of courses.
I just wanted to take a class, or two. Just get my, ah, feet wet. She
was talking about getting credit for work ... I had been, I worked as
a secretary for ... God, twelve years. I could get credit for that. I
could also take a test for ... more credit! I wasn’t thinking about
going to college like this .... I was just ... bored, I guess. The way
she had it ... I could get a degree - a two-year degree ... the whole
thing - very easy. She really made it seem like ... it was nothing.
Believe me, it wasn’t (laughs).
I met with [academic advisor] ... not every time I signed up for
courses, but for the first couple years .... She guided me. She knew
the right teachers ... not just the easy ones. She would be like, ‘Take
sociology with [professor] and take math with [professor] - students
love them.’ So I did.
She was probably the most important person ... at [community
college]. Hey ... I had some teachers who were really good - some
were better than the, uh, ones at [state university]. But, [academic
advisor] was ... my biggest fan.

Chuck didn’t get early advising, but the academic counselors, noting his
progression, managed to track him down.

Chuck
I really didn’t need a counselor ... for classes. I just wanted to take
courses. I mean ... it took me about six years at [community
college] (laughs).
At first, I registered ... took all the, ah, placement tests ... for math,
I think, and English. Then, I had to meet with someone. I had went
there ... maybe three or four semesters and I really didn’t have a ...
plan. I ... um, knew the courses to take .... So, I start getting these
letters ... ‘You gotta meet with your advisor ...You can’t get a
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degree without ... advising’ or something. I was, like, ‘Watch me.’
(laughs). I couldn’t be bothered.
I finally went in and met with ... I think he is a teacher. Actually, he
is. He sat with me ... and he looked at my record. He was, like,
‘How did you get so far?’ He actually thought it was funny. He was
pretty cool about it. We talked about ... classes, and teachers. He
knew my English teacher.... Then, he started talking about college
... transferring to college ... like [state university] or [state
university] ... places like that. I was like ... no. I was only ... maybe
halfway through [community college] and ... that was enough. I
didn’t even have a major. I still don’t have one (laughs). I wasn’t,
like, wasting ... classes, though.
Maybe he ... knew I was, kinda not on track. Then he told me about
the General Studies program. You get an associate’s but it really ...
isn’t in anything (laughs). I mean, it’s a basic degree ... you take all
courses, but you choose most of them.
He was ... he knew that I wasn’t really into anything ... a major or
anything. I just wanted to finish ... at this point. I hadn’t even heard
of this ... major. I was like ... perfect. This guy knew ... exactly
what I wanted. Exactly.

Unlike the other seven participants, David initially enrolled at the community
college in a one-year certificate program, so his experience with academic counseling had
a more specific purpose to it.

David
I was working more ... more hours, like ... five or six days a week
... at my uncle’s store. I was getting real sick ... I didn’t like
working there that much.
This friend of mine, [friend], was going to [community college] and
he told me about a program there. A computer technology ...
degree. He was all set... he was going that September. It is only one
year.... This was in, like, July ... after I graduated.
I went over with him - he drove me ... and we talked to a counselor
- a guy at [community college] - who was ... showing him all the
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courses. He [counselor] was OK — The way he explained it ... it
looked like a good ... program. He said everybody was getting jobs
... picking their jobs. He said that when you graduate ... you make,
like $30,000. Or more.... He asked me about my ... what I knew
about computers ... if I used them in high school. As long as you
used one ... this wasn t new stuff, he said. And it was all computer
classes ... nothing in English or ... like, science - anything like that.
There was a math class but he [counselor] said that it was very
easy (laughs).
I was thinking ... this wouldn’t be too bad. The job sounded good
... there was good pay .... And, he [counselor] said he could
register me there ... right then.

During her interview, Keane mentioned academic advising - she was aware of the
service - but it didn’t seem as central to her experience.

Keane
I ... pretty much knew what I needed to take. I wouldn’t say ... I
wasn’t sure I was going to transfer ... but I figured I probably
would. I just wanted to get the ... you know, the basis courses ...
finished. Out of the way. It’s pretty easy. You just look at the major
... they have these major ... or program sheets that tell you exactly
what you need. It’s pretty simple.
I wanted to major in, like fashion ... in design. So I just took ... I
think they call it a, um, general business degree. It’s for anyone ...
going into business. Like marketing ... or sales. That’s what I
transferred to [state university].
I got these letters from [community college] ... you know ...
advisors would send letters. They wanted to meet to talk about ...
school, my classes ... if I was on the right track. I knew what I was
doing, though. I didn’t have time. My friend at [community college]
said she never went to advising .... I wasn’t gonna meet with them
.... I went to class - that was it. ’
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Tina benefited from certain support personnel, but academic advising was the
“one part of [community college] that didn’t work” for her.

Tina
Everyone here is very nice.... I came here with my mom ... and I
was like, ‘I don’t want to be here.’ The woman at the front desk she was an older woman - was so helpful and ... they really
accommodated me. I didn’t know what I was doing .... And
[college administrator] - he was just, like telling me all about, you
know, ‘If you want an easy A ... take this class. If you just want to
get it over ... ’ you know, he told me who to take it with.
Advising was part of ... my thing, um, actually all the way up to
when I transferred. I had always gone to them and said, you know,
‘What do you think I should take, now?’ That was one part of
[community college] that didn’t work for me ... because ... after my
first semester, I had decided that maybe I could do this, maybe I
could go on with this .... And, I had sat with advisors and said, you
know, ‘I plan on going on to another school .... I don’t plan on
graduating from here. I plan on just transferring all of my credits to
a four-year school .... I wanted them to help me pick courses that
they knew would transfer ... and I said I was going into
education.... I relied on advisors for help .... I had been led down a
few paths ... and taken some classes that were well known not to
transfer. I had taken [sociology course].... What they had told me ...
if it transfers to UConn, most likely it will transfer to any others of
the state schools. Me ... ignorant ... I didn’t know anything. I ... I
went along with anything they said.
Finally, when I had finished at [community college] I had almost a
year’s worth of classes that didn’t transfer. So I wasted...a lot of
time, not wasted ... but, in a sense ... I could have been taking
classes that did transfer. So, I was pretty bitter.

Finally, three participants made specific mention of support that they received personal academic help - that seemed crucial at the time.
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Trudy
My first year ... I forgot who my business ... who my advisor was.
And, then, I ended up going to [professor] my economics [professor]
- ‘cause you could pick your advisor - and asked him if he would,
um, advise me ... which he did. I talked to a lot of my professors_
Advisors helped. The math lab was the biggest for me. At
[community college] everything was in one building ... everything
was accessible. There was also a program ... a federally-funded
program called ‘Vision,’ and I was a member of ... this ‘Vision’
program. You had to qualify ... be first in your family to attend
college.... They offered support in, like, um ... they would give
little workshops on study skills ... how to take a test ... things like
that. Also through ‘Vision’ I got additional math tutoring from a
private tutor.

Gary
The study skills ... place at [community college] was good. I used to
go there ... any time I had a big paper. Or, any writing assignment. I
wasn’t very good ... coming out of high school (laughs). I didn’t do
good on ... I think a paper in Comp 1. Yeah. I got, like, a D. Or I
failed. I went to the skills center because the teacher said he’d do ...
let me do it over if I went there. That was pretty cool .... You just go
in and they would write with you, or help you with it.
I mean ... I was there during the day ... and they were open. I ended
up using the computer there and writing my papers there.
My teacher told me about it ... but my advisor also knew about ...
how I was doing. I got a note about meeting with her ... and she told
me I should be, like, getting all this extra help ... if I was failing. I
told her I had already been there (laughs) .... Later, she took me to
meet ... the, ah, tutors. In the math lab .... I bombed a test ... right
at the beginning and, like, I was all set to drop it ... the class. I
needed it. It was required. So I went to see my advisor. She hooked
me up.

Tillie
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I was a mess ... in computers. I had to take it ... but I had this
teacher ...he was the worst. He was. I liked every teacher at
[community college] ... but him. He was really mean. And ... it
wasn’t like it was me. I was, like ... twenty years older than the rest
of the students ... and they also hated him. He was ... he intimidated
us .... I don’t think he liked students.
This is like week three or four. It’s too late to drop. Hey, I was
taking, um, two classes - it wasn’t like I couldn’t handle the
schedule (laughs) .... I go down to see [advisor] and he ... shakes
his head. I’m like, ‘Why did you give me that teacher? He’s crazy’
(laughs). How’s this. You know what he did? I dropped the course
... right then. He [advisor] goes and asks ... I don’t know, a dean ...
someone ... if I can take an independent study. With another
professor .... It’s too late to withdraw .... And, that’s what I got. We
set up a, a... schedule and I did ... all the work. I got an A! I felt
like going back to [first teacher] and showing him my grade....

Experiences with Faculty and the Classroom

Researchers note the difficulty trying to define community college teachers.
Unlike their counterparts at the elementary and secondary level, two-year college
teachers are not necessarily concerned with concepts of child and adolescent
development. Unlike their counterparts at four-year colleges and universities, community
college faculty are not necessarily concerned with scholarly activity and research. What
generally defines them is more related to what they do, their craft: teaching. A Nevada
University Report (1997) concluded that community college faculty spend 77% of their
work week on instructional activities, compared to 56%, for university faculty.
Additionally, Callan (1997) found that 92% of community college teachers believe that
teaching effectiveness should be the primary criterion for promotion.
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Teaching and teacher effectiveness were two issues that continually surfaced, as
the eight participants reflected on their community college years. Most spoke at length of
their experiences both with faculty and in the classroom, and it was through their words
on this subject that the very essence of the community college teacher was revealed.

All eight participants spoke to some degree of their early experiences with
community college faculty and the classroom. Five people spoke specifically of their first
day in class.

Keane and Tina, both recent and local high school graduates, noted an air of
familiarity.

Keane
I remember walking in ... the day of class. I had two night classes
but ... the first class I actually went to ... was [sociology class]. It
was, like, 9 or 10[am]. I was, like, ‘This is like high school.’ I knew
... probably about half ... maybe not half the class, but at least, um,
six ... seven, seven at least from my high school. I recognized a
couple more. I knew everybody went to [community college] but ...
here I was in college and ... it was like I wasn’t. Really.
There were probably about twenty students in the class ... it was
big, pretty big for [community college]. We even sat in rows ... like
high school. I mean, there were a couple of older people there ... not
so much in the day classes ... but some. It was still like high school.
That’s the only thing I really didn’t like about [community college].
I... expected that but... I still had to sit there.

Tina
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My first class was an English class .... I felt ... being that I was
right out of high school, I was kind of a clown in the classroom.
There were times when, like, break would come and I’d go home. In
some senses I felt ... I still had that, that high school rebellion-kindof-thing going on .... My heart just wasn’t in it.
I was young ... I was very young when I first started and ... I still
felt like I was at high school.... I would make fun of the people
coming in and they would be, like, so, I mean they’d hang on his
[teacher] every word, you know. And, for me it was just kind of like
‘Tell me what to do’ and I’d go home ... I’d do it. And I did well.

Tillie and Chuck also both recalled their first classes. For them, it wasn’t so much
the class as it was the teacher who made an impression.

Tillie
After the placement test ... they put me in basic skills writing ...
that was what you take before ... English. I wasn’t, ah, exactly
happy taking this pre-English ... I had worked as a secretary all
those years ... I thought I knew something (laughs)! Well, whatever
.... The first night - this was a night class - I walked into class the
first night ... I was absolutely terrified. I registered for the class ...
that was hard enough. Somehow I got the nerve to ... finally attend,
to finally go....
I will never forget. The professor walked in and she was, like, I
thought she was a student. She wasn’t like, she wasn’t old - she was
probably my age .... She was wearing jeans! ... and a, like a
sweatshirt. When she went up to the front desk ... I was watching her
thinking maybe she is just taking the class for the first night, you
know, just giving us the work ... the professor is sick or something
.... And, there I was ... sitting there, all dressed up (laughs)!
Then we played this game. We had to, ah, play this alphabet game
... with English words. Like ‘noun’ or ... ‘Shakespeare.’ We had to
go around and around and say an English word for each letter in the
alphabet. In order. Everyone was laughing because most of us didn’t
really know the, um, words .... One boy ... for S said, ‘Charles
Stickens’ ... for ‘Dickens’ - he thought the last name was
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‘Stickens’(laughs). The class was howling. Believe me, that was just
the beginning (laughs).
You know, she really put us ... me especially, at ease.

Chuck
I was working ... so I took, my first class was at night. I just wanted
to take one ... like, a business course. I knew I didn’t want to take,
like literature or ... math. So, I took Intro, to Business.
Actually, the class was one of my favorites. The guy who taught it
was ... cool. When he came in ... on the very first night, he was,
like, ‘We’re all tired. Let’s see if we can get out by 8[pm]’
[Evening courses run 6:30 - 9:15pm.]. I was, like, ‘All right’
(laughs). He worked at, I forget where ... and he always came to
class like it was ... the end of the day .... But, it was weird ... him
doing that right, you know, at the beginning. I walked out ...
thinking this won’t kill me.
The class ended up being ... pretty hard, actually. He was good
because he, he worked. He knew all about business. I mean, that’s
what he did for a living.

Finally, Gail recalled her first college professor and noted how she didn’t fit
Gail’s expectation of a college professor.

Gail
When I went to [community college] ... I had to take morning
classes. I worked, like, from l[pm] to closing [10pm] ... so I took
two classes on, I think, Tuesday and Thursday .... I met, I knew who
the teacher was because ... she was my advisor. She signed me up
for Intro, to Soc. That made me ... less nervous. I really didn’t want
to go, even though I had, like, registered and all that.
She passed out ... the, um, coursfe ... the syllabus for the course. It
told all about her. Her telephone number ... at home. In case we
wanted to, you know, call her. She was like, ‘Please call me if you
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need anything. That’s what I’m here for.’ A girl from my high
school, that I kind of knew ... we sat next to each other ... we were
like, if this happened in high school, kids would be calling this
teacher and messin’ with her (laughs). I didn’t know teachers ... did
that.
She was so ... like, she sat with us, you know, on a chair. Right in
front of her desk. She didn’t stand there and ... talk like she was,
like, in charge. I mean, she was ... but she didn’t act like it. I had
her for one other class and ... she was the same way.
She was ... I really felt better in class the way she did things.
Especially when I just started.

Aside from the fact that all eight participants attended community colleges and
transferred to state universities, they share virtually no similar qualities. They differ in
age, race, gender, major and, perhaps most, experience. Essentially, they are marked by
their diversity.

However, one thing bonds them: a fear, perhaps a phobia, or a lack of confidence
with learning itself. For a variety of reasons, five of the participants were deficient, or
believed they were deficient, in an area - math and English in these cases - and, so, were
paralyzed at the thought of having to confront the subject. For three others, it was more a
negative image of themselves as learners. In the end, all eight were not forced to confront
their fear so much as they were led through it, by a community college teacher.

Tina and Trudy discussed their experiences with math and the faculty who helped
them overcome their anxiety.
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Tina
Because I was so bad in math I took Pre-Algebra ... and I did really
well in it so I say [to advisor] ‘OK, I’m ready to go on to Algebra I,
but, you know, I don’t want, I don’t want to take any classes that are
gonna go so fast that... if, like, you know any professor that... flies
through stuff I don’t wanna take that
And, I didn’t have a good experience .... The first couple times I
took Algebra ... I ended up dropping them. But then, I ended up
taking a class with, um, he was an adjunct here and he was ...
incredible, and I ended up taking Algebra I and Algebra II with him.
He was just... he helped me out so much.
His name was [professor]. I just went into the class and, and his pace
was great. He was very thorough ... he was very slow. I was doing
... I was doing OK, but then on one test I did really, really bad. And,
I said to him after class, I said, ‘I’m really concerned about it ...
because I need, I need to pass Algebra in order to get into [state
university] ... in order to get into the educational program.’ I said, ‘I
don’t know why I can’t grasp this ... math is not my thing. It’s like
reading Greek.’ So, he said, he gave me directions to his office at
[Western Massachusetts private college, the adjunct professor’s full¬
time day job in academic administration] and ... he agreed ... every
Friday he would tutor me, one on one. And, it was usually like right
before a test and I found his tutoring was, like, excellent. I was able
to write down equations, like, step by step .... And, one problem I
had ... this really stands out in my mind ... I have really bad test
anxiety in math. Like, if I’m in a class ... I can know it by heart; the
second I get into class ... I forget it. It’s because ... I have people
around me and it makes me very nervous. So I explained this to him
... and most instructors would probably think that was just a bunch
of BS (laughs), but he let me take my test down at the Academic
Skills Center ... in a room that was private ... I was all alone. I
could take as much time as I needed ... just do it, and that’s how I
passed the class .... No one was coughing ... or scuffing their feet or
anything else ... and it helped me out so much....
So then the next semester I said there is no way I’m taking anyone
else but him for the class ... and he did the same thing .... He
tutored me all the way through it ... let me take the tests alone ... he
was just wonderful. And, I remember, like, he sent my final test
home with a note saying he was proud and ... this and that. I got a, I
think it was a C+ ... but I was so psyched because it was so much
better than I had gotten. And he called me here [community college
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book store] ... he knew I worked here ... and he congratulated me
and wished me luck at [state university]. It meant a lot to me
because, you know, he didn’t have to do that. He didn’t have to set
aside, like, any free time ... to tutor me. That’s why they have the
Academic Skills Center here.

Trudy
I had tremendous support. The most important thing ... the most,
um, radical impact on me was ... I had mentioned earlier ... was
about math. Math had scared me to death. When I lived in Miami
... I had thought about going back to school and pursuing college,
but ... I would do that and every time I got to that point, about
hearing about the math and the math courses that you had to take ...
always a requirement... it stopped me in my tracks.
So, at [community college] they started you off with ... if you didn’t
place in whatever the college, first college level math is, which I
didn’t ... I started of with Math 100, which was basic high school
math ... and, I had a teacher [name] who is now, today, a very close,
personal friend. She taught that Math 100 and I took that. I went ...
to whatever the next level, which was ... Basic Algebra. And I took
that, and I did well ... and it, it built me up. I also took that with the
same teacher, [name].
She had got me involved in the [community college] math lab. I
spent a lot of time in the math lab .... There was this teacher, tutor
there [name] ... in his early eighties. He had been [math teacher’s]
chemistry teacher ... when she was in high school in
[Massachusetts]....
I then took Math, College Math 130. I also took that with [math
teacher]. I did very well with her support, and with the support in the
math lab .... And, then I had to take College 131, which was Trig ...
same teacher (laughs). I took ... four semesters ... no, did I take four
with her? With the [Math] 100,1 ended up, I took five math classes
with her because ... with all the prerequisites. She made the
difference.

Gary, Tillie and David all disliked reading and writing, or lacked confidence in
their ability to read and write, in high school. This carried over to the community college.
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However, they were fortunate to have had professors whose teaching methods and
feedback changed the way they viewed the subject of English.

Gary
Night classes were ... easier, I think. I took, like, two classes ...
during the day and two at night... my very first semester. I liked the
night classes because ... the teachers. They were cool ... even, all of
them. All the way through ... during my two, three years there. I
liked night classes much better.
I didn’t even ... go, my first night. To English. I had to take PreEnglish ... it’s a class to get you into regular English I. Basic Skills,
I think .... I really didn’t want to go. I think I told the lady, the
teacher, that I, ah, had to work ... or something. I get there the
second week ... and everybody has, like, their first paper. They
wrote stories, I think. I just sorta sat there. The teacher, she said to
write a short paper while they all talked about their papers. She
wanted to see, like, where I was ... how good I could write. I went
to a classroom ... next to ours ... and wrote about coming to
[community college]. I figured that would ... she would like that
(laughs).
After class ... everybody was talking to her ... and she said she
wanted to talk to me about my paper. I was like, ‘I want to get outta
here.’ So we sat there .... She read. I sat there like, ‘This is why I
am not in real English.’ She finished it ... and she told me she
thought it was ‘honest.’ The paper. I always have remembered she
said that ... ‘honest’ because I was, like, wondering what did she
mean? We sat there for about fifteen minutes and she said ... she
started talking about her son. He ... she said he was like me ... he
didn’t ... he went to college and dropped out. And, he was smart,
she said. I wrote about leaving [New Hampshire four-year college]
and all that ... and she said it ... I had made a very hard decision. I
had made it... and I wrote about it in my paper and she said, like ...
most kids wouldn’t tell that story ... right away. We were ... I liked
the way she got to know her students ... not just me, but everybody.
I ended up doing OK in class.

Tillie
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You have to understand ... I was a terrible student - I hated school
as a kid. I ... I did average, you know ... I passed, but all that
reading and ...writing. And, all that writing about reading (laughs).
So, what ... twenty years later I’m sitting in freshman English. My
first class. And, the professor returns my first paper, our assignment
that we wrote. This one counted. It was just a story we wrote
about you know, something important. I was shaking ... her writing
was, like, all over it. Marks everywhere (laughs). I didn’t even look
at it ... other people were reading theirs ... still in class. I took mine
to my car. I didn’t look at it, my paper, until I was inside ... in my
car. I’m sitting there with my light on. God.
She [professor] said it was, like, one of the most powerful stories
she had ever read. I was thinking, sure .... But I looked all over it
and she had comments everywhere ... like she had read it and really
liked it.... You know ... every paper I wrote after that ... she would
write, like, ‘You have such talent,’ and ‘Thanks for sharing such a
beautiful story.’ She always found new things to say ... I know. I
used to read those comments over and over ... I still can remember
them. How many years later (laughs)? She always made me feel ...
good, really good about myself.
I took my next writing class with her ... and she got me to submit
my poetry to the, the school ... the school has this student magazine.
The [name]. My poems were published.
David
I put off English (laughs). Mostly ... I had computer, you know,
programming classes and stuff. I found out after I started I had to
take English.
I waited until the end ... to take it. I really don’t like ... I hate
writing. And reading, like, I had no problems with the computer
information ... and books. But we didn’t have to write about it ....
So I go in to English ... and it was, like ... totally different. The guy
... the teacher was younger. He said he wanted us to like it ...
writing. He didn’t take off for mistakes. As long as you wrote, you
know ... you had to try ... that was it.
It wasn’t like he was easy. I mean ... he was. But ... we had to write
papers ... every class. You know, like two pages .... He said we all
had ... stories to write about ... and all we had to do was write them
.... This was so ... it was nothing like high school. Those teachers
made you write it like ... they would like it. You had to be ...
perfect. I didn’t even do those assignments, then (laughs). At
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[community college] ... I even took English II ... the second
English. I didn’t want to take it at [state university].
He [English Composition I professor] said I was all right, OK
writing. I was, like, it wasn’t that bad, really. He liked one of my
stories ... I had to read it in class. Even the students said it was
good. We had this, we’d sit in a circle and read our papers ... one
day during the week, I think. I was, like, at first ... I’m not doing
this. He said we didn’t have to if we were ... too embarrassed. But
... I did it, you know, my story.

The three remaining participants didn’t point to a specific teacher who helped
them work through a fear or overcome a deficiency as it related to a particular subject;
however, Keane, Chuck and Gail did recall teachers who made the learning experience
more enjoyable.

Keane
I had to work, I’d say ... pretty hard at [community college]. I mean,
I say it, it was, um, like high school ... but it was ... these were
college classes. I think one of the differences was the teachers. I see
it now, even. ... In high school there were ... some cool teachers
but, I’d say, most were ... just, you know, teachers. Your regular
teachers. At [community college], I bet almost all of them were ...
like, easy to get along with. I can only think of ... um, I don’t know
... two, maybe, that I really didn’t like. For me ... that’s something
(laughs)! I actually started liking school, I think, because of the
teachers here. Definitely.
I took one summer class .... The teacher wore shorts ... to class. I
remember thinking ... this is, like, college? You wouldn’t even
know he was ... a professor. In college. You know what the ...
many of the teachers here did? They made it fun. I had a guy who
taught Marketing. I think it was my first year. Yeah, the second
semester. He was part time ... he worked in Connecticut at [large
corporation]. He was a riot .... He would like, tell these stories
about ... his company, the way' they, you know, did business ...
marketed things ... and he would have the class laughing all night.
He made it seem, I mean I learned a lot .... He was, he knew
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everything ... and he had this experience that was ... like, it added
so much. But he made class so fun.
I did ... urn, OK in science ... in high school. I had to take a lab,
one lab science here. I wasn’t too psyched, believe me. I put it off
until my last year. It was, like, the only class I, I really didn’t want
to take .... I had it with professor [name] ... I will never forget her.
She was, like, this mad woman ... scientist. I actually got an A ... or
an A- ... which is incredible. She had little, like, nicknames for all
... many of the terms ... so we could remember them. She’d be like,
‘OK, here is one way to remember this ... and she’d say something
that was, like, weird. And we’d all laugh hysterically .... I know she
knew she was, like, being funny ... she would make these faces ...
but she was serious when it came ... to, like, tests and stuff. She was
pretty hard, actually. But strange ... she would tell us stories about
her family ... but she’d still be talking about, like, I don’t know ...
molecules or something ... but she’d keep our attention. I learned ...
a lot.

Chuck
I really liked it at [community college] ... more than at [state
university]. I mean it. I mean, in some ways it was easier ... it was a
lot easier. But the teachers were so, like, normal. Here [state
university] they are, um ... I don’t even know some of them.
You called them by their first name. That was weird ... I didn’t do
that until I, like, heard everybody do that. They ... some told you to
call them like that .... You didn’t have these ... people who thought
they were, you know, like above everybody.
I took Human Services with [professor] and he is a, he’s cool. That’s
why I took it ... and I thought it would be really easy (laughs). He
used to build ... my father knows him. We would talk all the time
about what he built here in [town]. I guess he was, like, well known
... my father said he was one of the biggest contractors. He stopped
doing it .... He hurt, I don’t know his back or whatever ... then he
started ... teaching. I wasn’t really into the course ... I mean before.
I had wanted to work as an EMT, you know, in town ... so I thought
the class would be good .... He even talked to me about that ... he
thought I should do the ... [EMT] classes and do it.
I liked the night classes. The professors were, like, they did the work
... in the field, or whatever. That’s a big difference at [state
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university]. Because I stopped taking night classes. That’s where
you get the best teachers ... and the classes are more, um, laid back.
Everybody ... was ... it made school more fun. I never minded
going ... when I started at [community college]. I remember my
parents saying something like, ‘So now you like school. Why all of
a sudden?’ (laughs).... I started liking school when I went to
[community college].

David
I didn’t mind going to [community college]. Especially at first ...
because I was just taking computer classes [certificate program] and
it was, like ... [laughs]... it wasn’t like school.... No, I wouldn’t
say that. I did have to take ... some college courses ... you know,
like English and ... psychology ... even before I transferred. But ...
my first, the first, like, five ... no probably, like seven or eight
classes were all computer.
I really liked all my teachers. That’s why I liked school. I mean ...
computers was what I liked, too ... but the teachers made going to
school OK. They weren’t like teachers ... that I had ... before. They
were more like ... they just ... helped you. We had lab all the time
and they would work with you ... or one teacher and a couple
students. So it wasn’t like a class ... with them talking all day ...
boring stuff like that.
I probably wouldn’t have gone there ... or stayed there if I was
taking, like, science ... math, or courses like that. I hated those. But,
I didn’t mind them ... I did OK in English at [community college]
after I was there a while. It was like ... I just needed to take what ...
I liked ... and it was easy (laughs) ... then I could do the real, the
harder classes. Like, when I had to take Psychology. Oh, my God
....I was ... I wasn’t gonna read the book. Just buying it was, like
... that was enough (laughs). But I did good in English. You know
...I passed. ... and before that I was getting A’s, almost all A’s in
computers ... and I was more ready for the harder classes .... I
wouldn’t have lasted at [state university] ... I know. You can’t take,
like, all computer classes ... even if that is your ... you major in
computers.
So, starting out ... it was good how I did it .... It wasn’t like I
planned to go there [community college] ... before ... and then get a
degree at, up at [state university], but ... that’s how it ended up.
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Going to [community college] first ... I got more serious there ...
and I did good there, too.

Much has been written about the community college and its student-centeredness.
While researchers have identified a variety of ways the institutions accommodate
students, they often point to faculty as the primary nurturers. Most surveys of two-yearcollege faculty reveal that they value creating a positive academic experience (Callan,
1997), “seeing and supporting student growth” (Diener, 1986, p. 352), and interacting
with students, above such things as dispensing information, professional advancement
and scholarly activity (Cohen & Brawer, 1996); in the interviews, participants clearly felt
faculty affection. Three subjects - Tillie, Tina, and Gary - described special moments
involving community college faculty.

Tillie
It was ... very hard ... for me. My daughter was ... um, about ten
when I started, at [community college]. I mean ... they have child
care and ... all that ... but that didn’t really help me ... at night. My
problem was I didn’t have ... I didn’t know what to major in. You
know, I was taking courses and then it was, like, adding up ... we’re
talking about my ... third? ... yeah, about my third year. I had a lot
of credits going.
I took Human Services ... the intro course with [professor]. I think
I took it more ... because it came on a good night (laughs). Well ...
that was the beginning ... that is why it is my major ... now.
[Professor] was one of the most incredible people I have ever met.
By far.... She told us her life ... all about how she struggled when
she was younger. Everyone, actually all the students sort of talked
about themselves the first few classes. It was heavy. Really. I don t
know ... maybe a few weeks into the class her and I were talking ...
after class. She was like ... me. She really was. She had graduated
from high school ... then she had her daughter ... she had to raise
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her alone, as a single parent. Sound familiar (laughs)? Well ... we
were talking and she asked me what I intended to do, to study. I’m
sure I looked lost.... I was (laughs). We began talking about human
services ... you know, as a major. How she went back to school ...
older ... and got her degree. Then her master’s .... There I was, like,
thirty ... eight? Looking up to her (laughs). We talked that night ...’
and we talked after class ... a lot. Like I said ... that was the
beginning .... I took nothing but human service classes - maybe two
more with her - and I just... that’s it. I found what I wanted.
We talked about raising our daughters ... men (laughs) and ...
anything, anything. It was like ... we knew each other for ... years.
At [community college] I had a lot ... many people helped me, you
know, get through. But, [professor] ... she really made a difference.
I’m majoring in it now ... I intend to graduate, I’d say, in three years
... that’s my target. I want to be a social worker ... maybe in a
hospital ... or retirement home - we spent time ... we visited this
retirement home in Connecticut as part of a class ... you know, we
observed for a day.
It’s, um ... strange. I wonder what I would have studied ... majored
in, if I didn’t meet her ... in that class. I can’t imagine what I would
be doing ....

Tina
The first day of class he [English professor] made it seem like we
were gonna have work that, like ... I thought that I was going to
have an anxiety attack. And, he was talking about all these, like,
papers and ... I thought I would never, ever be able to fit it into my
schedule. But, as time went on, I, I remember, like, acing the class
...I did so well in the class ... and he was, like, he was like really
good. He kept telling me that, you know, that I have a ... a powerful
gift, with writing, and like transitional paragraphs ... I was able to
catch my readers. He used one of my essays as a, um, like a sample
essay at, I think he taught at another school and he used it as a
sample essay for a, um, I can’t remember ... it was a reflection
essay ... we had to reflect on something in our childhood .... When
he told me that he was using my, my work as, like, you know ... I
was like ‘Oh my God.’ That made me feel really good.

Tina also discussed a positive experience with a sociology teacher.
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My father had a stroke, a major stroke a few years back and he was
... right now he’s turning fifty this year, so he’s crabby about that,
but ... it really affected his speech and his motor skills ... stuff like
that. And, it really impacted my family because ... he was always
the breadwinner. And, and I had taken [professor’s] classes right
along. And, I like them because I have a big mouth and I like to talk,
you know. And, her classes, what you do is like group therapy, and
it was always, it was always very, very good for me. And, we, I had
taken her [sociology class] ... and, I needed it to transfer over ...
and I ... figured I could take it with [professor] one last time. And,
we had talked about tragedy in the family and, I remember, like, she
let me talk in the class about everything ... and, I mean, it was very
difficult for me to talk about it ... it was very, very emotional but
like, she helped me out, so much, and she kind of like ... she makes
her students feel very, very special.

Gary
At [community college] ... I just wanted to finish, graduate. I was,
like, I didn’t really want to go ... to begin with. My mother was,
like, ‘Just go. Take these courses ... they will transfer.’ She wanted
me to prove myself .... I just didn’t know ... I had no idea what I
wanted to do. My father ... both my parents were, like, it’s time to
grow up (laughs).Whatever.
The classes ... I really didn’t mind it ... them, you know. I didn’t
think I needed a major ... I didn’t even know they had majors at
[community college] (laughs). I mean ... I’m an education major
here [state university] ... if you can believe that (laughs). But I knew
before I came ... I transferred here. Because I took a class on
teaching ... elementary teaching at [community college].
My advisor said I should take, try ... this education class. It was just
an intro. She said all lost people, you know ... people who have no
idea about school ... go on to teaching. I was, like, fine .... I’m in
this class with all girls ... I was the only guy ... in about, I don’t
know, twenty people. The teacher was pretty cool ... she was a
teacher (laughs) ... I mean she taught elementary school, you know,
before [community college]. She liked me ... and I did OK, with
the, with the presentations and things.
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We had these little kids in the class ... no, we went to a day care
place ... to watch, we had to observe, like, for a couple classes. I
really like kids ... I’m pretty close with my younger sister .... I
really liked playing with them. I couldn’t teach ... we just watched,
but we hung around the place ... talking with the kids. I don’t know
if I was the only guy ... I think, maybe there was one other.
Afterwards, my teacher told me I was, you know, the kids liked me.
I was, like, ‘Hey, I’m the only guy they can play with’ (laughs). She
said that I was, like ... natural ... this was the place to see if we
could do this kind of thing, you know, deal with all those kids ...
and she said, and some of the other girls in my class said I should
consider teaching.
I really liked my teacher ....When she said that I was like, ‘Really?’
So I took another class with her ... the next level. Then another, not
with her though. I mean, it wasn’t a big deal, but that’s what got me
interested in teaching, teaching kids ... her.
I wrote a paper last semester [at state university] about that day, you
know ... my first time watching those kids ... and her saying that to
me. We were writing about the time we knew ... the first time we
knew we wanted to be a teacher....

This is not to suggest that all the participants’ experiences with community
college faculty were positive. To varying degrees, three either criticized or questioned
their teachers or teaching pedagogy.

Gail questioned her teacher’s personal connection to the course and the existence
of a teacher-student shared experience.

Gail
At [community college] ... you ... many students are from [Western
Massachusetts city] ... there is a high Hispanic population, you
know. A lot of the classes are, ufn, I don’t know ... there is a good
mix .... But the teachers ... they’re mainly white. Most of them. I
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think ... I had, maybe one ... two who were, you know Spanish
speaking ... one woman was black.
It just ... was strange ... like, in Sociology - you know, that’s what
my major is, now — we would always talk about, you know, like race
... sexism and everything. It just seemed like the speech ... when
the teachers talked with us ... me anyway ... she didn’t know what
was going on. She talked about it ... but me and this other girl
would laugh. She wasn’t mean ... or anything. She just ....This lady
[professor] was like ... how did she know anything about race? She
would drive from, like I don’t know where ... Pittsfield, or
somewhere ... where she lived. I mean she didn’t live there, but I
know she lived far away from [community college] ... she
complained about it all the time (laughs). You just knew she would
never live here ....

Although she wasn’t overly critical, Trudy recalled a professor who did not
believe in “hand-holding” students. Interestingly, while not all eight participants
described nurturing professors, Trudy was the only participant who actually described
one who was not.

Trudy
My economics professor, um, I, I actually consider him a friend,
[name]. I think my first ... economics course with him was, I think
macro. I took macro with him. Macro Economics. And, that’s a lot
of math ... and, um, he ... was an economics major. Loved it. And,
he was ... very much about... not believing that ... he should hand¬
hold. He, he taught and he made sure that he let us know that his
expectation level was, um ... that we worked at a level, the same as
what would be expected in a, a four-year school. Very demanding.
Ah ... his tests were extremely difficult and ... you didn’t miss one
of his classes ... that wasn’t allowed.
My first test ... I, I got like a 73% ... and I was devastated ...
literally devastated, and I was in tears. And, he told me that the way
his tests were structured, that I should be very, very happy with a
73%. And, I ... so we argued about that.
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Chuck felt uncomfortable in one class and criticized the teacher for contributing
to this feeling.

Chuck
I liked most of my classes ... actually, I liked most teachers. That’s
the difference, you know ... between [community college] and [state
university]. I know ... I keep saying that (laughs)....
One class was different ... I really didn’t like it. We had a professor
... she was, you know ... very women’s rights ... all that. She
wasn’t ... like, she didn’t go off on it ... but you knew. She ... I
learned a lot ... I’m not saying I agree with her .... The class was all
female. I was ... we had one other guy for about a few weeks
(laughs). I guess he couldn’t take it (laughs). I almost couldn’t take
it! It was my last year there ... my last year. I needed ... no, actually
I wanted one more social science ... transfer. This class would
transfer, they told me.
All we did was discuss ... how the world ... what? ... is unfair to
girls. That’s all we did. We had, like, all older women in class ...
and I know I was ... like they knew I was there. Christ, I wasn’t ...
hard to miss (laughs) .... At [community college] most of the classes
were women ... the majority. More than half, I’d say. But this was,
like ... they were all pissed off. And the teacher got them all going. I
think she was pissed, too (laughs).
I probably would’ve ... dropped out ... dropped the class if, like, it
was my first semester there. I needed it, though. And, I could ... you
know, handle it. She [professor] did say something to me ... right in
class ... about putting up with the, um, class... 'cause I was the only
guy. That was funny ... actually.... But, I didn’t ... it was funny at
the end because ... I made it through. It was over .... I didn’t like
sitting there ... listening to them complain ... that’s all they did. We
didn’t even talk about the book ... I didn’t even read after, like,
halfway through.
That was the worst class. That was, like ... she shouldn’t teach like
that... or have a class like that....
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Finally, participants criticized teachers for accommodating students too much.
While this may appear ironic, as adaptability is the quality for which students generally
champion their community college faculty, some described situations of accommodation
- and teacher expectations in general - in negative terms.

Tillie
It wasn’t just in one or two classes .... It was in, I don’t know ... so
many. You’d see the students, the younger ones usually ... I know I
sound like ... their mother ... or I sound like I’m ... the perfect
student or something ... but so many kids would leave class ... you
know, at break. And not come back (laughs)! I think it happened in
.... They’d get the assignment and ... that was it. You’d see them,
like, they’d walk in the next week ... missing what they had missed
... and be, like, ‘I didn’t know this stuff!’ Like it was the teacher’s
fault....
Hey, I would have done the same thing ... twenty years ago. I didn’t
even go to college then ... but, I knew I didn’t want to. So, at least
these kids go. You know, that’s good. But, they shouldn’t be able to
take, like ... half classes all the way through.
Some teachers said, they talked about it. But they didn’t do anything
....I did have an English teacher who, he wouldn’t give back papers
until the end of class ... because of that.
And ... you’d see the students in other classes ... doing the same
thing. You know, the same student. I’d love to see them try that in
college ... at [state university] (laughs).

Chuck
Sometimes it was too much like high school. The teachers would
have to explain things, you know ... over and over to people. And
sometimes you wouldn’t see somebody for, like a month ... they’d
show up at the end ... of the semester, and be, like ‘What’s up.’ I
blew off some classes, but ... I’d miss maybe two. I was in classes
where students would be gone for ... they would come just for the
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tests .... And, they passed. I mean, they were still going there ....
Sometimes, I was like, ‘Why don’t you just fail these kids.’
Teachers would help ... make it so easy ... you couldn’t fail. I
mean, not the hard classes maybe ... you couldn’t miss, like,
Biology for ten weeks. But, nobody ever flunked out. I don’t think
some teachers even ... gave F’s!

Keane
I had one class with [math professor]. You should’ve seen how slow
some of the students were. He would go over a problem ... he’d be
up at the board ... and I’d be thinking this is Algebra I. We had this
in high school Hello! I don’t even like math ... I was like, I don’t
want to even take this ... only because I needed it. For business. I
walk in ... you know, on the first day, and I was just, I would’ve
taken a C. I wasn’t even that good in math in high school. And, this
was college.
The next week ... you should’ve seen the questions. All you had to
do was read it ... do the problems. That was the thing ... it wasn’t
like people, like you couldn’t get it. You know, like calculus or ...
something like way up there. This was so basic ... and the only
reason people couldn’t do it was ... the teacher would help the class
so much. Why even read it? He should’ve made people know it ...
before class .... What he would do ... he’d go over the problems ...
before the quiz (laughs). We’d walk in ... and usually ... in a
normal class you take a quiz ... and, like, that’s how the teacher
knows what you learned. We would come in .... He’d say, ‘Are
there any questions on the problems?’ Well ... of course there are
questions ... because he would do them on the board and we would
just, like, look up at the board to see how. That was how you did
your quiz. I mean, the questions were different but ... you just did it
the same way ... as up on the board, and you’d look up and see
(laughs) .... It was like third grade.

While their views of the community college classroom experience might have
varied, the results did not; all the participants successfully passed, and all completed (or
*

nearly completed) associate’s degrees; that was an achievement in itself, given how most
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viewed college while in high school. That view changed, however, during their
community college years: perhaps Chuck captured this best:

I started liking school when I went to [community college].

Apparently, all eight participants liked school ... enough to transfer and continue
their education at the next level. In the following chapter, Chapter 5, participants reflect
on their state university experience. They have spent anywhere from one semester to one
full year at large, public universities in the Northeast, and they have broadened their
views on education.

However, before they describe their state university experience, three participants
recalled the transfer process.

David
I had completed my certificate program ... but, you know, I still had
these courses ... that were not part of the, my program, that I was
going to take. Actually ... I had started working in [Western
Massachusetts city] ... but I hung out in the computer lab ... and I
still was enrolled ... for the, next fall. My company paid for ... some
of the tuition. Like half .... I went part time ... while I was
working.... The job ... sucked. I mean, I ... it, I made good money,
pretty good .... But ... the job was killing me. I was maintenance ...
computer tech ... so we would have, like ... everyone’s computer to
work on .... I couldn’t do that too long.
My advisor was, like, ‘You have all these courses ... you almost
have a degree.’ ... Associate’s degree .... He was, like ... ‘Take
this and ... that, and you can go to [state university]. It’s so easy to
transfer in.’ I wasn’t sure I wanted ... that. I also didn’t want to
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keep going to [community college]. So, I went that next year ...
yeah, one year ... and then I transferred ....
My father said he would help me pay ... he’s paying half. About
half. I had to work, though. He was, like, “Go.’ He wasn’t like that
when ... before I went to [community college].

Gail
I knew I wanted to go to [state university] ... I’d say ... probably
about my third year ... just before my third year. I was only taking
... I had taken the hard classes ... a science ... my English
requirements ... those were out of the way. The last year I just took
... I had ... I think ... Social Problems ... Gender Issues ... and ... I
can’t remember. Maybe another sociology class. That might have
been second semester .... Anyway ... my advisor was talking about,
you know, where I would ... what I was going to do after I
graduated.
My girlfriend ... she went to [community college] but she didn’t go
more than, I think ... one semester ... she was going to [state
university]. She was, like, ‘You can get all these scholarships ... I’m
not paying nothing’ (laughs)! I was ... I, all that ... those forms. I
was, like ... I couldn’t even do my taxes (laughs). When I met with
my advisor ... she was like, The school ... what do you think we do
here ... we will help you.’ So ... that was it. We figured it was better
... cheaper to live here [state university]. I mean, if I commuted ...
that would be hard ... and I wanted to live here. My friend was here
(laughs). I got so much financial aid ... it was easier than to drive
here.
My parents didn’t believe that ... I remember telling my father how
... it wouldn’t cost that much. He was like, ‘No way. You just
finished school.’ But ... he saw what it was ... costed, so ... that
was it.
When he ... my parents drove me up ... you know, to, here last
summer ... before school began ... they were so happy. Really.

Trudy
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... [T]he summer before my last semester at [community college] I
had selected five schools that I wanted to look at and ... because of
my age and doing it at this time in my life, I said ... I’m going to
get the bang for my buck. Now I had the grades ... and at that point
I had the confidence level, I said I’m going to look at the Bentley’s,
and ... I’m going to look at Bryant ... I’m gonna look at Babson.
Babson ... is very elite ... yuppie. Not cheap. Scholarships and
grants isn’t in their vocabulary ... it was thirty ... something; that
was just tuition. You had to live on campus.... I went to the
financial aid office to talk about grants and scholarships ... the guy
looked at me like I was from outer space (laughs). Bentley was
another that I visited ... Um ... I didn’t get that warm a reception.
Um, Northeastern, I liked .... They had a five-year program that was
interesting ... but ... the reputation had sorta fallen off .... I wanted
to look at small colleges ... because of my experience at
[community college] .... I had thrived in that small environment.
So, I went to Bryant and I fell in love ... very small. Excellent
reputation. Excellent marketing program .... I went to their open
house and ... I went to their marketing ... I got an invitation to go to
their marketing open house .... And, at the end of the program I was
really psyched .... I was really turned on to it and ... afterwards I
went up ... to the head of the marketing department, who happened
to be a woman. Dr. something. And I introduced myself. I said, ‘Hi,
I’m [name].’ And she said, ‘Oh, you’re here with you daughter or
your son’ (laughs). And ... I said, ‘No, actually I’m a prospective
student.’ And, I got, ‘Oh.’ I mean, she actually had an intake of
breath. ‘Oh ...oh ... oh ...well, that’s wonderful.’ And, that was the
response I got.... Ok, I was, like I wasn’t gonna let that bother me.
I then went to the financial aid office .... They had the, the
‘President’s Scholarship’ for students with a 3.4 cum .... I told the
woman, ‘I have a 3.9.’ She said, ‘Oh, those are for high school
students.’ That was for high school cums .... At that point I realized
they were geared to the young ... traditional students — I had come
from this nurturing college and ... here I was ... this square peg
trying to fit into a round hole. So, I left Rhode Island. I had a long
drive ... I was living in New Hampshire at the time ... I remember
... crying. Because they really made me feel like I was ... twenty
years too late ....
So, I went back to [community college] and, two professors that,
um, I had been talking to ... and knew I was doing a college search
... I told them about my experience at Bryant. And both of them
chastised me ... and got very annoyed with me and said, Why
aren’t you looking at [state university - her present college]?
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Next, the interviews turn to the state universities, the participants’ present
colleges.
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CHAPTER 5
INTERVIEW #2: STATE UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE

By virtue of their being enrolled in community colleges - where more than half of
all first-time freshmen begin (AACC, 1996) - the eight participants in this study were, at
least temporarily, part of a majority collegiate population. However, that distinction
changed the moment their status changed from “community college student” to “state
university student.” Once they registered at their respective four-year institutions, they
immediately became part of a minority collegiate population: community college transfer
students. Cohen and Sanchez (1997), in a national study of twenty states and 400
institutions, placed the community college transfer rate at 21.8%; Striplin (2000) found
the rate slightly higher, at 23%. Other researchers (Tinto, 1997; Nora, 1999) have placed
the present transfer rate slightly lower, at 15% - 20%.

Community college transfer rates were once much higher. In 1920, nearly 80% of
two-year college programs were characterized as “college preparatory” (Brint & Karabel,
1989). And, between 1940 - 1960, national community college transfer figures hovered
between 67% and 75% (Cohen & Brawer, 1989). By the early 1970’s, Cohen and Brawer
noted that transfer rates had plummeted to less than 25%. There were a number of
reasons for this shift, the primary one being the explosion of vocational and terminal
educational programs, many of which were funded through The Vocational Education
Act of 1963. This legislation provided $450 million in funds that supported vocational
*

education (Witt, Wattenbarger, Gollattscheck & Suppiger, 1995).
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Cohen and Brawer (1996) acknowledged the decrease in community college
transfer rates, but they also noted that transfer-rate figures tend not to be reliable and may
fluctuate because the term “community college transfer student” is not uniformly defined.
The researchers explained:

The major difficulty in collecting data is that the concept transfer is
variously defined. Some students begin their collegiate studies at a
community college and transfer to a university after earning an
associate degree; many transfer after only one or two semesters.
Others begin at the university, drop out and take courses at a
community college, and then return to the university. Some students
concurrently take courses at both a local community college and a
university. Some start at a community college and stop out for a
period of years before entering the university. Some disappear from
the record when they transfer to universities in other states. All these
permutations affect the data sets. (1987, p. 90)

Regardless of the manner in which institutions define and count transfer students,
most researchers estimate that about one-fifth (21%) of all community college students
transfer to four-year schools (Tinto, 1997; Cohen & Brawer, 1996).

While researchers have had a difficult time defining and counting transfer
students, they have had more success tracking these individuals once they move from
“junior” to “senior” institutions. And, what they have found has not been encouraging.

To begin with, most students who matriculate from two- to four-year institutions
%

experience what Hills (1965) referred to as “transfer shock, which describes the culture
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shock experienced by transfer students who find the university culture to be less personal,
less nurturing and less student-oriented (Phillips, 1990; Richardson & Skinner, 1992;
Bauer & Bauer, 1994). One result of the transfer is that many experience an immediate
decline in the grade point average. These declines range from 0.3 (Doucette & Teeter,
1985) to 0.8 (Pounds & Anderson, 1989) - nearly one full GPA point - although most
research shows a drop in the GPA of about 0.5 (Nolan & Hall, 1974; Lucas & Meltesen,
1990). Officials at Georgia Southwestern College reported that over two-thirds of all
community college transfer students experienced transfer shock (Pounds & Anderson).

Also discouraging is the fact that few community college transfer students
graduate from “senior” institutions. Graduation rates vary anywhere from 10% -15%
(Pincus & Archer, 1989) to 25% - 33% (Richardson & Bender, 1987). A more recent
national study (USDOE, 1997) places the transfer-graduation rate at 25%.

Where does this leave the eight subjects? Since participants in this study are
currently enrolled students, we do not know whether or not they will persist.
Furthermore, if they do persist, we do not know whether they will suffer immediate
transfer shock but eventually return to “pre-transfer level of academic performance in
subsequent semesters,” as transfer students typically do (Cuseo, 1998, p. 8). We do know,
however, how they did during their first semester, or first year. More important, perhaps,
we hear about their experiences at state universities and their immediate reaction to those
experiences.
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While there are many small, degree-granting colleges, most students, similar to
participants in this study, attend large colleges and universities. In fact, only 10% of all
college campuses enroll 10,000 students or more, but these institutions enroll 41% of the
entire collegiate population (Digest of Education Statistics, 2000). And, what do these
percentages translate into in terms of raw numbers? Recent studies (1997) place public,
four-year university enrollment at approximately 2.99 million; this figure is down from
the 1995 enrollment peak of 3.05 million, but higher than the 1975 enrollment total of 2.8
million (DES).

Most students who choose to attend state universities chose instate public
institutions, and participants in this study were no exception. Transfer students from
Connecticut chose Connecticut state universities, where residential enrollment is typically
90% - 96%; Massachusetts transfer students also enrolled at their state university, an
institution that is typically 75% - 85% state residential (Peterson’s Four-Year Colleges,
2001). And, all eight participants found a significant increase in the student population on
the “upper division” campus: state universities in Connecticut enroll 10,000 - 12,000
students, and the state university in Massachusetts enrolls over 18,000 undergraduates
(Peterson’s). Needless to say, this was a change from their community college campus,
and most participants, while not intimidated by sheer numbers, took immediate note once
they arrived at their respective state universities.

In her study of over 1000 college transfer students attending large universities,
%

Vaala (1989) found that most students felt ready for the university. For the most part, the
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eight participants in this study felt similarly; they had very satisfying experiences at the
community college and they believed they were prepared for the university. Also in her
study, Vaala noted that students found the university to be “substantially different than
what they had anticipated” (p. 36). For these eight subjects,

“substantially different”

would seem an appropriate way to describe the way they found the university, compared
to the way they had imagined it prior to attending.

In this chapter, the eight participants discussed their state university experience,
beginning early in their first semester, when they registered for courses and were advised.
The discussion then centered on two issues: the university and its magnitude, and faculty.
The chapter concludes as participants discussed the university classroom. While they
described a relatively short time period in their lives - six participants discussed their first
semester, and two participants discussed their first two semesters - it is important
because it is a time of transition and it marks the beginning of the subjects’ journey
toward something that eludes the majority of community college transfer students: a
baccalaureate degree.

Trudy, Chuck and Tina discussed the university registration process. Interestingly,
all three attend different state universities but pointed to the same thing: the
depersonalized nature of registration and the new technology and method (phone-in) used
in the process.

*

Trudy
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We had advising during orientation ... and we signed up for classes
— that was part of orientation. And, it was hard because we were
transfer students and ... new students had already had their
orientation and ... had already registered for classes ... so by the
time they got to the next round, which was the transfer students ... a
lot of the classes were already taken ... so it was really, really, really
hard. It was very, very stressful .... You didn’t go ... and sit with an
advisor and say, ‘Ok, I want to sign up for this class,’ and they sign
you up .... It is a computer system here, and it’s via the telephone.
You don’t know if the course is available until you call up and you
put in the numbers and the system tells you whether you’ve been
accepted or not or ... it’s over-subscribed, so pick another course. I
... I had not had that experience. That was very stressful.

Chuck
I was late registering - I think it was just before classes started. It
wasn’t like [community college] ... you know, you couldn’t just
show up the first day of class (laughs) .... I was, like, ‘There is
nothing left.’ All the courses ... the ones I needed just to start off
with ... were filled.
The thing was ... I wasn’t sure about living on campus or not. I
didn’t know until, like ... just before school. I got in the dorms late
.... You’re supposed to meet with your advisor and, you know ...
register. My professor wasn’t there .... I just picked courses and the
...a professor from the department ... I don’t know, the dean ... he
said it looked good. My schedule. Then I had to call it in ... register
over the phone - that’s how you did it. I had one ... two classes that
were closed ... you couldn’t register for them. It was ... I just
couldn’t do this over the phone. I wanted to say, ‘Do the professors
let you in ... if it [the course] is closed. You know, can you at least
try to get in?’ You couldn’t do that. That’s the biggest difference
between ... from [community college]. There, your advisor could
ask your teacher to let you in ... you always did that.

Tina
That [registration] was pretty crazy because it was, like, nothing I’ve
ever been through before. I didn’t know who my advisor was. I
signed up for classes with a woman that was ... as a matter of fact,
she wasn’t even part of the English department. She was part of the
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education department. She had me sign me up for classes. Um, then
they had me sign up for these horrible classes and I was, I was
terrified of the classes .... I had to take them eventually, but they
had me signing up for them.
I had gotten my schedule back in the mail and ... I didn’t get all the
classes that I had registered for. So, I was freaked out because I had
to ... back then I was on my mother’s insurance and ... I had to be a
full-time student. So, they have this phone number you can call in add courses, drop courses - and I ended up adding ... I mean, there
was like nothing left for me to add but I had to take British
Literature. I was, like, ‘Oh, my God.’ I signed up for that and just
hoped for the best.

Gary and David also discussed university registration and noted how the process
differed from community college registration.

Gary
My advisor at [community college] had told me ... she had
explained how it would be different when I signed up for classes,
you know, at [state university]. So, I knew it would be different. It
wasn’t, like, like it was hard. You just ... did it. What was hard was
... all the classes. It was so confusing ... picking classes from the
book. It [registration book] is about 100 pages (laughs). You look at
it, like, you need Psychology or some class. You see, like fifty
classes ... all psychology classes ... at every time. Every day. It is
too much. At ... at [community college] you had, like, two sections
... you either took it this day or that day. That was it. Here, it’s like
... there are too many choices.
The advising ... that was ok. My advisor ... she helped me. But she
only tells you what you need for, you know, your major. Then, it’s
like, ‘Ok, take what you want from these fifty classes’ (laughs). I
was kinda lost.

David
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I went up to [state university] in the summer ... to orientation. We
registered and all that. I really wasn’t into it ... I just wanted to take,
like, four courses. Get started. I had this credit ... from the
certificate program. I wasn’t sure what would transfer, you know,
because I was starting business. No one could tell me, like ...what
would transfer. I was, like, ‘What am I? A sophomore? You know
... what courses do I not have to take?’ They didn’t know about my
transfer classes ... I had to wait. I didn’t want to take a class I didn’t
have to take. No one knew ... then, at least. At [community college]
your advisor would be like ... they’d tell you, like, right then.
Sometimes he would say that you could ... just switch one course,
you know, for another ... so you wouldn’t have to ... so you would
get all your credit. Here ... forget it. I ended up not transferring a lot
of credits ... I just found this out. It is so different here.

Tillie also noted the difference in the university and community college
registration process; as a nontraditionally-aged student registering on a university
campus, she felt “out of the loop.”

Tillie
The thing I liked about [community college] was that ... I could talk
to my advisor like a peer ... she was a peer (laughs). She knew me
... we would just pick up where we left off ... you know, when we
met. Each time. She told me it might be different at [state university]
and it was. That’s for sure.
I was very nervous. It is a big campus and everyone is so ... young
(laughs). I really felt out of the loop ... and I still do .... They keep
telling me that there are loads of adults ....
I had to go down ... right before classes started because I didn’t get
two of my classes. I met with my advisor and she, she was like,
‘What do you want to take?’ That’s how they do it. At [community
college] you say, ‘What should I take?’ and they [advisors] plan it
all out for you. I’m not saying I needed all this, like hand-holding ...
I knew I wouldn’t get that at ... college, you know, at [state
university]. But, I didn’t know anything about choosing courses. I
guess that’s pretty strange, huh?
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For Keane, university registration was trouble-free. She actually preferred it to
community college registration.

Keane
At [state university] you just check off the courses you want ... and
then call up. They have a ... registration is over the phone. You just
use course numbers and you’re all set. That was new for me.
When I was at [community college] I just, they always wanted you
to visit with your advisor. You know, sit and talk and go over
everything. I’d be like ... ‘I have better things to do ... I work, you
know.’ All you had to do was sign up ... I don’t know why everyone
... all these students would be in line to talk about a course. Now ...
well, you have to know what you need ... you know, for your major.
But is so easy to ... just call. Unless the class is closed. That
happened this [spring] semester. You don’t know until ... it’s like
... every good class is taken. I had to take a class at ... early. That
sucked (laughs).

Most community colleges have relatively small campuses.

Many of the

institutions themselves were once public elementary or secondary schools, so the eight
participants in this study attended campuses whose physical plants are small and
contained. In fact, four subjects attended a community college where everything from
classrooms and faculty offices to the cafeteria and gymnasium is housed in one building.
Needless to say, transferring to the state university was more than an academic change: it
was an environmental change. Participants noted the difference.

Keane, Tillie and Tina discussed the magnitude of the university.
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Keane
I always made fun of [community college] ... it is so small. It’s,
like, it s not even a college. It’s like a high school. Now ... it’s like I
miss it. [State university] is a huge place. You should see the fight
for parking spots in the morning. If you have, like, a 9 o’clock class
... forget it. You have to get here early ... or really late. Or you’re
parking way far away ... and the shuttle takes so long. That’s the
only thing I really hate .... And you pay for a sticker .... And you
can’t even park.
I had one class that was, like, at one end of the campus .... Everyone
has a class in that building ... at that time. Forget trying to get there
on time .... When I first got there [university] ... they give you a
map of the campus. I felt like an idiot, you know, trying to read it.
There ... there are bigger places, I know. I have a friend at UMass.
That’s different. That’s a lot bigger ... I wouldn’t make it there.
He’s like ... ‘You get used to it.’ I don’t think that ... I wouldn’t
want, like, 20,000 students running around (laughs).

Tillie
I thought the school was beautiful, you know, the campus .... When
I visited it and registered ... I walked around and, you know, no one
was around. It is really nice. It is big ... nothing like [community
college] but, it wasn’t the first college campus I had ever been on. I
think ... for an eighteen-year-old it would be much different. They
might be lost ... coming right out of high school and everything. I
actually thought... I liked the space. At first.
When classes started ... that’s when I missed [community college].
There, I would pull in at 6:25 and be at my 6:30 night class no
problem. At [state university] it’s like ... you have to plan around
everything. My advisor is in one building. I take, what ... two
classes nowhere near that. The library ... that’s another walk. You
really can’t do anything, like, at the ... on the spot. First, you’ll
never find the people you need to meet with ... and parking. That’s
another nightmare. You end up walking ... I’m talking miles—
Once you’re in the classroom ... actually inside (laughs) ... then it is
the same. But this place ... it’s nothing like [community college].
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Tina
Um ... it was, it was very difficult [at state university] because
you’re running from building to building. You know ... no one’s
there to say where you go. You just kinda find it on your own.

David also felt overwhelmed his first few days on the university campus.

David
When I started going to school ... I was, like, ‘I can’t do this and
work.’ I could handle, like, homework and stuff. But I was driving
... and there’s all this traffic. It’s like ... everyone’s going to class at
the same time. I would park ... and that’s, that was ok when I had
Spanish. That is right next to where you park. But I had, what was
it? Marketing ... that’s another building. Then ... science ... that’s
way over. You drive there. I still work ... so it is hard ... getting on
campus and then getting off. Then driving home. You spend more
time walking around going places than ... going ... sitting in class.

As community college transfer students turned university dormitory students, Gail
and Gary experienced perhaps the most significant change.

Gail
I lived in [dormitory] my first semester. I just moved though. I’m
still not moved in. Now I’m in [dormitory]. It is smaller. And my
friend from home ... she asked me if I wanted to move in with her.
She was like, ‘How could you live in [dormitory] ... it’s a big party
dorm. She was right. It was very loud there ... every night. My
father would be, like, he couldn’t hear me on the phone when he
called (laughs).
[State university] is, this place is big. Nothing like high school or
[community college]. My first few weeks ... I just followed people
to, where they were going. To class. That’s how I went to one class
for the first two weeks (laughs). You’d follow this huge group of
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students. The teacher would, like, say her office was somewhere. I’d
be like ‘I’ll never find that.’ I wasn’t sure I would make it. I mean
... you get used to the place. I know most things, places now. But,
when, the first month ... I missed classes. I didn’t even know, like
places where you could eat. Even now. I’ll walk into something and
be like ‘I didn’t know this lab was here ... or this church.’ You’re
like in a new city.
I had some friends come up during the fall, for Homecoming. This
place was ... it was crazy. I lost one of my friends. We were in one
dorm and we went to another .... She was, I don’t know where she
went And she doesn’t drink ... that wasn’t it. She couldn’t
remember my dorm, the name of my dorm. She couldn’t even find
her car. She walked around until she found Security. I don’t know
... about 3am they called. She said, like, everything looked the
same. She couldn’t tell the difference between buildings ... dorms
... anything.
I was just like that during the day (laughs) ... right when I began
here.

Gary
I had been to [state university] ... to parties. I know a couple people
who go here ... and I visited this place a few times last year. So, I
knew, like, the campus ... and everything. It’s different ... when
you go here. This place is huge ... really. That’s why I didn’t go
here ... before. I wouldn’t have lasted (laughs). I mean, there are
some people here from [home town] ... I see once in a while ... but
I sometimes don’t see them ... for, like, months, or at all. I have a
class in [building] and I drive with my roommate ... or I take the
shuttle.... It’s like fifteen minutes away ... you know, from here.
It’s hard getting there on Friday morning (laughs).
Living here is ... that is the best part. I never would go here and
drive ... commute. I don’t know why you would do that. I really
don’t leave the campus .... When I was going to [community
college] sometimes ... I would blow off classes and just drive off
somewhere ... in my car. Once you were off campus, like away
from school ... you didn’t go back. You didn’t hang out there. Here
... I hang out at the dining commons or we go to the Campus Center
... for, like, a long time (laughs). We hang out there all day.
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It is big ... but I sorta like that. It’s big enough to ... you don’t have
to leave. Everything’s here.

Everything was there for Chuck, too. But, to him, that was the problem. He lived
on campus his first semester but returned home and is now commuting.

Chuck
I like [state university] .... It’s not too expensive ... I got a lot of
financial aid ... I could even afford to live on campus. I was going
to just commute ... but... it was almost cheaper to live there.
It was too crazy. I am twenty-three, you know ... but I thought it
would be cool. I wasn’t in a freshman dorm - that was good. But it
wasn’t (laughs). The place was ... it was going all night. All you
could hear was stereos ... guys screaming. This was, like, every
night. Really. I was, like ... I had fun, you know ... I partied it up.
But it was never quiet. There were too many people ... everywhere.
I’d go to the library ... I mean, that was how bad it was ... I actually
had to go to the library (laughs).
I started staying at my girlfriend’s ... she’s like, maybe twenty
minutes away. She had to move and I was, like ... ‘I’m not living
here. This place ... too much going on.’ The food sucked, too.... I
don’t like the drive ... but I ... it’s cheaper. I don’t mind living
home. I will be done ... it will be over one of these days.

Perhaps Chuck summed it best, the difference between the community college
and university campus:

Chuck
It’s too big and there’s so much.... It’s like you can’t feel at home.
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Some participants reside on campus; others commute. Some participants are
traditionally-aged,

twenty-one-year-old

students;

others

have

children

who

are

approaching that age. Though age and experience may differ, all eight subjects have one
experience in common: they sit in class and are taught by university faculty. And, while
they may have completed only one or two semesters, they had much to say on this
subject.

Several participants noted that one of the more useful services provided by
community college academic advisors was teacher recommendations. Subjects spoke of
specific instances where advisors would actually suggest - even urge - students to take
classes with certain professors; additionally, participants reported that these same
academic advisors actually warned students to avoid certain faculty. Forthright discussion
of this nature was not uncommon in the community college. However, it was lacking at
the university and three participants missed the advice.

Tina
Nobody had advised me about ... any of the instructors. My, my
instructors my first semester were ... just horrifying. And ... British
Literature was one of the biggest ... eye-opening experiences I’ve
ever had in my life because I went in there and, we were reading
Beowulf the first day and it was in, like, it was barely translated. I
had no idea what I was doing, you know. I thought I made the
biggest mistake of my life becoming an English minor. Urn ... it
was, it was very, very difficult....

Chuck
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The professor ... they make the class. The bad courses I have had
I had at [community college] were because of the professor. Mostly.
Even the worst classes were ok, you know, if you had a good, a fun
teacher. I really didn’t know what I was getting into. When I
registered for classes ... I didn’t want to ask, like, ‘How tough is
he? (laughs) I mean, I could do that at [community college] and, I
don’t know, maybe you could do that here [university] but I don’t
know. When I went to my first classes, you know in September ... I
had no idea about any of them. Nothing. That never happened at
[community college]. A few times ... like, with a night class, you
know, with a part time teacher. The advisors didn’t know everyone.
Actually, they’d tell you, ‘This guy’s new’ or ‘I don’t know about
this teacher ... maybe you should wait until so and so is teaching it.’
That made it so easy.
I just didn’t want to ask, you know ... people, like other professors
or my advisor here. Students ... I ask other students. But you
wouldn’t walk up to your advisor and say, ‘Tell me who I can take.
Who is an easy A?’(laughs)

Unlike Tina and Chuck, Gary asked his advisor about faculty.

Gary
There are so many classes ... and teachers. You really don’t know
what you’ll get. I was, like, ‘Who do I take for English?’ I didn’t
want someone who was hard. Not that way (laughs) ... someone
who was, like boring and hard (laughs). Some ... I have friends
who know some of the teachers ... but you’re sorta stuck
sometimes. I asked my advisor if ... I needed an upper-level English
class. You know, it was, it was required. And a language class, too. I
asked her how hard this teacher was. She looked at me ... she didn’t
know anything. She just said the course, you know ... I needed it.
‘So, take it,’ she said. ‘What do I have to do ... in the class. Like,
how much reading’ - stuff like that. She didn’t know.
I mean, the classes aren’t that much different ... but you don’t get
the same teacher again, like, more than once. So you don’t know
them.
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Once participants were registered for courses in the fall of 1999, all that remained
was the first day of class, where they would meet their first university professors.
Subjects were asked to reflect on that moment.

Tillie and Gail noted that university professors appeared similar to their
community college professors but that they seemed a little more “serious.”

Tillie
I was nervous before the first class ... the first day of school. I, I had
done well. It wasn’t that. I knew the work wouldn’t be, you know,
the issue. I was just unsure about the teachers. I like knowing who is
teaching (laughs).
The first day I had all my classes. I schedule it that way ... for work.
You know ... it wasn’t bad. I think I was lucky. I liked two
professors. I mean ... it was different sitting in class ... that’s for
sure. But, at first, I liked how the teachers started things off.
I will say ... one ... my history professor was all business the first
day. He is serious ... sort of what you would expect, you know ... at
a university. He didn’t really ask who we were. There’s a difference.
I think ... every class at [community college] the teacher ... on Day
1, would ask students to talk about themselves. I didn’t like that at
first, you know, when I first started, but it made everyone
comfortable. Here ... it is different. Like, I thought he would read
our names off a roster ... something so I know, you know, I’m
supposed to be here. It was more like, ‘Welcome to US History.
Let’s begin’(laughs).
Even this semester ... I have, ah, one, two ... two professors are
very ... formal. They ... it wouldn’t call it fun (laughs).
Gail
My friends told me who to take, you know ... when I started. So, I
had ... I knew about two ...actually, one professor. The first day ...
it was different .... I had a couple of teachers who were like, ‘We
read this for Friday...’ and I was like, ‘Hey, slow down’ (laughs). I
had a statistics class ... God! And, it was just like ... you think a
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hard professor will be. He was ... you couldn’t even approach him. It
wasn’t like he was mean to students ... you just felt like he really
didn’t want to deal with students. Or their problems. He was so
serious. Too serious. The class was serious.
You don t really get to know them [faculty] ... so maybe, you know,
they are nicer in person. But ... I’d say ... half - almost - are, like,
pretty much just teach. It’s not like you see them hanging out ...
talking to students around the campus.

David also described a university faculty member he thought was “serious,” but
he saw it as a problem and dropped the class.

David
I had Finance ... I hadn’t taken it. So, I took that with one other
business class. This past fall. I missed the first class .... I go in, like,
Friday and they have already read, you know ... like, two chapters. I
only missed ... that first day. The professor ... he was moving fast.
Everyone was, like, taking notes ... and I was, like, ‘Hey, I want to
get used to things.’ He didn’t even talk about, you know, the class or
anything .... He was just talking ... all serious. He was, like, all
work. He didn’t seem very ... exciting.
It kept going like that... and I was ... I don’t know. I didn’t like the
class to begin with. Finance. But he was ... it was much worse with
him, this professor. I just dropped it. I didn’t want to flunk ....

Keane also dropped a class during her first semester but for a different reason: she
was bored.

Keane
I took all morning classes because ... well, in the fall my work
schedule was different. I had to be in at 3pm. So, I had, like, 9:00,
10:00, classes. When I went to school the first day I was like,
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Please, just let me have good teachers’ (laughs). You knew what
you were getting at [community college]. Here, it’s like flip a coin. I
had ... I needed Intro, to Lit. I had this lady ... she was so slow.
Talking. I mean, she seemed nice and everything.... I couldn’t take
it. And ... I’m ok in the morning. I don’t know how those kids who
are half asleep take it. At [community college] you could switch out.
You could, you know, take another teacher if you didn’t like yours.
After about ... I don’t know, a couple weeks, I was like, ‘I don’t
know what she’s talking about.’ She wasn’t, like, goin’ over our
heads. It was ... she just sucked as, you know ... speaking. And, the
tests were ... she said the tests would be on the discussion. That was
it. I needed the class ... but I couldn’t take her. You can withdraw,
like, way into the semester. I didn’t even wait. It was, like October.
Earlier.

Chuck, who liked the easy-going nature of the community college faculty and
anticipated a very different teaching style at the university, was pleasantly surprised.

Chuck
My first semester I took Art ... I needed to get my ... humanities
done. I had, ah ... Psychology 11 and ... Management. ‘What else
did I have?’ That was too far back (laughs).
I remember thinking that it would be different ... you know, in
college. At [state university] (laughs). I really wasn’t too much
different. I mean ... now, this semester it’s a little ... it’s harder ...
with what I have. But, in the fall ... no. I had this ... wacked-out
guy for Management. He was like ... he was out of his mind. It ...
the class was ... let’s just say, it was an experience (laughs). Even
my other professors were pretty cool. They didn’t just ... talk. I
mean it was easier at [community college] but the teachers ... it
wasn’t that much different. Maybe I was just lucky; I don’t know

I didn’t think it would be like that ... you know, coming from
[community college]. I thought, like, the professors here would be
... all like you see in the movies. You know, the university professor
looking down over his glasses ... talking about ...getting
philosophical ... or something (laugh).
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Nearing the end of her second semester, Tillie offered an interesting insight on
university and community college faculty.

Tilllie
It is difficult here ... trying to, you know, anticipate your professor.
I have only been here ... not even a year, but there is, like, every
type of person. And personality. Some don’t talk to their students.
Some do. Some ... dress up .. they, the men wear a suit and tie.
Others are like ... they’re straight from the sixties (laughs). The
women ... they’re even harder. You have your, ah, professor-types
... some seem more, I don’t know. But, what I have noticed ... you
can sit in class the first day and have no idea, like, what kind of
person ... teacher is teaching.
At [community college] ... the teachers ... they’re all cut from the
same mold. I mean, they look different ... like here. But, they all do
the same thing. They all want to help you ... it’s kind of like grade
school where all the teachers kind of do the same thing with their
students. At [community college] there were always ice-breakers.
Every class. I used to think they, like, talked about it ... like the
school told them to all do the same thing in class (laughs). Teachers
all gave you their phone numbers. They were a little easier (laughs).
Definitely .... There was like a pattern. Here, some might do those
things but not everybody. You just have to, you know, go with the
flow .... It’s different.

Not only did Tillie and others view university faculty as being different, they
viewed the classroom experience much differently from that of the community college. In
the final segment of Chapter 5, participants describe the classroom, the academics, and
themselves as learners on a state university campus.
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Trudy and Tina spoke of transfer shock and its inevitable consequence; a drop in
their GPA.

Trudy
The initial [university class] ... wasn’t that different in terms of, you
know, going into the class, they hand out the syllabus ... go over the
syllabus ... they talk about what the expectation of the course is
going to be. Ah, it didn’t really hit until, like, the first of October. I
remember the first week in October (laughs) ... I was in tears
(laughs). I was like, um ...well, part of the ... I had a really bad
experience. While at [community college] I had taken, I wanted to
learn Spanish ... I had taken Spanish I ... did very well. So when I
came here I placed for what would be the very next level, and I
signed up for that course [Spanish II]. I had a really hard time
getting into it ... so I adjusted my whole schedule so I could get into
this Spanish course .... It ended up being a nightmare because it was
just so ... ahead. The whole class was in Spanish. The homework ...
everything was in Spanish. He talked ... the whole time in Spanish
... there was no English.
I’ll never forget ... we got this, it was a homework assignment and it
was a couple of paragraphs - all in Spanish. And then there were
four or five questions - all in Spanish - that we had to answer. I
stared at that piece of paper for forty-five minutes. I still had my
accounting homework and it was, like, 11 o’clock at night. And,
there was no way I could do that paper. And ... we were past the
add-drop period. And ... I literally just started crying .... It would
have taken me, like, hours to do that homework....
The next day I didn’t go to class .... I went to my advisor and I just
... broke down (laughs). Totally lost it. Started crying .... I told him
there’s no way I could do this with the other courses ... I had three
other classes. I was taking Statistics ... Accounting. Oh, God ...
what else was I taking. They were all my required courses, SOM
[School of Management] courses. And this was an elective ....
I withdrew. My cum was 3.0 because of Spanish. [Trudy graduated
from community college with high honors and a 3.8 GPA.]

Tina
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Students here [community college] complain about having to get
books. It’s nothing like the books you get when you go there [state
university]. There were just, like, so many books required for each
class. They were terrible. I had an anthology book that was, like,
twenty pounds ... for British Literature alone....
All of a sudden, like ... having faculty members who don’t know
your name, they don’t care one bit. They don’t care whether you
show up ... have a family emergency ... all of a sudden you’re just
this ... number. So that was really hard for me to take. And, my
very, very first semester I did terrible. At [state university]. I did
absolutely terrible. I was so upset about it I didn’t even want to go
back. I, I think my grade point average was like a 1.9 [Tina
transferred in with a 3.7]. I was just devastated .... I had American
History, British Literature, I had Macro Economics ... one of the
ones I had to get last minute, and I had ... Math 113 ... that’s
required for all education majors .... And, I was working and
commuting. Two days I had to come to campus twice during the day
... Tuesday and Thursday - because of work. It was really, really
hard....
I remember ... I spoke with my, um, history professor. It was very
hard for me to keep up and I said, ‘I’m really trying to understand.’
It wasn’t that I, um, wasn’t a good student, I just couldn’t keep up
with ... the load of work. He was pretty much, ‘Well, that’s your
problem.’ And, I ended up, I ended up getting a D+ in the class ...
and I was really upset because it was the lowest grade I’d ever
gotten except for, like, the math courses I had dropped. That’s what
really brought my GPA down, so I am going to end up taking that
class again to bring my GPA up.

Tina had a similar experience in an upper-level English course.

Tina
I had to write a paper for British Literature ... what was it on? I
can’t remember .... But, it was like a fifteen page paper I had to
write. I edited it, I edited it, and I wrote and I wanted the paper just
to be perfect ... and I was so happy with it, and she picked it apart.
She picked it apart like crazy. She just, like, instead of saying ‘Hey,
I like what you did here but you might wanna,’ she just pretty much
said, ‘No, this is not the point.’ I remember reading it and I was so,
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like, this disgruntled student, you know . terrible. And she teaches
Shakespeare which I was supposed to take. She is the only one who
teaches it, and ... I will not take another class with her.
There’s a way you can say something to a student ... and completely
crush them and I was, I read this [teacher comments] and ... it was
terrible. So, that was my first view of [state university], and it, it
wasn’t good. And I just remember I didn’t want to go back.

Like many community college students, Tina experienced immediate transfer
shock but rebounded, academically, the succeeding semester.

Tina
[The second semester] I took British Literature II ... so I figured I’m
getting these classes out of the way. And, it was with a different man
and I got ... I think I got a B+ or an A-. I did really well .... I took
the second math course; it was Math 213 .... I got a B, B+ in that
class. And ... I took American Lit I and he was great. He was one of
my best professors there. He was a young guy and I just loved him
.... He made it ... he said, This is gonna be hard ... but we’re
gonna break it down, you’re gonna understand it.’
So, my second semester was a lot better. I brought my GPA up a lot
to, like, a 2.6.

Gary and David also experienced transfer shock but they both attributed it more to
their work ethic than to the university classroom.

Gary
I’m doing pretty good this semester ... I think (laughs). I did OK,
not that great during the fall. I didn’t ... I could ve done better. I
mean ... I passed everything. Actually, I thought I would do worse. I
thought my mother would be pissed (laughs).
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It is definitely harder here. You can’t, like, screw off like you could
at [community college]. I got behind ... you get behind here and you
can’t exactly, you know, talk to your professor and get a break. I
didn’t even try that ... I figured, forget that. Here, at least .... A’s
and B’s at a community college are like B’s and C’s here ... that’s
what everyone says. For me, urn, that’s what happened. I know that
now ... so it should be different this semester. I hope (laughs).

David
I didn’t do that good. I don’t know what I got in, like, two of my
classes .... I’m hoping I passed. I know Spanish will bring it up ...
but it won’t be as good. It’s harder.
I worked a lot....I took five classes ... except for the Finance, you
know, that I dropped. It was much harder ‘cause it wasn’t, like, just
computer classes .... I would read after work ... at night. Then, I’d
fall asleep. I was, like, I missed everything. Then ... in Management
... we, the professor put us in groups. We did case studies ... all the
time. And I could never meet with my group. Sometimes I had to
work. Sometimes I had, I just didn’t go. I didn’t know where they
were meeting. I got behind ... like, in class and I would be, like, ‘I
don’t wanna ruin it for my group.’ I just want to pass that.
You have to do more work. I’m only taking three classes next
semester ... because I don’t want to flunk out. I’d rather go slower.
You know ... you can pass ... easily. You just have to keep up with
... everything.

At forty-five, Tillie felt “very obvious” in the university classroom. She
anticipated this, but not the reaction of fellow students.

Tillie
I knew most of the classes would be ... large. Nothing like classes at
[community college]. That didn’t really bother me. I thought I
would ... I didn’t want to be so- ... to stand out. In a big hall ...
lecture ... I would be less obvious. Well, I felt very obvious. The
‘adult’ students are different here. They’re really kids - that’s the
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joke (laughs). [State university] says it has ... it attracts the, like, all
students. But they count, ah ... someone who is, like twenty-five as
... adult! Right (laughs). And they’re serious. I’m the only student
over, I’d say, thirty. That’s ok ... I’m the one who went back to
school and everything .... It’s just ... the kids don’t really ... I’m
trying to put this the right way .... They sometimes look at me like,
‘What are you doing here?’ Like I am, you know, I’m affecting their
education .... Maybe they think I get special treatment (laughs).
In history ... I was, it was hard for me. The teacher wasn’t that
exciting ... and I need to be excited ... to learn. Well, we would
break up into groups ... the worst thing I had to do in all my classes.
And, the kids would be, like, ‘What do you think?’ Like I have all
the answers. Like 7, like the professor will look to me, you know ...
for a response ... for the answer. I really dreaded that class because
of that ... the groups. You know, I haven’t ... not liked - does that
make sense (laughs) - a class. Since the beginning. I didn’t like that
one ... you know, history.

As an adult student, Trudy also felt noticed; however, she soon overcame her
early trepidation.

Trudy
At first I was intimidated by it because ... most of the time,
unfortunately, I’m the only non-traditional student in class. Yeah.
Last semester I was fortunate that ... I ended up with two other
students besides myself in Stats class ... and they were nontraditional students and that was cool.
My first semester that kind of intimidated me because the professor
would be talking about things that I ... totally related to ... I totally
understood and I felt like I wanted to have input and, or they d ask
questions because they’re really big on getting kids ... you know,
these kids are sitting back and they’re reading the Collegian
[campus newspaper] and they’re doing all this other stuff and ...
nobody talks....
I always sit in the front of class — I like the one-on-one with the
professor. Also, I never miss a class .... I think professors enjoy my
input_ Midway through the first semester, I stopped caring. I
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realized I had something to offer ... I see my professors as peers,
now.

Keane and Gail both mentioned being “lost” in large university lecture halls. They
did not speak of this experience in negative terms, however.

Keane
At [state university], I don’t know. Some classes have, like, fifteen
students. I mean, if you’re taking ... something advanced. Two of
my classes were I bet ... 100 of us. Easily. Some students hate it but
I really don’t mind. I have two big classes right now, too.
It’s different here because you can ... just sit there. You don’t have
to say anything. At [community college] it was, like, you were all in
a circle (laughs). You really couldn’t ... like, hide. It was easy ...
the classes. But the teachers were like, ‘What do you have to add,
[Keane].’ That hasn’t happened here.
You don’t have to go to classes, either. I’m not, I don’t like blow off
school, but I do, you can once in a while. You don’t feel like the
teacher misses you .... I went to ... I had Western Civ. I missed a lot
of classes. You just gotta memorize the notes for the test. I did
(Laughs). I mean, it was, like, sit in this ... theatre for ... an hour
and a half. You could go in late and not find a seat. Or have to, like,
stand there looking for one. I would ... once or a few times,
actually, I looked in through the window ... in the door, and like
there wasn’t any seats. I just left (laughs).

Gail
Class is very different here [state university]. Urn ... not all the
classes. Some of the big classes ones. You have 300 people sitting
... it’s like a movie theatre. People are talking and the teacher is way
down in front ... speaking in a mic. I didn t like ... I had one class
like that and it was easy but I didn’t really like it .... It reminded me
of high school — in assembly. The class was easy because all we had
was a final. And a midterm. You really didn’t have to go.
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You just sit there ... listening. I don’t think students, like, ask
questions ... way up in back. The teacher wouldn’t even see their
hand (laughs). It’s kinda weird ... sitting in a class like that. I
wouldn’t want all my classes like that. You have a choice.
I guess you could sit in front ... next to the teacher, you know? I
think ... that would be better for students who really want to ... if
it’s their major or something. Students who are really into school
probably would never sit in back.

Gail’s comment about certain students at the state university who were “really
into school” was echoed, specifically, by two other participants. Gary and Chuck noted
the presence of these students.

Gary
The classes are not that much different ... I mean, you still go, you
know, take quizzes ... write papers ... all that stuff. The students at
[state university] are, like, they’re not smarter. I’m not saying that.
They just ... I don’t know. Some are much more into school. They,
maybe they want to go on ... get a masters or something. But, in
class you see people who, ah ... study. Hard. You know they’re
getting 4.0’s. There are still slackers here (laughs). But ... it wasn’t
like that at [community college]. Like, people worked ... but they
were older or ... teachers were making it easy for them (laughs).
Now ... here, they don’t make it easy for you .... So, like you see it
... people talking in class and really, you know, making points.

Chuck
I worked with one guy in business ... in Management. He was in my
group. This guy was, like ... he could’ve taught the course. He was
... I think he was a, ah, freshman, too. I mean, how could he know
...it wasn’t like he worked in the field. He would talk about what
Microsoft was doing ... how they would train employees. Then, it
was like ... ok, ah ... I can’t even think of it ... Gulf Oil! He would
know their, like, third quarter profits (laughs). I was, like, Are you
shitting me!’ This isn’t ... Harvard. It’s only [state university] and
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this guy ... and some other students ... it was like, ‘What are you
doing hereT
I noticed that right away ... early. Some people here are, like, pretty
smart (laughs). Really.

Chuck, noted the “smart” students on campus. David noted the “serious”
professors. Keane noted the “huge” university, a place she needed a map to figure out.
What these and other participants were doing was describing the state university and
reconstructing their first-year experience at the institution. In the previous chapter,
subjects described their personal lives and reconstructed their community college
experience. Essentially, Chapters 4 and 5 provided the concrete detail that allowed us to
view these individuals and the institutions that have educated them.

What is missing, however, is the meaning participants make of their experiences.
They have described their experiences; now, how do they understand and make sense of
them? Seidman (1985) explained that during the third and final phenomonologic
interview subjects reflect on how they place something - in this case, their community
college and state university experience - in their lives. Since the goal of this research is
for us to better understand how community colleges affect students who transfer to state
universities, it would seem important that those students reflect on their experiences and
share insights and observations. In Chapter 6, participants make sense of their
experiences.
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CHAPTER 6
INTERVIEW #3: REFLECTION

Tina
It [community college] prepared me in the sense that ... coming
from high school I didn’t study a bit ... my heart was, like, not in
school ... when I was in high school. [Community college] got me
at least to ... get in the mindset that this is important, you know, I
can do it, and ... pretty much just ... I, I buckled down a lot. I
learned studying skills, I learned to take better notes, I learned how
to work with my peers for, like, help and stuff like that, which I
never would’ve done in school. But in terms of ... it [community
college] not helping me, um, it’s a completely different world. I
mean, I don’t care what anybody says. In some senses I am very
glad I [went] because it, it kind of weaned me into this ... whole
college thing. But, in other senses, I kinda wish I’d just thrown
myself into the mix at [state university] because ... it, it’s ...
completely different. I mean, I, I went there and it was like ... I was
completely vulnerable pretty much .... Instead of, ‘Hey, [Tina],
How ya doing,’ they don’t know you in the hallways. They don’t
know if you’re not in your seat in class. They don’t know if you’re
not there. It’s, it’s a very different world....
A lot of times when people talk to me about going to a, a four-year
school, and they ask me about it, I just say, you know, ‘Just be ready
for it.’

As Tina reflected on her two- and four-year college experience, her comments
seemed to cloud rather than clear the issue regarding the community college and the role
it plays as a preparatory institution. On one hand, she noted that the two-year college
prepared her, “weaned” her into being a student. Yet, on the other hand, she noted that
the institution did not prepare her to be a university student; she left the community
college “vulnerable.” While she may seem to have contradicted herself, she was not alone
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in her thinking. Nlany of the participants also juxtaposed the positive and the negative,
especially when connecting the two- and four-year institutions.

Chapter 6 reviews that juxtaposition, first the positive then the negative, as
participants discussed their experiences as transfer students. The chapter then moves to
more general issues that emerged as the eight subjects made sense of their collegiate
experiences and discussed the place the community college and the state university has
had in their lives.

Chuck, Gail and Gary thought little about going to college - even community
college - while in high school. In fact, what connects all three is that it was circumstance,
not desire, that brought them to the two-year college in the first place. Reflecting, they
noted how the community college changed their thinking about college and their thinking
about themselves as learners.

Chuck
It’s strange, when I think about it. Looking back ... it’s, um,
actually funny. Even my friends are, I don’t know, surprised.
Shocked (laughs). You know, I had this, um, pretty good job in
town. I could, I could have worked with my father. He still talks
about, about me helping him .... Maybe it was the job. It was so
easy ... I was, I was doing nothing, really. I mean, that’s why I went
to [community college]. Not because I was this student — Like I
said, I never really applied to college.
Then I was taking classes ... not even with a ... I didn’t even have,
like, a major. I was just taking, like, two classes. But, I liked it.
That’s really it. Community college isn’t, you know, hard. And, you
go there ... you find that school ... it’s not what you think. And, you
are, um ... you’re hooked. I went to [community college] and it got
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me into school. If it was, like, four years I would’ve probably, um,
stayed there (laughs).

Gail
[Community college] made a big difference. When I was in high
school ... I didn t really consider, like, getting a college degree. I
could work .... I didn’t think, I didn’t want to go to school - I was
sick of it. I really wasn’t the, um, student type.
I’d say it was ... the people there, at [community college]. They
were like ... ‘You can easily do it.’ I really didn’t think I could ... in
college. I mean, high school was such a joke .... I thought college
was, like, so far beyond that ...um, level, you know?
My advisor changed ... my... me. I realize that now. I mean, she
was like, ‘Take these courses ... with me (laughs) and that’s all you
need to do.’ She was right. [State university] is, like, no way I
could’ve went here. [Community college] got me ready ... prepared
me for this. I know it did.
I’m, ah, still surprised ... that I’m here. It’s not the way ... it’s not
what I thought coming out of high school.

Gary
I have a friend ... he’s starting his master’s here [state university].
In, um, teaching. He’s like, ‘Dude, just finish. Then you come back
here and get your masters.’ He went straight here, you know, after
high school ... so he’s, um, ahead of me. I took the scenic route
(laughs). It’s weird that he’d say that ... to me: ‘Come here and get a
master’s.’ That was, like ... I never would’ve even, um, thought that
... before. Even going to college was ... I didn’t want to .... I went
to [private four-year college] and I didn’t even last ... orientation
(laughs). Um ... I’m almost a senior, now.
Going to community college - that’s the difference. When I say I
wasn’t ready ... I, it was more like I thought I couldn’t do it. You
know, school work. College. At [community college] I did. I didn’t,
ah, kill myself, you know, but
there I found out it wasn’t, like,
that hard. It was ... like high school. You just had to do a little work.
It was, um, like practice for me. I definitely got me ready for here. I
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... maybe would be working some job now ... hating it. You know
... with no, um, degree.

Circumstances also brought the two nontraditionally-aged participants, Tillie and
Trudy, to the community college. Reflecting, both noted the consequence of their
decision to attend two-year colleges.

Tillie
Community college ... that seems like a lifetime ago (laughs). In
some ways it’s like a ... blur. Like it never, you know, happened.
But in some ways it’s like the most important thing that happened.
Um, without question.
Of course, going to [community college] was, it was the difference.
I had no interest in school. I had been out, what, twenty years? I was
just ... bored ... and working, and it was like ... they [company]
were paying for it. I just took courses and it was like, you start piling
up the credits. Why not get into a degree program? That’s what the,
um, advisors tell you. It’s like you take courses ... and more
courses. Then ... they [advisors], um, sneak up on you (laughs) and
tell you how easy it is to graduate. Then ... you graduate. They
show you the way. It took being forty-five to realize I could do it.
That’s the sad part. I try to tell my daughter the same thing. But, no.
The [community college] did it for me. I went there and really ... I
flourished. More than I would here [state university]. Believe me. I
mean, I will finish my, ah, degree program one of these days
(laughs) and that is ... an accomplishment. But, what I did there at
[community college] was ... more important. I grew there. I’m not,
um, growing as much here. Maybe I hit my peak at [community
college] (laughs).

Trudy
My life has changed. School has opened up everything and given me
opportunity. Before, I was divorced, a secretary ... I had a kid. I
lived paycheck to paycheck. Now, I’m in control. Education was
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the vehicle that provided that control .... I have grown as a person.
You know ... it was math that kept me from school.... In
community college I tackled my demons. Overcoming that (math)
was a critical moment.

Trudy explained that she learned this “control” in the community college.
Ironically, she learned it through a negative experience.

I learned how to be my own ... the importance of being my own ....
At [community college] you could talk to five different people and
get five different answers. So, I learned not to rely on one person. I
learned ... what I did was I went to all the key people involved ... I
would talk to as many different people as I could talk to and I would
gather as much information as I could and then I would make my
own decision. I never relied on one person....
Because I had my agenda and I knew what I was doing .... I think
that’s what you have to do. You have to have your agenda. You
have to know what it is you want to accomplish and you have to go
find the information that you need .... You find who the decision
makers are that will help you accomplish what you need to
accomplish. That’s the system.
It started in the community college.

Like Tina and unlike the remaining participants, Keane knew she would attend
her local community college after high school. She reflected on the positive effect the
school had on her.

Keane
I knew coming out of high school my parents weren t going to pay,
like, $20, 000 for college. I, I had friends going away to schools ...
and I didn’t want to go into debt for the rest of my life like them.
But, I really didn’t, like, know I could’ve went to, you know, a four-
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year school. Just commuting. I thought it was like thousands. Plus I
was working, too. So ... I just went to [community college], you
know. That was cheap. And figured I’d get most of the courses out
of the way .... Probably I could have easily went to [state university]
though. I didn’t, like, know anything.
I’m glad I didn’t. Really. I mean ... I rank on [community college]
and I ... back then I thought it was a joke. But ... it, ah, it wasn’t. It
really helps you. It helped me. Most people just blow it off ... like
it’s high school. The students ... when they’re there ... you know,
they leave class. They don’t go back .... But, I did good there. I got
maybe ... two or three B’s ... all A’s. And this gave me, you know
... confidence. It wasn’t like I didn’t, like, know it was easy, but ...
I never did a thing in high school ... so, um, I wasn’t sure.
I actually liked it there .... It’s a good place. I think I needed it.

For the most part, participants found the community college to be a “good place”
and were very satisfied with the experience and this is consistent with most research. An
Educational Testing Services survey (1994) of 10,000 two-year college students found
that 65% - 90% had a positive or very positive experience. Similar surveys (Central
Piedmont, 1994; Campden County, 1995) found satisfaction-high satisfaction rates to be
even higher, at 89% - 95.6%. However, when asked to reflect on the place the community
college had in their lives, some also commented on its negative effects.

Gail noted the community college label that she brought to the university. And,
being a resident student only magnified her “outsider” status.

Gail
It’s different for, um, transfer students. I was lucky I had two friends
who I knew, like, from home. But ... you are different. You know,
people ask, ‘So where did you transfer from?’ and you say,
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‘[Community college]’ and it’s like, ‘Urn, ok.’ They look at you like
you didn t get accepted here so, like, you had to go to a community
college.... It s not like I’m the only, like, transfer student. But, there
are ... most people are not. They have made friends ... everyone in
the dorm knows each other ... you know, the upperclassmen. I guess
that’s it. I didn’t think of myself, urn, as a freshman ... but I was
new. You tell people you are a junior ... but it’s almost like
community college doesn’t count. So, you’re more like a ... a
freshman. Really. Does that make sense (laughs)?
I am, um ... glad I went there [community college]. But I don’t
bring it up ... here.

Asked how university-student reaction to her community-college-transfer status
made her feel, Gail reflected on comments she has heard over the years from her father, a
maintenance worker at a Western Massachusetts private college.

Gail
I don’t let things bother me ... too much. You know, I have friends.
Most people here are really nice .... I’m sure the students don’t care,
like, where you went to school .... Maybe it’s just ... I don’t know
... me.
My father used to talk about the students at [private college] ... you
know, where he works. And he doesn’t say too much. Really. But,
ah, sometimes, he would be like, ‘These kids in college ... they
don’t know how lucky they have it’ ... stuff like that. That school is
expensive. He is just a, a [maintenance] worker there. I’m sure, like,
the students don’t even notice him. Here ... kids trash the place ...
the dorms. You know ... on weekends, you should see [dormitory].
They are ... these people would probably, like, look down on my
father. It’s sad.
So ... I know how he feels ... when they look down, like, or make
fun of [community college].
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While most participants commented on the ease of community college academics,
noting that it gave them confidence and helped prepare them for the university, Chuck
and David were more critical in their reflections.

Chuck
Don’t get me wrong ... I really liked [community college], but ... it
wasn’t that hard there. I don’t think a ... a community college is like
a university. It gets you interested in school ... especially ... the
screw-ups, you know (laughs). So, it’s, um ... good that way ....
But, it’s just not like ... college. You don’t get breaks here like you
did there. You either make it or you don’t. At [community college]
... like, everyone makes it. You know how they do that with ... um
... youth soccer programs ... all sports, you know, for kids ... where
no one ‘loses.’ Like, everyone wins ... even if you lose you get a
trophy (laughs). Well, that’s what [community college] is.
The world isn’t like that ... the real world. You know ... that’s why
it, ah, pissed me off when they wouldn’t keep score ... in youth
leagues. Everyone knows ... everyone knows the score ... the
players, too. But, they just have this ‘We can’t, like, hurt anyone’s
feelings ... so everyone wins.’ When you get here [university] ...
it’s the real world.
I really liked it at [community college] but it isn’t ... like the way it
really is.

David
[Community college] was easy. You know ... I liked that about the
place ... when I went, but when you transfer ... it is not so, you
know, easy. It’s different here. You can’t get help on things ... like,
I don’t know. It’s just students. No teachers. You work with students
if you have, like, a problem. Not teachers. They’re, like, not part of
it ... you know, learning. If you don’t know something ... you get a
student in the [computer] lab ... not a teacher. It s like you re afraid
to go ask the, um, professor for help ... because he might think you
don’t know what you’re doing. At [community college] ... they
[faculty] were like, ‘Let me help you.’ They wanted to help ... they
had nothing else to do, I guess (laughs).
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Going here is kinda like going to, to a community college after high
school. You do, like, nothing in high school ... and you have to ...
basically, urn, start from scratch when you go to college
community college. You do nothing there ... well, you work, but it
is not that, um, hard .... Then, you go here and you have to start
from scratch all over ... because, like, you did nothing at the
community college.
That’s how I did it.

Tillie credited the community college for helping her grow as both a student and a
person. However, reflecting, she questioned whether that growth has continued.

Tillie
I, um ... I don’t know. I went to [state university] thinking ... you
know, I would keep expanding my mind, keep growing. I left
[community college] really on a, a high. You get caught up in, you
know ... graduation ... all the awards ... the nice things people, you
know, the counselors say about you .... You ... you feel pretty good
about everything, about yourself. I really did.
Now ... it’s like ... you’re one more student. Learning. I mean, it’s
important. It just seems ... the community college is your ... home.
The university is some place away from home. I’m not sure I can, I
can explain it. At [community college] ... everyone knew you had
all these, like, great big plans. You know, graduating. And, if you
transfer ... those are even bigger plans. But then it’s over. There is
nothing, nobody telling you that you will move on and ... no one
will know what you are doing from that point on.
You end up doing, like, everything for yourself, I guess. At
[community college], I did it for many people ....

Asked to make meaning of her statement, that ‘You end up doing everything for
%

yourself,’ Tillie, a nontraditionally-aged student, explained.
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Tillie
You re very ... alone here [state university]. I mean ... obviously
I’m not into the social thing like everyone else. The younger
students are never, you know, alone. That’s for sure. I just wonder if
they, um, didn’t have, you know, all the parties ... fun in the dorm.
Those things. Would they get, like, anything out of this? Would
sitting in class just ... learning ... be enough? I bet it wouldn’t ....
They’re here for each other. That’s what I think.
I came here ... not just for the degree. I mean, I want to get it. But, I
thought a lot more would be happening to me. But, it isn’t. I guess,
that’s what I mean. You do it for yourself but no one really, like,
notices. Just you.

Concurring with the Chapter 6 introduction and Tina’s opening words, many
participants described how the community college prepared them as students, but not
necessarily as university students. For this reason, when subjects reflected back on their
college experiences they quite naturally identified the negative as well as the positive.
However, their reflections were not all categorized as such. When asked how they
understood the place their college experience has had in their lives, participants were
more general, even philosophical.

Chapter 6 concludes as subjects make meaning of their collegiate experiences.
Brief introductory descriptions are included not only to help reconnect reader and
participant, but also to place into context the experiences and final words of eight
community-college-tumed-university students.
Gary met me in the lobby of his four-story residence hall. His room, where the
interviews took place, faces spacious athletic fields, the campus football stadium, and a
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distant mountain range. While the room he shares with another student seemed a bit snug,
Gary has a wonderful view.

Gary’s view of college, coming out of high school, was not so wonderful. He
returned home from freshman orientation ... disoriented. Confused about school and
unsure about his own ability to succeed academically, Gary enrolled in a community
college. The former “C” student thrived, transferred to a state university, and is presently
majoring in education. Gary wants to teach children. Asked to make meaning of his
academic experiences, Gary reflected.

Gary
My father used to say, ‘Just get a degree ... you need a college
degree.’ I always thought he just wanted his kid, you know, to go to
college ... so he wouldn’t have to, um, tell people his kid was, like,
a, a ... garbage collector (laughs) ... or something like that. Maybe
that’s why I, like, didn’t really want to go at first ... he wanted me to
go so bad. My mom was a little more cool about it, you know, not
forcing me. But she felt the same way. I’m sure she didn’t like
telling ... everybody, people in (hometown) that I, I wasn’t going to
college. They both thought I would never go if I started working ...
you know, right after high school.
I actually get along better with them ... going to college. All the
problems we had ... fighting and arguing ... they, that stopped. It’s
like the only thing that pissed them off about me was ... school.
Everything was, like, about school. They actually ... respect me
now, you know, that I’m here. And, I’m the same ... that’s kinda
weird. I’m still the same person.
It does feel good being in school ... maybe they were, um, right
(laughs). But, I could graduate, not get a job and ... just work some
lousy job like I would’ve, you know, coming out of high school. As
long as I have the degree, I guess. They’d probably say, ‘He’s
graduated from [state university] ... and he is just looking for the,
um, you know ... the right job.’
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I know I feel better about myself, going here. I remember that
summer I left [New Hampshire private college]. I used to drive
around ... everywhere, just, like, thinking about what I was going to
do. I remember, like, seeing people and wondering what they did ...
for a living ... wondering how they got their job. I was kinda
depressed, I think, not knowing what I was going to do ... dropping
out of college, and everything. There was a, about a month ... before
I went to [community college] where I was ... just ... like, lost. It’s
like a blur ... now. Sometimes I can’t believe, you know, what has
happened since. And, teaching ... Jesus. Here I am ... I’ll probably
be student teaching, um, next year.
The past, like, four years have been different that any others ... all
the others before. I mean, everything was, like, sort of, like, set up
for me. I mean, that’s how it is for, um, everybody, I guess. Then I
graduated from high school ... and nothing has been like anything
else before it. I guess, you know, college has done that. I don’t
know.

Gail sat in the classroom, a classroom she once sat in as a community college
student. Her former community college served as her interview setting and, because she
worked only a few miles from the two-year college campus, it was most convenient. She
explained that it was a strange feeling returning to the campus where her post-secondary
education began.

Gail had no intention of going to college. No one in her family attended; more
importantly, she disliked high school - the academics and the social life. What she liked
was work, that is, until she realized that certain work could be tedious and dead end. One
year later, this “C-D” student enrolled in a local community college. Inspired and pushed
by a teacher-counselor, she became interested in sociology, graduated with her
%

associate’s degree, and transferred to a state university. One day, she hopes to counsel
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young people. Gail was asked to reflect on and make meaning of her academic
experiences.

I don’t know. I feel like I’m, ah ... more aware of things. That’s
what ... that’s how I have changed. College has definitely made me
think about things differently. I was, like ... I didn’t know anything
coming out of high school (laughs). Not just school stuff ... you
know... everything. I knew [home town] — that’s it_No one went
to school ... you know, college in my family. Maybe that’s it. Now,
it’s like ... I’m the one who they expect things from. My family ...
my father and mother ... they’re so proud. They think I’m, like, the
... I’m going to be this, um, big shot some day, or something. It’s
not like I’m going to be a ... doctor or anything (laughs).
It’s funny how things have, you know, changed. I would be still
working at [mall department store] ... probably ... if I didn’t go to
[community college] or if I didn’t meet [academic counselor]. She is
really ... who changed things. She, like, changed things for me. And
my family ... they think I just, like, did it all ... you know, by
myself. My roommate ... she had her parents ... and, like, her sister
push her ... to go to [state university]. So, it’s like behind us is
someone who makes us do it all. Um ...we get the credit though
(laughs).
It is different for me. People ... mainly my family and everyone,
you know, my relatives ... they look at me ... I don’t know,
different. Like I’m gonna be a ... something big ... or something. I
tell them I want to, um, help students like me ... you know, counsel
them. I probably won’t make that much. If I told them [family] what
... how much they pay counselors they’d probably laugh. Whatever.
They think you make, like, all this money when you graduate ....
That’s what I mean ... I know stuff now. College isn’t this big thing
... really. Having a nice car ... having a job that pays good ... that’s
just what people see. Anyone can do it. I know. I mean ... now, I
know. I think that is something ... one thing I want to do when I
counsel students. I want to show them that it, like, really is not that
hard ... school .... And life.
That’s probably what I learned most, you know ... since college.
You don’t change ... you, you just ... understand things ... um,
better.
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Trudy sat at a long table in a student center, one of the busiest spots on the
university campus. Right before the interview, I found her meeting with a few students.
Earlier, she had attended morning classes, and I believe she had another class scheduled
for the afternoon. Late in the day, she would return home to an off-campus apartment, her
seventeen-year-old son, and hours of homework. Somehow she squeezed in the
interview. It didn’t feel squeezed in, though. She was alert and interested.

Trudy quit high school, married, gave birth, divorced, moved, and worked. Like
many in similar circumstances, she then enrolled in a community college. She thrived.
Unlike many, she transferred to a four-year institution, and she has since maintained a
near-perfect GPA. She explained in no uncertain terms that, upon graduation, her
problem will not be finding a job but, rather, choosing the right one. In brief fashion,
Trudy made meaning of her whole academic experience.

Trudy
It’s all attitude.
I always sit in the front row. And I never miss a class .... Last spring
my GPA was 3.88 .... This past summer I did an internship at
Phoenix .... I plan to graduate at the top ... of the university.
On my refrigerator at home is a quote I got at [community college].
It says, ‘Ten percent of life is what you know. The other 90% is
attitude.’
...That’s what I’ve learned.
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Chuck met me in the community college cafeteria, a place where many students
eat between home, work and school. During the semester, it is not uncommon for
students to have two of their three main meals at the long tables that also serve as
meeting spots for students doing group projects. Like other participants who were
interviewed at their former community college, Chuck noted “how weird it is” returning
to the two-year college campus.

Chuck spent six years at the community college campus completing his
associate’s degree. He explained that he had made it hard on himself, not applying to
college directly from high school and working full time when he could have accelerated
his degree program. Ironically, he is still making it hard on himself: he still works and he
still attends college (now, a state university) part time. While his future is uncertain - he
has yet to declare a major - he attempted to make sense of his past, as he reflected on his
academic experience.

I think of myself, like ... as a, um, college student ... when I’m at
school. You know, in class. That’s when I’m into it. It was like that
when I was ... living there, too. But so much of my schedule ... my
life ... is away from school. It’s like I work and, you know, that’s
my, that’s what I do. School comes second. I guess I don’t, um,
know what I want to do so it’s like ... I’m not really a student. I
think I’ve been a student too long, you know (laughs)?
I have been in school since, like ...what, 1994? That’s just college
(laughs). You’d think I would, um ... you know, see myself as a
student by now (laughs). But I’m still working for [town] and I don t
know when I’ll graduate. To me ... it’s like I’m just ... working ....
I wish I could, like, say that college has changed me ... that I was ...
or am ... a different person, now. When you look at it, not too much
has, like, changed. I mean ... I graduated from [community college]
and I lived on campus. You know, that was, ah, I did that. But, it s
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not like I wake up ... go to school ... go back to my dorm and
everything. That’s being in college.
I do like saying I go to, you know ... I’m a student at [state
university]. My girlfriend ... she already graduated ... already. She
says she wants me to ... finish - one of these days (laughs)
When I was growing up, like, no one went to college ... no one in
my family ... or, like, my neighborhood. So it was a big deal ... you
know, people who actually went, like to UConn or somewhere .... I
didn’t picture myself in, um, that group....
I do know I won’t be, ah, working with my father ... doing
construction. In the back of my mind ... in high school, like, that
was what I thought. If nothing else worked out. So, I guess I’ve, um,
separated myself from that. I think he’s sad about that. His father
worked ... then he did. He probably figured I would, um, you know
...do the same thing .... continue the, ah, [name] tradition. School
has, you know, taught me that. Actually, it made it easier for me not
to have to tell him I didn’t want to go into the business with him,
you know, because of school.
So, I guess ... school has helped me ... not, you know, get a job. But
it has kept me from one ... one I didn’t want.

Keane sat in the community college classroom, a setting not ten minutes from her
family home. With its carpeted floor, hanging posters, and large tables, it seemed more
like an elementary schoolroom than a college classroom. No doubt, the soft, comforting
atmosphere has helped welcome some of the more timid first-time students.

Keane was far from timid her first visit to the community college. She was
familiar with the school, she arrived with confidence in herself as a student, and she knew
what she wanted: affordable college transfer credit. Her only obstacle was getting past the
“embarrassing” image of being a community college student. That image changed,
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however, as Keane - now a full-time business major - pondered the previous three years
and the place post-secondary education has had in her life.

I know ... like it would be much more like ... college if I was living
there, you know ... on campus. I mean ... I’m saving money but ...
it’s different. The whole college experience ... thing. My friends ...
well two of them ... get it. They are getting that ... experience.
I really can’t complain ... you know? I will get a good job
coming out of [state university] ... I know. I really didn’t, like,
picture that ... coming out of high school. I ... I, you know, wanted
to get, like ... a degree. But, I didn’t see myself in, like, some
corporate ... office, you know ... some big company. Now, it’s,
like, I’m getting, like, exposed to everything, so I guess I can picture
myself as, you know ... some big shot (laughs).
You know where ... I see the, um, difference? When I’m in class. At
[community college] ... you never thought, like, I don’t know. It
wasn’t like they were preparing you for ... the business world. You
know? It was more like ... business ... I don’t know, secretarial
business. I mean ... everyone there is going for an associate’s
degree. You see these ... secretaries in class ... and it’s like, ok,
they are taking, you know, classes. But then what? I mean ...
without a degree. I, um, sorta felt like that, too. It wasn’t like I, you
know, you were going to become this ... businessman, or woman.
It’s almost like ... why take ... only classes? What’s that gonna do?
Now ... it’s like, um, ok ... I will have the degree and I can be ... I
can become a real ... person in the business world. I don’t know if I
knew the difference when I was, you know, back at [community
college]. Now ... it’s like, that’s the difference. To me.
When I picture myself, like, in a corporation ... I’m not dreaming ...
I’m not fooling myself. I know it’s gonna happen. Now, I do.

Tina sat behind the cash register in the community college bookstore, a place she
worked while attending the two-year college, a place at which she still works while
attending the state university. The bookstore is quiet, especially during the summer, and
this gives Tina a chance to study. Working at the bookstore also gives Tina an
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opportunity to meet community college students, staff and faculty. Not surprisingly, Tina
has a good sense of the institution and the people who occupy it.

Tina intends to teach, which may seem ironic because, admittedly, the only things
she liked about high school were “parties and friends.” Six months after high school
graduation, however, her mother registered her and paid for her first college courses. It
was in one of these courses - English Composition 1 - that Tina met a professor whose
simple request she found touching - it actually moved her to change her behavior and
way of thinking. When asked to make meaning of her academic experience, Tina shared
the story.

Tina
I grew up at [community college] ... definitely.
I wasn’t that serious at first ...you know, when I started ....
Sometimes I would leave at the break - I couldn’t take the whole
class. This happened a lot.
Once, [English professor] caught me leaving at the break. He said,
‘Could you come back ... please?’
I returned.

Tina is presently minoring in English.

David occasionally visits or works at the computer lab at his former community
college. During our interviews, we met in a nearby student lounge. The state-of-the-art
lab is full of bustle, as students of all ages and backgrounds meet, converse and compute.
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Many students are trained here, knowing that if they complete certain specialized
certificate programs, employment is virtually guaranteed. It is precisely this type of
“terminal” or “vocational” program - designed to “divert the [collegiate] aspirations of
students” (Brint & Karabel, 1989, p.10) - about which early critics of the community
college warned educational leaders.

David would appear the exception to the “diversion” theory because, while it was
a nine-month certificate program that first attracted him to the community college, it was
also the certificate program that exposed him to both liberal arts courses and an advisor
who encouraged him to consider a baccalaureate degree. So, three years later, David
found himself enrolled at a state university where he is presently majoring in business.
Perhaps he has come full circle because coming out of high school it was expected that
David would join his father working in his uncle’s business. Here, he makes meaning of
his educational journey.

David
My sisters are very good students - they both make, you know, the
honor roll. I don’t know, um, how they do it ... I was, like, so bored
in school. Especially when I was their age [eleven and fourteen].
God (laughs). Every time I visit they are, like ... you know, always,
like, doing homework and stuff. They sit at the kitchen table ...
[sister] sits in front of the TV ... working .... I can’t remember what
I did then ... like, when I was their age. It wasn’t schoolwork. I just
...it was like I did nothing for, like, all those years .... They talk
about, you know, going to college. That’s good, you know? My
parents can’t afford it ... to pay for college. Maybe they 11 get
scholarships of something.
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They have been to [state university] ... a couple of times. It’s no ...
it’s not like they want to go there, you know ... but they at least,
they know I go there. I guess I’m a, ah, role model (laughs).
Wait until my father gets them down to the, the store ... you know,
my uncle’s store. To work. Then they’ll really want to go to college
(laughs). That’s the funny thing .... I could be working there now ...
you know, forever. That’s what my father ... he probably thought I
would. But, I go to [community college] ... and, here I am (laughs).
I guess I wouldn’t, like, be here if I didn’t hate the, um, jobs I had
before. I mean ... I didn’t like working at my uncle’s store. Then, I
finish the program at [community college] and I get this good job ...
it was, like, good pay and everything .... But, I still wasn’t, like, you
know happy ... working on, um, computers.... It was the, ah ...
more the hours. So, um, college does open doors for you. When I
get my degree I will get something ... I should get something I like.
I better (laughs).
You know, I want that. It will be nice getting the, um, the degree. I
will be the first person in my family ... my whole family. Everyone.
My parents would be like, really proud. I mean ... they don’t
understand why I keep going ... you know, after [community
college]. My father ... he keeps asking, ‘How do you pay for all
this?’ But when I, I graduate they will see ... like, all ... thousands
of people on campus ... all graduating. Then they will see .... That,
and when I get a job ... that pays. That’s when it will hit them. And
me.

Asked what “it” is that will hit him, David concluded:

It will hit me that I was, like ... this, like ... person who hated
school. I never really, um ... did anything, you know? I wasn’t
involved, like, in high school. I wasn’t, like, into sports ... or all (he
activities. I almost didn’t graduate (laughs). Really ... I just like
made it (laughs). Now ... it’s like ... all these, um, big companies
come on campus, you know ... they hire. Business majors ... they
get jobs ... like, right out of school. I mean ... I won’t be, you know
interviewing for, like, another year and a half ... but it s like, you
can choose your job. It’s not like ... I didn t think I would be finding
a job this way.
You know ... that’s what I mean.
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Tillie met me near the community college information desk for our interviews.
Seven years prior, it was precisely this spot where she arrived, twenty years removed
from high school, to inquire about

taking classes.” In fact, it was at this information

center that she spent more than enough time previewing semester schedules and courses,
finding out if the easy teachers were teaching the hard courses, and otherwise getting
answers to questions that would help ease her way through the two-year college.

Like Trudy, the other nontraditionally-aged student-participant, Tillie moved
away from home after high school, married, gave birth, divorced and returned to New
England. While Tillie originally explained her reason for registering at the community
college - company-paid tuition - upon reflection, she made deeper meaning not only of
her initial enrollment, but also of the effects of higher education.

Oh, where do I start (laughs).
A while ago, my daughter asked me why I was ... doing this, you
know, going to school all these years. She knows it has literally
driven me crazy. I looked at her, thinking, like, you haven’t got a
clue. I’m doing this for myself ... I wanted to, like, say that. I mean
... give me a break. That is the, ah, the whole point of it all, right?
You know ... the hours of studying - all night. Sitting in class with
students, um, half my age (laughs). All the bullshit ... right? Do you
know, just to register ... I have to take off from work ... or, like,
rush over on my lunch hour. I haven’t been able to, like, even really
... date. I don’t have the time. Do you know what I have, like, given
up these past years? Seven years? I was, like ... this is for me....
I stopped myself from, you know, saying all that. At first, it was
like, why? She has seen me go through it all ... all the ... just hours
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and hours of everything. I mean, it has felt like a, a lifetime of work.
Really. Like ... why try to explain it all. It is all inside me.
Then it was, like ... it occurred to me that, you know ... I don’t
know. Maybe it isn’t about me. I mean ... school. It’s ... I’m a
student ... ok. But ... I really had to, like, think about what she had
asked me, you know ... why I was doing all this....
Sometimes I think there is more of me in those ...those previous
years. You know? I went to California ... I run off with my
boyfriend ... we get married. I have my daughter ... I live out there,
like, almost twenty years .... I don’t know what I’m trying to say
here .... There is more of me in those ... twenty years ... you know,
as a mother ... a single mother, really. That’s when I lived ... that
was my life. That was for me. This [college] ... I don’t know who
this is for. I’d like to say it is, like, for her, you know, my daughter
.... That would sound good, huh? You know ... a good role model
and all that. You know ... she sees me, the student and she, she then
does the same thing. But it really isn’t ... like that. My daughter is
who she is ... not who I am. She hasn’t learned, like, one thing from
me going to college ... um, even for seven years. I’m not trying to
sound, you know ... negative about this. You know, sorry for
myself. I just mean she should find out for herself what she ...wants
in life. That’s all .... Sometimes I think she does the, like ... exact
opposite of what I do.
Ok, so I’m not doing this for myself ... I’m not doing it for my
daughter (laughs). Who am I, like, doing it for? That’s a good
question.

You know, I went to ... I signed up for courses here [community
college] because, like, the company paid for it. Um, I told you that.
Maybe that’s why I did it (laughs). Maybe that is the reason I’m
here ... a college student, you know ... I’m going to a, a big
university and will graduate soon. One of these days. One day I just
... walked in ... registered ... and the rest just sort of fell into place.
That’s what happened.
Maybe it was just ... fate.
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The term “fate” is a descendant of Latin fatum, which means, literally “that which
is spoken — by the gods, essentially, the word has come to signify the force or cause
beyond a person’s control (Ayto, 1990, p.220). Ayto noted that in classical mythology, it
is the Fates - three goddesses - who preside over human destiny.

It seems ironic that Tillie, making meaning of her academic journey, would use
the word fate to explain what brought her to this point in life. Given the circumstances
of her life as well as those of the other seven participants, all of whom (except Gary)
came from modest, working-class backgrounds, all of whom were the first to attend fouryear colleges in their respective families, it would seem that her destiny once appeared
much different. Researchers (Brint & Karabel, 1989) have described America’s “classstratified” society, and noted that university students tend to be among the country’s more
privileged population. Clearly, these participants did not grow up privileged.

This is not to suggest that the fate of the eight participants has been determined.
While Trudy imagines interviews with prospective Fortune 500 companies, Gail dreams
of counseling the young and undecided, Gary prepares for student teaching, and David
considers the perfect corporate position, there is no guarantee these events will occur. In
fact, if destiny and history collide, only one of these four individuals will realize his or
her dream: The United States Department of Education (1997) noted that only 25% of
community college transfer students complete baccalaureate degrees. Perhaps the Greek
poet, Euripides explained it best: “Fate is stronger than anything I have known.
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Hopefully, the will and perseverance of these individuals will be strong enough to
conquer the odds.

This concludes Chapter 6, the last of the interview-transcript chapters. Along with
Chapters 4 and 5, Chapter 6 concentrated on the lives of the eight participants. They
reconstructed their personal and educational experiences, then they reflected and made
meaning as they connected the two. Essentially, these three chapters were their chapters:
they narrated, they described, they discussed the place the community college and state
university has had in their lives. As an interviewer, my limited role involved clustering
data and placing into context the words of the participants.

In Chapter 7, I analyze the clustered data and make meaning of participants’
words as they fit into the context of the literature. In other words, I reflect on Chapters 1
and 2 (History of the Community College, History of Accommodation in Community
Colleges), together with Chapters 4, 5, and 6, as I discuss the benefits and drawbacks of
community college accommodation. Chapter 7 concludes with a discussion on why this,
and further research, is important.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

It was noted in Chapter 3, the primary limitation of in-depth interviewing as a
research method is that the words and experiences of the participants may or may not
represent the words and experiences of others. Given the characteristics of community
college students, whose diverse age, background and experiences make them perhaps the
most diverse student population group, generalizing findings may be difficult. In fact, in
this study, the more participants spoke, the more it seemed they broadened, rather than
sharply defined, themes. Clearly, there was a complexity to these community college
transfer students and the issues they raised during the interviews.

In this conclusion, I attempt to make sense of that complexity. There is a review
of recurring themes and issues that emerged during the interviews, and these are placed in
context with the literature. I then present findings and analysis that might contribute to
the understanding of community college students and the two-year institutions that
educate them. The primary goal of this study is to answer the following question. What is
the effect of community college accommodation on students who transfer to state
universities? Connecting the experiences of eight individuals to the research that has been
conducted on countless others during the 100-year history of the community college may
help provide some answers to this question.
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Before I analyze participants’ words and experiences, I review a much smallerscale study, conducted at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, that surveyed
community college students who transferred to the University. While the “Community
College Transfer Survey 2000

is relatively limited — the survey asks respondents to

rate issues related to the students transition to college — the study does provide context
for my eight participants; additionally, the UMass study helps to somewhat broaden my
findings.

During the winter of 2000, Project Pulse - through the Student Affairs Research,
Information and Systems Office at the University of Massachusetts - surveyed 392
students (80% of the 486 contacted) who had transferred from two-year colleges to
UMass. The purpose of the survey was to study issues related to the students’ transition
from the community college to the university (CCTS, 2000). Students were asked to rate
both their community college and UMass experience, and to rate such things as
community college and university advising, workload, and their own academic progress.
Students were also asked to rate the degree to which the two-year institutions helped
prepare them for the university.

Like most of the research conducted on community college students, both in the
literature and in my interviews, the “Community College Transfer Survey 2000” revealed
that students were very satisfied with community colleges as preparation institutions.
Most respondents (90%) noted that the community college prepared them to be
“academically successful” at UMass. What is intriguing, however, is that students also
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reported a significant increase in the number of hours “studying or doing homework” at
the University. The survey found that 9.5% of respondents had five hours of homework per week - at the community college; at UMass, only 1.5% of the respondents worked so
few hours outside the classroom. At the community college, 10.5% of the students
reported twenty hours of weekly homework; at UMass, the percentage of students
completing twenty hours of weekly homework rose to 14.5%. So, while community
college transfer students may have felt “prepared,” they were forced to adjust their
studying and homework schedules, increasing weekly hours by nearly 50%. This is a
recurring theme - transfer students being satisfied with community college preparation,
yet having to change study habits, drastically at times, at the university - that will be
addressed later in the conclusion.

The survey also found that the majority of respondents worked off-campus while
enrolled at both the community college and UMass. This was also consistent with my
interview subjects, all of whom worked while at the community college and continued to
work while enrolled at the state university; however, survey figures were significantly
lower, 73% (community college) and 53% (university). In fact, nearly half (47%) of the
surveyed transfer students reported no off-campus paid employment.

A number of

variables may have contributed to this figure, the primary one being the different
demands various state universities might place upon students; subjects in my study
attended four different state universities.
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Nearly 60% of those students from the “Community College Transfer Survey”
were satisfied or very satisfied with university academic advising. This sharply contrasted
those interviewed in my study, the majority of whom had at best cursory involvement
with advising. Once again, however, variables are involved, including the different
expectations students may have of advising. For instance, some of my interviewees were
unsatisfied with university advising because they weren’t given personal profiles on
faculty or degree-of-difficulty scales on particular courses. Does that warrant an
“unsatisfactory” rating? Another example is that surveyed students also noted satisfaction
with their access to faculty; over 75% indicated as much, and this is consistent with the
responses provided by my eight interview subjects. However, with the interview subjects,
accessibility was not so much the issue as it was approachability.

Many interviewees

noted that they knew where faculty were but didn’t know how to approach them.

Finally, and perhaps most surprising, nearly 85% of the surveyed transferred
students were satisfied or very satisfied with their “academic progress” at the University
of Massachusetts. This figure is exceptionally high given the propensity for community
college student “transfer shock” and the sharp and immediate decrease in many transfer
students’ first-semester GPA. The transfer survey was conducted during February
following the participants’ first semester at UMass, a time most researchers, myself
included, have found students to be at their lowest point, GPA-wise.

While “Project Pulse 2000” examined the pre-transfer experience of university
*

students and the degree to which they believed the two-year college prepared them for
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four-year study, supplemental data from the same study, which analyzed the post-transfer
experience, revealed interesting data. Berger and Malaney (2001) found that older
students who transferred to UMass were more likely to be satisfied with advising and
faculty availability on campus. The researchers noted, however, that often adult students
are better at using services and that these individuals might be better served by faculty to
begin with. Also, the researchers found that students who spent the most time doing
schoolwork at the community college were least likely to be satisfied with university
academic support services. This raises a number of questions: What are the expectations
of community college transfer students? What are the expectations of high-achieving
community college transfer students? Do the expectations differ?

The central finding of the post-transfer segment of the survey is that transfer
students who succeeded, academically, at the university, and who were more satisfied
with a “university environment” were those students who were made aware of the
university experience and were most prepared for the transfer itself. Berger and Malaney
suggested that community college faculty and staff inform students not only on transfer
issues, but also on university issues, and this is an issue that was neither raised in the
literature I covered nor present in the in-depth interviews I conducted. When students
recalled their discussions with community college transfer counselors, seldom did the
conversation move beyond the mechanics of the transfer: credit, cost, and academic
programs. Students were not informed on the university as a learning or social institution.

*
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The Community College Transfer Survey” and its supplementary data provided
the type of raw data that helps make institutions — particularly large institutions — aware
of important trends. How many hours per week do community college students spend
doing homework? Consulting with academic counselors? Working off campus? How do
these hour totals shift once these individuals become university students? Given that
nearly one-quarter of community college students eventually transfer to four-year
colleges and universities (Rifkin, 2001), this information might prove useful to
institutions like the University of Massachusetts.

However, what is missing from this (and some) survey data is the reason behind
each response.

Why do community college transfer students spend more time doing

homework? Why do they spend more time consulting with academic counselors? Why do
they work more off-campus hours? What is the story behind the data? While survey data
may contribute to our knowledge of community college transfer students, it may or may
not contribute to our understanding of them. For instance, one of my subjects actually
spent less time doing homework at the university because the community college taught
her how to study. Another subject spent more time in community college advising
sessions not because she needed academic counseling, but because counselors continually
requested her presence, and she submitted only because she “wanted to graduate and ...
get out of there.” A third subject worked fewer hours off campus at the university not
because she needed more time to study, but because she had received an academic
scholarship. Needless to say, survey data can be misleading. This is the main reason I
%

decided to conduct in-depth interviews.
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The in-depth interviews may not have explained how hundreds or thousands of
community college transfer students felt about the educational institutions that prepared
them for the state university; the interviews merely revealed eight individuals’
educational experiences and the circumstances and motivations behind their actions.
While subjects were limited in number, they represent a complex group with very
complex issues. My goal is to make sense of that complexity.

In an attempt to answer my research question, I turn to themes that emerged
during the interviews, place them alongside the literature reviewed in Chapters 1 and 2,
and offer analysis that might help educators better understand community college
students and the institutions that educate them. Finally, we will see why further study on
the issue of community college accommodation is important.

Themes

DiYanni (2002) defined theme as “the idea of a literary work abstracted from its
details of language, character, and action, and cast in the form of a generalization

(p.

2170). In certain respects, theme, used in this study, can be defined similarly because it
involves ideas that, indeed, come from the “details of language, character, and action —
in this case, the transcripts of interview participants; and, as I interpret these themes and
comment, my analysis is “cast in the form of a generalization.
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Themes can be more

commonly defined as central points and main ideas. In this dissertation, the discussion
centers on those themes that recur.

Themes and accompanying research are organized sequentially, similar to the
interviews themselves:

personal and biographical, community college, and state

university. In other words, themes analyzed in the first segment connect directly to
participants’ family lives and personal history - prior to community college enrollment.
Themes in the second segment connect to participant’s experiences in the community
college. Segments 1 and 2 contribute to the discussion because they help place into
context community college students and the two-year colleges that educate them. Themes
analyzed in the third segment relate specifically to participants’ experience as community
college transfer students at state universities. Because this is where participants offer their
keenest insights on the connection they see between two- and four-year institutions,
Segment 3 addresses the dissertation question most directly.

Themes: The Personal and Biographical

Socioeconomic Status

Researchers have found that community college students often come from
families with low economic status. Jencks and Reissman (1968) and Brint and Karabel
(1989) noted that students attended two-year institutions because their families could not
afford four-year colleges, and Cohen and Brawer (1996) found that community college
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students tended to come from the bottom socioeconomic quartile. This study confirms
those findings. While one participant (Gary) grew up in an upper-middle-class suburb,
the remaining seven individuals came from working, blue-collar backgrounds, and used
such terms as “poor,” “lower middle class,” “traditional working class” and “blue-collar,”
to describe their families. Not surprising, six participants came from parents who both
worked; of the remaining two, David had a work-at-home mother, and Trudy’s father was
deceased. Perhaps this working-class theme was best summed by four participants who,
when asked about their parents’ occupations, stated explicitly that their fathers “worked
long hours.”

Not only did interview subjects confirm the research on family economic status,
they also confirmed the research on what educators often find is a byproduct of family
economic status: family views and attitudes about college. Monroe (1972) noted a
number of studies conducted in the 1960s (Jaffe & Adams, 1964; Bloom, 1965; Cross,
1968) that linked parental influence with student motivation to attend college. In fact,
Trent and Medsher (1968) found that 64% of college students cited “parental influence”
as the main reason they attended institutions of higher education. Nearly forty years later,
the words of interview subjects revealed a similar connection. Several noted that they
were not motivated to attend college because they received no parental encouragement:
Trudy’s family suggested she take typing to prepare for the civil service positions
available near Washington, DC. Keane’s mother encouraged her to apply for and work an
“easy” job like hers at a local elementary school. Chuck s father hired his son with the
*

hope he would one day join his construction outfit. Likewise, David s father attempted to
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land his son a position at Uncle’s store. These four individuals, along with Gail, Tina, and
Tillie, all of whom lived within thirty minutes of their state university, failed to recall a
discussion about college with their parents, during high school. Unlike Gary’s parents,
who both attended four-year colleges and insisted that he attend, these seven participants
came from parents whose formal education ended after or, in some cases, before high
school.

Academic Ability

Researchers often note the difficulty profiling community college students due to
their diversity and variety of life experiences. In fact, what separates the group from its
university counterpart is that nothing about these individuals is absolute: two-year college
students have no specific age cohort, they may or may not attend or enroll regularly, and
they have a variety of degree and certificate expectations. However, one feature is fairly
consistent: their academic ability. Researchers (Deegan & Tillery, 1985; Astin, 1991)
have noted that community college students come from the lower third or half,
respectively, of high school graduating classes. Others (Cohen & Brawer, 1996) have
found that an inordinate number of community college freshmen need remedial courses:
40% of first-time students in Texas, 44% in Oklahoma, and 88% in Tennessee.
Additionally, Monroe (1972) found that two-year college students tended to score 10-14
points lower than university students on IQ tests. Needless to say, community colleges
tend to attract the least-prepared students, and my participants were no exception. Seven
*

subjects explained that they accomplished little in high school. Only Keane described
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herself as a good student up to and through Grade 12; however, she added that she did
little work. The remaining participants more closely resembled K. Patricia Cross’s
description of community college students: “ordinary people” (Qtd. in Koltai, 1993)
Tillie, Chuck, and Trudy referred to themselves as “C” students. Gary talked about
getting C’s and D’s. Tina “got by” in high school. Gail explained that she “bombed the
SAT s and was

happy to graduate ....” Finally, David, noting his younger sisters

studying at the kitchen table, reflected back to his high school days, almost amused: “I
just... it was like I did nothing for ... all those years.”

Regardless of what participants received on report cards and scored on SAT’s, all
eight were forthright discussing their less-than-glorious academic history. While some
noted mitigating circumstances, including parental divorce, death, love interests and the
distractions of city schools, they were quick to point the blame at themselves and their
disinterest in school. However, what I found intriguing was that many participants liked
school and described themselves as good students prior to the high school years.
Unfortunately, research on community college students tends to focus on their secondary
schooling, not their elementary or middle school years, so it is difficult to place these
eight subjects into the context of community college students as a group. Additionally, it
can be assumed that more students enjoy school during the early years, and this might
color my conclusions. Nonetheless, as youths, Tillie, Chuck, Gail and David liked school
and had positive experiences, and Gary, and Trudy - professed “C” students - described
themselves as very good in elementary school. Even Tina, who “wasn t into going and
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“hated school so much in high school,” enjoyed school and won a number of writing
awards during her earlier years.

So, what happened between elementary and high school? Why did most
participants relish grade school, then labor through high school with no thought of
continuing? No doubt this group was forced to deal with the kinds of personal and social
circumstances that many young people face, but what turned them off from academics?
One specific theme emerged: subject anxiety. For five participants, the fear of either math
or English not only affected their grades, it affected their self esteem. And, by extension,
it affected their view of themselves as learners. David, Chuck and Gary enjoyed school
until reading became a central activity. When they struggled, they reacted differently but
all in negative ways. David became quiet in class, so as to hide his weakness, or
perceived weakness. Chuck remembered cheating and copying friends’ reports to get by.
For Gary, his battle with reading not only affected his school life, but also his home life.
His mother, with “books ... always stacked up on the table next to her bed,” would
become irate at Gary’s lack of interest. And, for Tina and Trudy, it was math. Tina’s
problem with the subject was so great that her parents hired a tutor. At thirteen, she
recalled her teacher telling her, “Only a retard couldn’t get this.” Tina’s reaction was to
become the class clown and make a “mockery” of academics. While Trudy had her own
reason for not completing high school - she left to get married - it was math anxiety that
followed her through life and finally caught up to her when she decided to return to
school in her mid-thirties. She explained: “I had thought about going back to school and
pursuing college, but ... I would do that and every time I got to that point, about hearing
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about math and the math courses that you had to take ... always a requirement

it

stopped me in my tracks.”

While there is no way to measure the full effect subject anxiety had on the
psyches of interview participants, much has been written on community college students
and the lack of self worth and self esteem they bring to the institution (Armstrong et al,
1992; Coll, 1995). Monroe (1972) and Henson and Schmeck (1993) pointed to
community college students and their need for approval and constant reassurance. Brint
and Karabel (1989) looked at the phenomenon from a sociological standpoint, and
explained that students at two-year colleges may wish to be upwardly mobile, but may
find it difficult, always carrying with them the possibility of failure. Regardless of what
may have contributed to the participants’ anxieties and sense of self worth, all five
individuals overcame math and English anxiety in their respective community colleges.
The significance of this issue will be examined in the “Community College” segment of
the Conclusion.

Denial and Avoidance

A final theme that emerged during the “personal” segment of the interviews was
the notion of “denial” - the majority of participants seemed to deny or avoid thinking
about life that awaited them after high school. Aside from Trudy and Tillie — both of
whom moved and had plans to marry during and after high school, respectively — only
Keane had concrete plans for the fall after graduation. The other five subjects, essentially
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from the middle of their senior year, on, remained in limbo. In fact, some described a
paralytic state that overcame them as they attempted to plan their future. Cohen and
Brawer (1996) described tests done in the 1960’s on community college students. The
Omnibus Personality Inventory categorized students in two-year colleges, as opposed to
four-year colleges, as more practical, short-term oriented. Monroe (1972) also noted that
community college students tend to place more emphasis on receiving immediate goals
and rewards than on postponing the possibility of winning greater reward at some future
date” (p. 199). This research is consistent with the majority of my participants, who were
thinking of high school and high school graduation, but did not turn their attention
several months beyond. Their words captured this denial quite clearly.

Chuck simply let college application deadlines slip as if they didn’t exist: “I really
wasn’t doing anything about it. My sister asked me a few times about college ... but I
wasn’t sending away for the, um, applications. Or any of the information .... Finally, I
got one [application].... I didn’t know what I was doing. I think I was late applying ...
probably. I didn’t get accepted.” Likewise, Gary avoided the unpleasant task of applying,
but, unlike Chuck, he had to deceive two people in addition to himself: his parents.
“Everyone talked about college and where they were going. My father kept asking me
where I was going and if I got accepted. My mother, too. I’d say I’d sent the ...
applications back ... to schools my friends were going to go to— My mother asked me
about these schools I was applying to ... these colleges. I didn’t even apply to them....
This is, like, spring. I said I must have not got in.” David also admitted that he had
%

nothing planned after graduation: “I really didn’t think about what I would be doing ...
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right afterwards .... I didn’t take the SAT tests. I never did good on those .... But,
afterwards ... I didn’t really think about it. I was just gonna work at my uncle’s. I didn’t
want to ... but I didn’t have a car.” Finally, Gail and Tina also thought of work, but only
because they thought of nothing beyond. Gail commented: Students ... everybody was
meeting with, like, guidance counselors ... people were talking about what they did after
high school. Some were going to schools in Springfield .... I couldn’t be bothered .... I
just wanted to get out and work .... I had started working at [mall store] ... so I didn’t
apply.” Tina began working, too, but soon realized it was something she didn’t want to
do. “I graduated in ’95 and ... I worked three jobs ... And, I realized it was something I
couldn’t do, you know .... It was too much .... My mother really wanted me to go to
college [and] I lived in [community college town] all my life .... I figured I’d give it a try
.... [S]he was paying ... so I figured I’d just appease her ... and give it a shot .... So, that
January, I enrolled in two courses.”

Tina’s lackadaisical approach to applying - “I figured I’d ... give it a shot” - is
telling, not only because it reflects what researchers contend is community college
students’ inability to look beyond the present, but their belief that their chance is only a
“shot.”

Her words are also ironic, because she gave education more than a shot, she gave
it her full commitment. She will be teaching elementary school soon, and she recognizes
one institution that made this professional career path possible: the community college.
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The next segment of the Conclusion analyzes the themes that emerged during the
community college interviews and places them into the context of available literature.

Themes: The Community College

Image of the Community College

From their inception through the 1940’s, two-year colleges were known as “junior
colleges.” Given the term and its “connotations of inferiority and subordination” (Brint &
Karabel, 1989), together with the fact that community colleges have been viewed,
historically, as institutions for students “not sufficiently ready for the rigors of academic
study” (Diener, 1986), it no surprise that these schools have suffered image problems.
Unfortunately, this image is implanted in the minds of students, and participants in this
study were no exception. Several held negative views of the two-year college before
stepping foot on campus. While in high school, Chuck recalled telling seniors who were
considering the local community college to “... go to a real college.” Tina described the
embarrassment of going to the same local two-year college: “... not only are you going to
a community college, but you are going to a community college in [town].” Keane’s
reaction was similar: “Was I embarrassed ... going? Yeah.” Certainly, attending a local
community college was doubly disconcerting for some, but these negative images came
from students who neither discussed college at home with their parents nor seriously
considered attending once they graduated. It seems they not only shared negative views
about the two-year college, they shared the elitist’s attitude that Gary, the one upper-
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middle-class suburban, revealed: “I ... heard that (community college] was for ... people
just learning English ... people going to night school ... for kids who did nothing in
school.”

Negative images about the community college quickly turned positive once
participants arrived on campus and were greeted by academic counselors. Actually,
subjects were more than greeted; they were welcomed, and nearly everyone found the
immediate attention and support refreshing.

Academic Support Services

Perhaps because of open-door policies and what Koltai (1993) referred to as an
“influx of unprepared students,” or because recent research indicates that community
college freshmen drop out after one year at the alarming rate of 50% - 55% (Fine &
Lehnertz, 1991; Brawer, 1995; Sandel and Sydow, 1997), institutions have given
increasing emphasis to student academic support services. In fact, The Center for the
Study of Community Colleges (1986) reported that 60% of all two-year schools in its
study mandated academic counseling for all new students. While the reasons community
college students drop out vary and make it difficult to measure the effect of counseling on
student retention, most surveys indicate that students are extremely satisfied with
community college advising and counseling. Holton (1994) found that 82% of Maryland
community college students were “very satisfied” with counseling, and a South Seattle
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Community College survey placed that figure at 90%. Alpers’ (1995) questionnaires
indicated similar responses. Participants in this study confirmed this research.

Six participants gave favorable reviews of their academic advisors, and one theme
that emerged was that services were extremely personal. Gary, confused and embarrassed
that he didn’t make it past orientation at his first college, was told, "... a lot of kids were
just like that ... that was why she was there.” Tillie, returning to school at aged thirtyeight, was immediately comforted by her advisor: “[S]he talked about ... herself, too.
She was like me - she had returned to college when she was ... older. She was an adult
student, too. I think she even grew up around [town].” Gail’s counselor, who turned out
to be her instructor, also made her feel comfortable: “She signed me up for two classes
.... Then, she talked about her family and ... everything else.” Chuck, who for two years
avoided advising notices for fear he would have to commit to a degree program, finally
relented and met with his advisor. “He was like, ‘How did you get this far?’ He actually
thought it was funny. He was pretty cool about it. We talked .... This guy knew ...
exactly what I wanted. Exactly.”

Participants not only found academic advising personal, some found advisor
assessment of faculty indispensable. One of the more intriguing themes that emerged was
the “inside information” on faculty that advisors shared with students during course
registration. For Gary, Tillie and Tina, the appropriateness of knowing such information
seemed secondary; this was information on which they came to rely. Gary explained that
%

his advisor knew “everybody in the place and she knew who, ah, not to take. Tillie s
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advisor eased her in similar fashion: “She knew the right teachers .... She would be like,
Take Sociology with [professor] and take math with [professor] - students love them.’”
Even Tina, the only participant who was ill-advised, and lost a number of transfer credits,
remembered some very important advice she received the first day of registration: “If you
want an easy A ... take this class. If you want to get it over.”

Some researchers have questioned this approach to advising. Gay (1977) noted
the tension that exists between faculty and support staff, and argued that many in
postsecondary education see student personnel workers as “housekeepers and guardians
... who sit in their office and give warm strokes to students who complain about the
system, especially teachers”; others have questioned whether or not counselors have
proper training or whether psychological counseling is, in fact, an educational function,
or if it should be “implemented by an educational institution” (Qtd. in Cohen & Brawer,
1989, p. 197). Regardless of why some academic counselors share “inside information”
of this nature, they do, and this begs the question: Does it help students? More precisely,
does it help students who transfer? Tina, Chuck and Gary found themselves lost without
their faculty assessments once they arrived at their respective state universities. Tina
complained: “Nobody has advised me about ... any of the instructors. My, my instructors
my first semester were ... just horrifying.” Chuck was equally disoriented his first day of
classes: “I really didn’t know what I was getting into .... I had no idea about any of them.
Nothing. But, you wouldn’t walk up to your advisor here [university] and say, ‘Tell me
who I should take. Who is an easy A?’ Finally, Gary had a reality check the minute he
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asked his advisor how hard a teacher was and ‘What do I have to do ... in the class
how much reading?’ The advisor told Gary he needed the course: “So, take it,” she said.

Faculty Support

Another group that comforts students is faculty, and one theme that emerged was
the manner in which community college professors helped students succeed. At times,
faculty seemed to understand precisely how to help reduce subject anxiety; at times,
faculty seemed to understand how to offer appropriate feedback. At other times, faculty
seemed to understand how to personally connect with a student in a way no other teacher
had.

Much has been written about community college faculty, and if teachers have
been marked by anything, it has been their commitment to teaching. Callan (1997) found
that 81% of community college faculty regarded teaching, not research, as their primary
activity; Callan added that two-year faculty value teaching above all else, noting that 92%
believe that teaching effectiveness should be the primary criterion for promotion. Other
researchers (Seidman, 1985; Cohen & Brawer, 1996; Roueche, 1998), too, have
concluded that community college faculty see themselves first as teachers. Also, like the
institutions themselves, community college faculty tend to be student-centered. Callan’s
study indicated that 75% of faculty believed that creating an undergraduate experience
was a high or very high priority. Cohen and Brawer explained why community college
teachers commit themselves to students, noting that two-year faculty “minister to clients
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.... This is the foundation of their professional life, the element that brings them the most
satisfaction, that by which they define themselves” (p. 70). Participants in this study
concurred with the research. All eight reflected on their experiences with faculty and
recalled not only their teachers’ love of craft, but also their commitment to students. In
fact, several participants noted that the faculty’s nurturing nature is what saved them.

Tina’s math anxiety nearly forced her to drop out of school. She then had a
professor who allowed her to take exams in the quiet confines of a private office; when
she still struggled, her teacher agreed to meet Tina at his day-job office, thirty minutes
away, for Friday-aftemoon tutoring sessions. When she passed with a C+, the teacher
“sent my final test home with a note saying he was proud ... and wished me luck at [state
university].” Trudy also suffered from math anxiety; fortunately, she had a math
instructor who not only worked extra sessions with Trudy in class and in lab, the
instructor also suggested that Trudy take subsequent courses with her. By the time she
graduated, Trudy had taken five courses with the same professor. “She made the
difference,” Trudy recalled. For David, English was made easy the minute his instructor
told him that he “didn’t take off for mistakes.” And, David’s anxiety diminished when the
instructor added that those students who felt “too embarrassed” wouldn’t have to read
their papers in class. Gary, who lacked confidence in school mainly because of his
perceived inability to read and write, was similarly touched by a community college
instructor. After writing an essay about his decision to drop out of college after
orientation, his English professor took him aside after class and told him she appreciated
*

his honesty and that she, too, had a son who had dropped out of college. Likewise, Tillie
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was encouraged by a teacher who extended herself. After telling Tillie she had “such
talent, ’ and thanking her for sharing “such a beautiful story,” the instructor had Tillie
submit her poems, which were later published in a student poetry magazine.

Gail and Chuck found no pleasure in school beyond the elementary years.
However, school was made more bearable by community college faculty who created
comfortable classroom settings. Gail’s first instructor passed out the course syllabus and
Gail immediately noticed the teacher’s home phone number. “Please call me if you need
anything,” the teacher urged students. Moments later, the instructor sat with the students
and “didn’t stand there and ... talk like she was ... in charge.” And, to simplify lessons,
Gail’s science teacher had nicknames for science terms. “I actually started liking school, I
think,” said Gail, “because of the teachers.” Likewise, Chuck’s human services’
instructor, sensing Chuck’s disinterest in the course, met with the student and suggested
that he become involved outside of class with the local EMT unit, something in which
Chuck had earlier expressed an interest. Chuck noted that it was community college
teachers who sparked his interest - at the age of twenty-five - in school. Even Chuck’s
parents noticed the change: “So now you like school. Why all of a sudden?” they asked.
Chuck explained: “I started liking school when I went to the community college.” Chuck
is not alone. An Educational Testing Services (1994) survey of 10,000 two-year college
students found that 65% - 90% had a positive or very positive experience at the
community college. Similar surveys (Central Piedmont, 1994; Campden County, 1995)
found these satisfaction rates to be even higher, at 89% - 95.5%.
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On the other hand, some participants criticized community college faculty for
being too accommodating. Tillie, Chuck and Keane, felt frustrated at times with teachers
who failed to keep high standards. Tillie described the students who seldom attended
class but received credit. In one telling instance, she described an evening instructor who,
to combat the problem of students leaving at the break, “solved” the problem by passing
papers back at the end of class. Chuck also noted the volume of students who would
disappear from class only to return at semester’s end, assignments in hand. “Nobody
flunked out,” complained Chuck. “I don’t think some teachers even ... gave F’s.” Finally,
Keane recalled a math teacher who wanted his students to “understand” calculus so much
he left sample solved problems on the board during quizzes. “[Y]ou did it just the same
way ... as up on the board, and you’d look up and see.... It was just like third grade,”
Keane explained. While this type of reaction to community college accommodation may
be the exception, researchers, addressing this theme, have expressed similar concern.
Beatty-Guenter (1992) warned of the “intrusive” nature of community colleges and their
tendency to take responsibility away from students. Seidman (1985) warned of the
“double edge” of student centeredness, and the “unintended consequences of servicing
students and their every need: “dependency rather that independency” (p. 71). Needless
to say, this “double edge” not only serves as a theme, it also can be the source of great
tension between students and faculty; it is the primary reason I initiated the study.

While most participants viewed teacher sensitivity and adaptability as vital to
their, the participants’, success, others described situations of teacher accommodation in
negative terms. There is great irony here, for what participants suggested is that they
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appreciated

even needed

the nurturing, but that, upon reflection, questioned its

effects. Granted, had they not transferred to state universities, institutions not necessarily
known for personalizing education, participants may never have realized the difference in
culture between the two- and four-year schools. But, the fact is they transferred, and with
the benefit of hindsight, context, and first-hand accounts, were able to offer insights on
the effects of community college accommodation. For this reason, their accounts were
crucial.

In the past two segments, the literature and interview themes explained why
students entered the community college. Most participants came from lower-middle-class
families that did not place a high value on post-secondary education; additionally,
participants did not experience academic success and avoided the thought of college after
high school. The segments also explained why students thrived once they arrived at the
two-year college. Academic advisors encouraged and guided them; faculty stimulated
and accommodated them. And, the community college’s nurturing environment allowed
students to develop at their own pace. One might conclude from the literature and
participants’ words that the effects of community college accommodation were positive.
However, missing is an analysis of the subjects’ transfer and university experience.

The final segment of the Conclusion analyzes themes that emerged as participants
reflected on their transfer and state university experience.
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Themes: The State University

Transfer Shock

A National Transfer Assembly study indicated that 22% of community college
students transfer to four-year colleges and universities (Rifken, 2001). While some
transfer students persist and earn baccalaureate degrees, the majority do not. Recent US
Department of Education (1997) figures place transfer-graduation rates at approximately
25%. Reasons for such low degree-completion rates vary: some community college
transfer students have family responsibilities, some note changes in work schedules,
others face financial burdens.

However, there exists another reason community college transfer students fail
making the transition from “junior” to “senior institution”: they suffer from what Hills
(1965) referred to as “transfer shock,” which describes the culture shock experienced by
transfer students who find the university culture to be less personal, less nurturing, and
less student-centered (Phillips, 1990; Richardson & Skinner, 1992; Bauer & Bauer,
1994). Not surprising, seven participants addressed the “culture” and “transfer shock”
theme early on during state university interviews, and their words captured how illprepared they were for the transition.

Tillie was disappointed, then shocked, her first day of class. First, she wanted
acknowledgement that she was, in fact, a university student:

I thought [the professor]

%

would read our names off a roster ... something so I know ... I m supposed to be there.
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Tillie was stunned, moments later, at the manner in which class started: ‘Welcome to US
History. Let s begin. ” Gail was similarly caught off guard in her first class: “The first
day ... it was different — I had a couple of teachers who were like, ‘We read this for
Friday ... and I was like, Hey, slow down.’” While David didn’t actually attend his first
university class, he shared Gail’s reaction: “I missed the first class .... I go in, like, Friday
and they have already read, you know ... like two chapters.” Gail also missed a few
classes early on but for another reason: she could not find the building. Her solution: “I
just followed people to, where they were going. To class. That’s how I went to class for
the first two weeks.” Unfortunately, the shock lasted well beyond the first few weeks.

Researchers have noted that one effect of transfer shock is that community college
transfer students experience an immediate drop in the GPA. These declines range from
0.3 (Doucette & Teeter, 1985) to 0.8 (Pounds & Anderson, 1989). Most research,
however, places the GPA drop at 0.5 (Nolan & Hall, 1974; Lucas & Meltesen, 1990).
Participants in this study confirmed this finding. David and Gary performed poorly their
first semester and came to similar conclusions: “It’s harder,” admitted David. Gary noted,
“A’s and B’s at the community college are like C’s and D’s here.” And, for Trudy and
Tina, their first-semester transcripts told the story: “My cum was 3.0,” explained Trudy,
who graduated community college with high honors and a 3.8 GPA. Tina’s drop was
more significant, nearly two full grade points. Her 3.7 community college GPA almost
doubled her 1.9 first-semester university GPA. Of all eight participants, only Keane
described her first semester academic experience as remotely positive: “I did OK,” she
*

said.
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Loyalty to the Community College

It is no surprise that subjects in this study struggled both in their adjustment to the
state university and in their adjustment to academics. What is surprising is that the
participants, explaining their academic misfortune, pointed to the tougher standards of the
state university rather than to the easier standards of the community college, and this was
a recurring theme in most interviews. Even in the face of declining GPA’s and significant
increases in university-course workload, participants remained loyal to their community
colleges and committed to the belief that the two-year college prepared them for the
university. Gail explained: “I would be still working at [mall store] ... probably ... if I
didn’t go to [community college].” Gary agreed: “Going to community college - that’s
the difference .... It definitely got me ready for here [university]. I ... maybe would be
working some job now ... hating it.” Tina admitted, “I grew up at [community college].”
Chuck concurred: “Community college ... you go there ... you find that school ... it’s
not what you think. And, you are ... hooked. I went to [community college] and it got me
into school.” The two-year college saved Trudy, too: “In community college I tackled my
demons.” Tillie described her feelings about the two-year college: “The community
college is your ... home .... One day I just ... walked in [to the community college] ...
registered ... and the rest just sort of fell into place. That’s what happened.” Even Keane,
the only participant who experienced academic success before, during, and after
community college, acknowledged the two-year school: “I actually liked it there.... I
think I needed it.”
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Participants in this study were not alone in that belief. Valla (1989) found that
community college transfer students felt ready for the university. And, the University of
Massachusetts (Amherst) “Community College Transfer Survey” (2000), which surveyed
392 transfer students, found a whopping 357 (90.4%) agreed with the statement, “The
two-year college courses prepared you to be academically successful at UMass”
( CCTS ). However, students in this survey also indicated that, after transferring to
UMass, they increased their study and homework hours nearly 50%, yet saw a dip in their
GPA. There seems to be a bit of a dichotomy here, and this leads to a final theme.

Dichotomy of the Community College Student

Researchers have concluded that community college students are short-term
oriented and desire immediate rewards, yet two participants in this study spent four years,
and two others, six, enrolled in their respective two-year institutions. In fact, only Keane
completed an associate’s degree in the customary two years. Six participants did not
actively apply to college out of high school, yet they eventually enrolled in local
community colleges and almost immediately found the experience fulfilling. Two of the
participants graduated high school hating their educational experience, yet both are now
education majors preparing to student teach. Participants, like most community college
transfer students, felt “prepared” by the two-year school, yet at the university these
students nearly doubled their study hours and still suffered an immediate decrease in their
GPA. Needless to say, community college students are a complex group. And, their
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complexity makes it difficult to understand how community college accommodation has
affected them as university students.

We

know

that

community

college

accommodation

affected

participants

positively, while they were enrolled in their respective two-year institutions. Research
has noted this, and participants confirmed the studies. The nurturing environment allowed
these individuals to reinvent themselves as students, and the manner in which staff and
faculty serviced them contributed to their success. These “C” high school students
became high honor community college students, and participants understood that
community college accommodation played a crucial role in their transformation; they
stated it emphatically.

We also know that community college accommodation affected them negatively,
once they transferred to state universities. Participants were shocked to find academic
counselors who were “less flexible,” faculty who were “more serious,” and courses that
“started so fast, with assignments the

... first day.” Suddenly, individuals found they

could not switch classes because of faculty teaching styles, or withdraw from courses
after drop-add deadlines. They found a less-forgiving university culture and suffered the
consequences.

Perhaps Tina said it best, reflecting on her higher-education experience:
“Community college prepares you to be a student, just not a university student.”
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It

is

impossible

to

fully

understand

the

effects

of community

college

accommodation on students who transfer to state universities because there exist too
many variables that go beyond what we know from these interviews or previous research.
For instance, for the traditionally-aged participants, perhaps success in the two-year
institutions was not the result of community college accommodation so much as it was a
result of their maturing and development. Several of the younger participants were in
their early-to-mid twenties by the time they completed associate’s degrees. And, for the
nontraditionally-aged participants, perhaps success in the two-year institutions was not
the result of community college accommodation so much as it was the result of their
determination to redeem themselves from past academic failure or “past educational sin”
(Cohen & Brawer, 1996). And finally, once all eight participants reached the university,
perhaps

they

experienced

“transfer shock,”

not because of community college

accommodation, but rather, because of the introduction of more intensified courses; it is
important to remember that transfer students, unlike first-time-university freshmen, often
begin as juniors and are subject to more specialized courses within their major. For these
reasons alone, further research on the effects of community colleges accommodation
might prove useful to educators trying to understand two-year colleges as preparation
institutions.

Further research on community college accommodation is also important because
two-year institutions will be home to an increasing number of students, many of whom
(up to 80%) at least “aspire” to earn a baccalaureate degree (Nora, 1999). In 1998,
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community colleges enrolled 5.6 million students; by 2003, researchers project that over
six million students will be enrolled in two-year colleges, and, by 2010, that figure will
total nearly seven million (National Center for Education Statistics, 2001). Nora noted
that in California, overall college enrollments are projected to increase 24% during the
next decade; 76% of these students are expected to attend community colleges. A similar
forecast exists in Florida, and 61% of its next-decade-student population is expected to
enroll in community colleges. While these increases are significant on their own,
researchers also project an increase in minority and underprepared students (Cohen &
Brawer, 1996) - precisely the student population community colleges accommodate.

Regardless of who and how many enroll in community colleges, it is important
that two-year schools understand their place in the educational hierarchy, their role as
preparing institutions, and the effect accommodation has on their students, particularly
transfer students, for it is these individuals with earned associate’s degrees who should
feel prepared for the university, not shocked by it.
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